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Welcome From The Chief Editor
Welcome to the Windows Migration Special Editon, a special issue of The PCLinuxOS Magazine made
especially for users migrating from Windows to PCLinuxOS. While aimed particularly at Windows users, any
user migrating to PCLinuxOS – whether it's from OSX, or another Linux distro – will benefit from the
information contained within this issue.
The staff of The PCLinuxOS Magazine has worked hard and tirelessly on creating the migraton articles. The
articles have all previously appeared in The PCLinuxOS Magazine. The "migration specific" articles all ran
from December, 2012, up through the June, 2013 issue of the regular monthly issues of The PCLinuxOS.
Those articles are all collected here, in one special edition, to make it easier for new users to find and
reference the information they need to make a smooth transition to PCLinuxOS.
We've also dug into our "archives" and added in
some articles that we think will be particularly helpful
and informative for first time PCLinuxOS users.
These articles are indicated by a yellow "star" in the
upper left corner of the first page for the article. They
are also listed in the second column of the Table Of
Contents page. The first column contains only the
"migration specific" articles from the Windows
Migration series.
I'd like to thank Antonis Komis (a.k.a. agmg) for
getting the whole migration article series started.
While we had previously talked about doing such an
article series, we always seemed too busy putting
out the monthly magazine to get around to
organizing an "attack" on the subject. Antonis got
things organized, and was an invaluable contributor
throughout the entire process. Without him taking
the initiative to get things rolling, I suspect we might
still be "spinning our wheels" on such an ambitious
project. Plus, I have to add that Antonis is a very
nice person to work with.
We hope that you enjoy this special edition of The
PCLinuxOS Magazine, and that you find information
that's useful. In the process, I hope it makes your
transition to PCLinuxOS a much easier process.
Please keep following The PCLinuxOS Magazine,
and download our FREE monthly magazine.
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Welcome To Linux. Welcome To PCLinuxOS!
by Paul Arnote (parnote)

This is in stark contrast to the closed development
model, as you typically see with proprietary software,
where only a few “privileged” individuals can ever
see or look at the computer source code. With Linux,
an open development model is used. This allows not
just a few (or few hundred) eyes to view, contribute
and improve on the code, but it allows everyone to
view, contribute and improve on the code. You may
have heard Linux and GNU programs referred to as
“Open Source.” This is what folks are talking about.

So you’ve decided to give Linux a try. Welcome
aboard! You’re joining a large and growing
community of computer users who have left closed,
proprietary operating systems (such as Microsoft
Windows) behind. Just like you, they have embraced
Linux. Most of them use Linux every day, as their
solitary operating system.

Some other terms you may hear kicked around are
FOSS (Free, Open Source Software) and FLOSS
(Free Linux Open Source Software). They mean
essentially the same thing. The one thing you will
notice that all of the names, nicknames and
acronyms use the term “Open Source” to describe it.

What is Linux?
Linux was first intended for (and still thrives on)
computers using the Intel x86 microprocessor
architecture. Chances are extremely high that you
are reading this article on your computer running the
Intel x86 microprocessor instruction set. Besides
your computer, you’ve probably also used Linux
elsewhere in your everyday life, but never realized it.
Linux has been ported to run more devices than any
other operating system – ever. Today, there are a
whole host of things that you use every day that use
Linux as the operating system to help them do what
they do. Some examples are your television, DVD
player, Android smart phones, various GPS units,
your car, your eBook Reader, your Android tablet,
some smart kitchen appliances, and many other
things. We haven’t even begun to make a scratch in
listing all of the everyday devices that you use that
rely on Linux to make them run.
Started October 5, 1991 when Finnishborn Linux
founder Linus Torvalds (pictured above) released the
first Linux kernel, Linux is a free Unixlike operating
system. Originally started as a project for his
master’s degree from the University of Helsinki to
create a Unixlike operating system that could run on
his 386 computer, Linux today is released under the
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GNU General Public Software License. This
software license allows open access to the computer
source code by anyone who wishes to view or
modify it. Any changes made to it are also shared
with everyone else. To this day, Linus Torvalds
remains the man with the final say about the
continued development of the Linux kernel,
approving or disapproving of changes and additions
to the Linux kernel.

Surrounding the free Linux operating system, a
whole ecosystem of free and open source software
sprouted up to provide users with the means of
performing the various tasks that users typically use
a computer for. As a result, most Linux users also
use free and open source software applications to
accomplish their daily tasks. These include browsing
the web, checking email, creating graphics, creating
documents, editing and watching videos, listening to
music – just about anything you can imagine. Today,
Linux forms the backbone of the Internet, since it is
the operating system of choice for the enterprise
server market. It also powers 90% of the world’s 500
fastest supercomputers, including all 10 of the top
10 fastest.
You may have heard talk that Linux is hard, or that
Linux is for computer geeks. While that used to be
true in the earliest of days about Linux, that is no
longer true (as you’re about to find out). While every
Linux distribution around (different “versions” of
Linux are called “distributions” that are created by a
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single developer or a team of developers, yet they
all use the same Linux core) allows access to the
command line (sometimes referred to as the CLI,
which stands for Command Line Interface), most
modern Linux distributions (also called “distros”)
insulate the user from the command line with a
graphical user interface. The graphical user interface
is commonly referred to as the “desktop
environment.”
Each desktop environment (also referred to as DE)
offers a variety of features. Some are created with
the intent of being lean, mean and fast. Others are
created with the intent of providing the most robust
and featureladen computing environment possible.
Unlike the situation under Windows, where you are
pretty much restricted to using the computer one
way and only one way (the way that Microsoft
designed it to work), you have a multitude of choices
not only in the features of your desktop environment,
but in how fast you want your computer to perform.
Some popular desktop environments for Linux
include KDE 4 (which PCLinuxOS uses for its main
release), LXDE (often described as being similar to
Windows 98), Xfce, Gnome, Openbox, and
Enlightenment (also referred to as e17). KDE and
Gnome are often described as the environments that
provide the most features, the most robust
computing environment, and the most “eye candy.”
Xfce, LXDE, Openbox and Enlightenment are some
of the leaner and faster desktop environments.
Your choice of which one to use depends on what
you are looking for. If you have older hardware, you
may want to look at one of the desktop
environments that are leaner and faster. Linux can
certainly breath new life into some older hardware. (I
still have Pentium III computers that I regularly use,
loaded with versions of PCLinuxOS that utilize one
of the lighter desktop environments.) If you have
newer hardware, with a more modern processor, lots
of memory, a high quality video card, etc., you have
even more choices. Do you want a desktop
environment that provides lots of eye candy, lots of
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features and a very robust computing environment?
Or do you want a desktop that’s lean and fast,
freeing processor time and memory for “more
important” tasks?
One thing that is nice about Linux is that you can try
them all, for free, to see which one is best suited to
your computing needs and style. All you have to do
is download either a Live CD or Live DVD, burn it to
the appropriate optical medium, insert it into your
optical drive, and reboot your computer. Once
rebooted, you are free to check out the different
desktop environments, all without making a single
change to your computer.

was interested in helping Warren with Mepis at the time,
but I had no clue how to build DEB files. Coming from 5
years of packaging RPMS and not really wanting to learn
a new packaging system, I happened to come across a
South African fellow by the name of Jaco Greef. He was
developing a script called mklivecd and porting it to
Mandrake Linux. I, along with Buchanan Milne
(Mandrake contributor) and a few others, began working
with Jaco to help debug the scripts. I got an idea to make
a livecd based on Mandrake Linux 9.2, along with all my
customizations, just for fun. I had previously provided an
unofficial 3rd party repository for the users of Mandrake
for many years, but had since parted ways. Since
Mandrake was a trademarked name, myself and others
decided to name the Live CD after our news site and
forum, pclinuxonline, thus PCLinuxOS.

What Is PCLinuxOS?
PCLinuxOS is a Linux distro, just like Ubuntu,
openSUSE, Fedora, Mepis, Knoppix, Debian,
Slackware, Arch and about 600 others. Probably the
best way to describe PCLinuxOS is to provide a brief
history from the founder of PCLinuxOS, Texstar –
a.k.a. Bill Reynolds (pictured below).

Preview .3 was my first attempt to make a livecd. I
distributed it initially to about 20 people to get their
reaction and feedback. Everyone who tested it loved the
livecd but there was one thing missing. There wasn't a
way to install the thing to the hard drive! srlinuxx from
tuxmachines.org came up with a novel way to copy the
livecd to the hard drive and posted it on our forums. Jaco
utilized this information and inspiration from the Mepis
installer and wrote a pyqt script to make the Live CD
installable, thus the birth of a new distribution.
On October 24, 2003, PCLinuxOS Preview .4 was
released as a fork of Linux Mandrake (Mandriva) 9.2
utilizing mklivecd scripts from Jaco Greef, a multimedia
kernel from Thomas Buckland (2.4.22tmb) and a
customized KDE (3.1.4tex). Preview .5 through .93 were
built upon on previous PCLinuxOS releases. After three
years of updating one release from the other using the
same gcc and glibc core library, we found too many
programs would no longer compile or work properly
against this aging code base.

In the summer of 2003, I became interested in Live CD
technology after looking at Knoppix and a fresh
distribution from a fellow named Warren, called Mepis. I

In November 2006, we utilized a one time source code
snapshot from our friends at Mandriva to pull in an
updated glibc/gcc core and associated libraries. We spent
the following 6 months rebuilding, debugging,
customizing, patching and updating our new code base.
We pulled in stuff from our old code base, utilized
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patches/code from Fedora, Gentoo and Debian just to
name a few. This is why you will never see me distro
bashing, as it would be hypocritical to do such a thing.
We are still dependent in many areas on other distros
development processes due to our limited but hard
working volunteer development team.
On May 20th, 2007, we felt we had reached a pretty stable
base and released PCLinuxOS 2007. It utilized our own
kernel from Oclient1, KDE built by MDE developer Ze,
updated mklivecd scripts from IKerekes & Ejtr, a heavily
patched Control Center, graphics from the PCLinuxOS
beautification team, and many application updates from
Thac and Neverstopdreaming. Development continues as
work is being done for a Minime release and an
international DVD. A future release of PCLinuxOS will
feature an updated kernel, KDE 4, fresh Xorg server and
all the latest applications. All in all it has been a great
ride and we have made many friends along the way. Some
have gone on to other distributions and many are still
here from our first release. As I've always said, we're just
enjoying Linux technology and sharing it with friends who
might like it too. We hope you have enjoyed the ride as
well.
While the above was written a few years ago,
PCLinuxOS has continued to thrive and evolve.
Shortly thereafter, MiniMe was released. MiniMe
represented a barebones KDE installation, with little
else than the bare desktop and core Linux OS files.
Designed for more advanced users, MiniMe allows
users to install only those applications that they
want. Even though this distro uses the “rolling
release” update method, new Live CDs were
released every year (and recently, even more often)
so a user wouldn’t have to download a huge number
of updates after installing to make sure they had the
most uptodate system available.
In 2009, several developers left PCLinuxOS to start
their own distro. While this happens in many other
distros, PCLinuxOS hasn’t suffered from it, and is
still one of the top distros. In the wake of their
departure, others stepped up to fill the vacated
developer roles. Several other users stepped up to
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create the various “flavors” of PCLinuxOS. Today,
there several “flavors” of PCLinuxOS available to
users, each presenting PCLinuxOS a choice of
which desktop environment to use.
To this day, the KDE desktop is still employed in the
“main” PCLinuxOS release. However, all of the other
desktop versions utilize the exact same Linux core,
as well as the same repositories.
Following the rolling release design, improvements
are always being made, and things evolve. First
Texstar, followed by the PCLinuxOS development
team, expanded their focus a bit, and a much
wishedfor 64bit edition of PCLinuxOS has entered
into the testing phase. Requiring a rebuild of all of
the applications in the repos, the 64bit repo now
has over 8,700 of the 12,000+ applications in the
PCLinuxOS 32bit repo.
The PCLinuxOS Community
When it comes to Linux communities, it’s hard to find
one that’s friendlier or more helpful than the
PCLinuxOS community. Some Linux communities
are less than friendly places, where new users are
expected to “pay their dues,” and receive “RTFM”
(Read The Freaking Manual … except that
“Freaking” isn’t the word they use), “GIYF” (Google
Is Your Friend) or “LMGTFY” (Let Me Google That
For You) as answers to questions.
Fortunately, not only for new users, but all users,
RTFM, GIYF and LMGTFY are not uttered. More
often than not, veteran PCLinuxOS users will take
the time to actually help a new user (or any user, for
that matter), rather than making them “pay their
dues” by having to look everything up themselves. It
doesn’t matter how many times the question has
been asked, it seems that there is always someone
who is willing to lend a helping hand.
So what comprises the PCLinuxOS community?

Probably the most common part of that community is
the support forums on the PCLinuxOS web site. It is
there that PCLinuxOS users from all around the
world gather to discuss issues, ideas, problems,
solutions, trade barbs, share anecdotes, and
otherwise get to know one another while providing
help, laughter, a shoulder to cry on, or vent. Through
the PCLinuxOS forum, many regular users have
bonded and behave more like one big happy family.
If you hang out there enough, you will see
PCLinuxOS users sharing personal triumphs,
hardships, and many other things. When they do, it’s
not uncommon to see an outpouring of emotion from
the other PCLinuxOS “family” members. It is the
PCLinuxOS forum that provides the premiere
avenue of support for PCLinuxOS users. It’s users
helping users. That is, after all, the Linux way. Just
please remember to search the forum before asking
your question(s). Chances are pretty good that your
question has been asked before, and the replies
may provide the answer you are looking for in less
time than asking the same question anew.
Another avenue of support in the PCLinuxOS
community is the PCLinuxOS IRC channels, using
the FreeNode IRC network. If you launch Xchat, the
popular IRC client application in PCLinuxOS, you
will find the casual chat channel (#PCLinuxOS) and
the support channel (#PCLinuxOSSupport) already
set up for you. Once there, you can chat (via typed
text) with other PCLinuxOS users from around the
globe, in real time. There are also channels for
discussion of articles that appear in the magazine
(#pclosmag) and channels for discussion of
PCLinuxOS in various foreign languages (e.g.,
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#pclinuxospl is the channel for the discussion of all
things dealing with PCLinuxOS, but in the Polish
language).

PCLinuxOS also has The PCLinuxOS Magazine.
Only one other Linux distro has a monthly magazine
dedicated to its users. The PCLinuxOS Magazine is
published monthly by a dedicated group of
volunteers. Within the magazine, you will find articles
of general interest to Linux users, along with articles
that are especially of interest to PCLinuxOS users,
about PCLinuxOS and the applications that are in its
repositories. All of the magazine’s back issues are
available free of charge, from the very first issue to
the latest issue, and are published as PDF files.
Periodically, The PCLinuxOS Magazine will produce
“Special Editions” of the magazine to help serve as a
reference resource. In the past, the magazine has
produced “special editions” for KDE 4, Xfce, LXDE,
Openbox, Gnome and Enlightenment desktop
environments, as well as “special editions” to help
with learning the Linux command line and how to
use Scribus (a desktop publishing program that the
magazine uses to produce the monthly PDF).
Additionally, there are multiple mailing lists available
for PCLinuxOS users to join. Many of the mailing
lists have seen their use dwindle lately, as efforts are
underway to move most of those discussions into
the more open environment of the PCLinuxOS
forum, where more PCLinuxOS users can
participate.

distros, and one that works remarkably well and is
very stable.
Does this mean that you won’t have problems?
Probably not, and that is an unrealistic expectation.
You are having to learn a new and different way of
performing many common tasks. While many of the
skills you learned while running closedsource,
proprietary software will transfer smoothly to your
Linux experience, you are likely to experience a
bump or two in the road along the way. With some
things, you will have to learn how to do them
differently. You will have to learn the “Linux” way of
doing things. But, you don’t have to go it alone.

1.

All the contents of The PCLinuxOS Magazine are only for general
information and/or use. Such contents do not constitute advice
and should not be relied upon in making (or refraining from
making) any decision. Any specific advice or replies to queries in
any part of the magazine is/are the person opinion of such
experts/consultants/persons and are not subscribed to by The
PCLinuxOS Magazine.

2.

The information in The PCLinuxOS Magazine is provided on an
"AS IS" basis, and all warranties, expressed or implied of any
kind, regarding any matter pertaining to any information, advice
or replies are disclaimed and excluded.

3.

The PCLinuxOS Magazine and its associates shall not be liable,
at any time, for damages (including, but not limited to, without
limitation, damages of any kind) arising in contract, rot or
otherwise, from the use of or inability to use the magazine, or any
of its contents, or from any action taken (or refrained from being
taken) as a result of using the magazine or any such contents or
for any failure of performance, error, omission, interruption,
deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer
virus, communications line failure, theft or destruction or
unauthorized access to, alteration of, or use of information
contained on the magazine.

4.

No representations, warranties or guarantees whatsoever are
made as to the accuracy, adequacy, reliability, completeness,
suitability, or applicability of the information to a particular
situation. All trademarks are the property of their respective
owners.

5.

Certain links on the magazine lead to resources located on
servers maintained by third parties over whom The PCLinuxOS
Magazine has no control or connection, business or otherwise.
These sites are external to The PCLinuxOS Magazine and by
visiting these, you are doing so of your own accord and assume
all responsibility and liability for such action.

We – the many users of PCLinuxOS – stand at the
ready to help.

Does your computer run slow?
Are you tired of all the "Blue Screens
of Death" computer crashes?
Are viruses,
adware, malware &
spyware slowing
you down?
Get your PC back
to good health
TODAY!

Summary

Get

As you embark on your Linux journey, rest assured
that you are not the first to travel this path. Others
have gone before you, and luckily, many of them are
ready and willing to lend a helpful hand. With
PCLinuxOS, you’ve chosen one of the top 10 Linux

Download your copy today! FREE!
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Disclaimer

Material Submitted by Users
A majority of sections in the magazine contain materials submitted by
users. The PCLinuxOS Magazine accepts no responsibility for the
content, accuracy, conformity to applicable laws of such material.
Entire Agreement
These terms constitute the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes and replaces all
prior or contemporaneous understandings or agreements, written or
oral, regarding such subject matter.
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Windows Migration: Download, Verify, and
Create a LiveCD or USB
by Antonis Komis (agmg)
Introduction
So, you’ve decided to take a step away from
Windows and explore the world of Linux, and more
specifically, PCLinuxOS. You couldn’t find a better
distribution to do that with. PCLinuxOS is a rolling
Linux release, wellknown for its quality and stability
supported by one of the friendliest (if not the
friendliest) forums around. Whether you are a
novice, intermediate or advanced Windows user,
one thing is sure: you are facing something that you
have never seen before. A new environment, a new
philosophy, a new way of doing things, a new way of
life. Not everyone takes to the change in the same
way, but don’t worry: we have prepared a series of
articles that will help you find your way around. In
this specific article, you will find how to get
PCLinuxOS and prepare an installation medium
(CD, DVD or USB), to try it (yes, you can do that)
and, if you like it, install it on your hard disk.
If you want to know more about PCLinuxOS or need
further help, you can visit the PCLinuxOS
Knowledge Base (http://www.pclinuxoshelp.com), or
become a member of the PCLinuxOS forum
(http://www.pclinuxos.com/forum), where you will
always find people willing to help you with every
problem or question you may have.

by default. Simply put, the DE is the Graphical User
Interface of your system, and it typically consists of
windows, icons, panels, toolbars, wallpapers and
desktop widgets. It’s like the Desktop you are using
in Windows. It gives you the ability to interact with
your computer using concepts which are similar to
those used in the physical world, such as buttons
and windows. Most Desktop Environments include a
set of integrated applications and utilities to give you
a more complete graphical experience. Unlike
Windows, there are many Desktop Environments
that you can choose from, depending on your
personal needs and tastes and/or your computer
capabilities.
We
will
talk
about
Desktop
Environments with more detail in a separate article,
but here is a quick reference for your convenience:
KDE Edition: This is the standard edition of
PCLinuxOS. It is based on the KDE platform
(www.kde.org), which consists of the desktop
environment (Plasma Desktop – with different
versions for desktops, netbooks or tablets) and a
suite of applications based on that platform that
integrate to the desktop environment and can
literally cover every user's needs.

The main difference between the various
PCLinuxOS editions is the Desktop Environment (or
DE) they use and the applications that are installed
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The default LXDE
desktop environment

Xfce Edition: This is also a community release
based on Xfce (xfce.org). It aims to be fast and low
on system resources, while still being visually
appealing and user friendly.
The default Xfce desktop environment (next page)

Enough with the introductory stuff. Let’s begin our
journey.
Choosing the right version for you

LXDE Edition: This is a community release using
LXDE (www.lxde.org). The "Lightweight X11 Desktop
Environment (LXDE)" is an extremely fast
performing and energysaving desktop environment.
It is the perfect choice for computers with low
hardware specifications, such as older computers or
netbooks, but it also runs lightningfast on more
modern ones.

The default KDE
desktop environment

Full Monty Edition: Another community release
which is based on the standard KDE edition of
PCLinuxOS but sports a special desktop layout and
many drivers and applications preinstalled. Full
Monty applies a new concept: an activityfocused
virtual desktop layout, which is designed to address
a typical user’s needs/tasks and make working on
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Linux users. These are editions that contain only the
core system and some basic applications so a
power user can customize them the way he/she
prefers.

The default Xfce
desktop environment

Ways to get PCLinuxOS
There are two ways to get PCLinuxOS:

There are two files for each version of PCLinuxOS:
the ISO file and the md5sum file. You will need both.
The ISO file will be used to create the medium from
which you will try or install PCLinuxOS. The md5sum
file will be used to check the integrity of the ISO file
you have downloaded to avoid creating a defective
medium. You don’t have to download it, you only
need its contents, which can be copied directly from
the website.

1. Download from the Internet.
Downloading using the BitTorrent protocol
2. Order a CD/DVD/USB.
We’ll only cover the first option indepth, here.
Ordering a CD/DVD/USB is usually preferred by
users that have a slow or no Internet connection at
all, or who want to have PCLinuxOS on a
professionally created medium. This option costs a
small amount of money and is slower, as it takes
some time to get the medium shipped to you. If you
are interested in this method, you can visit
www.osdisc.com for more information.
The main source for downloading the latest
PCLinuxOS releases is our official website:
www.pclinuxos.com
You just select “Get PCLinuxOS” and you will be
provided with two options.

BitTorrent provides a fast way of downloading large
files by sharing bandwidth. You will need a BitTorrent
client to download a torrent file. If you are new to
BitTorrent, here's a very nice beginner's guide.
Advantages
* You don't have to check your download after
downloading.
* BitTorrent can continue from a broken download
(i.e., resume where it left off).
* Allows slower or intermittent downloads (such as
users on dialup) to do it over many days, or even
weeks.
* You help take away the cost of providing download
mirrors.
Disadvantages

 The first option is to select the version of
PCLinuxOS you prefer.

The Full Monty with
activityoriented desktops

the computer straightforward and fun. You can find
more info on Full Monty here.
There are also mini editions of PCLinuxOS (with the
name “MiniMe”) that are not recommended for new
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 The second option is to select whether you want to
download via the Web (using either the FTP or
HTTP protocol) or by using a BitTorrent client.

* You have to configure your firewall to work
properly.
* Download speeds are sometimes slower than
downloading from the mirrors.
Verify your download

Downloading from the web (via FTP/HTTP)
If you choose to download from the web, you can
use the main PCLinuxOS server, or choose from a
list of alternative mirrors for better speed.

When you have finished downloading from the web,
you should take an extra step to verify the file you
have downloaded before creating a CD, DVD or
USB. By doing this, you will ensure that the medium
you will create is not defective, and that it will not
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lead to a corrupted installation of PCLinuxOS.

Create the installation medium

A very nice and free Windows utility for checking
md5 hashes with an easy to use interface is
WinMD5. You can download it from its official
website: http://www.winmd5.com

Now that you have verified the downloaded ISO, you
can proceed with creating the medium from which
you will try or install PCLinuxOS.

You just select the ISO file you need to verify. The
program scans it and displays the current Md5
checksum value. Then, you need the contents of the
md5sum file corresponding to the version you
downloaded. Just click on its link and you will go to a
new page containing something similar to this:
1eeb3575bb9bf23b0be675b47337a841
pclinuxoskde2012.08.iso
Copy the first part of this line and paste it inside the
program (as the original file MD5 checksum value)
and click “Verify”. If everything is fine, you should get
a message that the values matched. You are good to
go!

You can use an optical medium (CD or DVD –
depending on the edition of PCLinuxOS) or a USB
flash drive.

decide what is best for you. Regardless of the
program you are going to use, you should remember
some simple tips:
* Always use quality, brand name disks.
* Always use the lowest possible writing speed.
* Always verify the disk you have created.
Creating a bootable USB

Burning the ISO to a CD or DVD
If you are using Windows 7, then you don’t need any
additional program to burn the ISO file to a disk,
because Windows 7 natively supports this function.
You just rightclick on the file and select “Burn disc
image” from the menu.

The best way – and probably the easiest way – to
create a bootable USB under Windows is to use
UNetbootin.
You will find it at its official
http://unetbootin.sourceforge.net/

website:

In this page you will also find a very helpful visual
guide on how to use UNetbootin.
If you are using a
Windows version older
than Windows 7 (or you
don’t like the builtin
function), you can find
many free programs
that can be used for this
purpose.

The most well known is
ISO Recorder, which
can be downloaded here:
http://alexfeinman.com/isorecorder.htm

There are also two other nice utilities for creating a
bootable USB available on www.pendrivelinux.com
The first one is called Universal USB Installer, and
has similar function as UNetbootin mentioned
earlier.
The second one is called YUMI and has a unique
function: it can create a bootable USB containing
more than one Linux distribution. You can use this
utility to create a multiboot USB that has all the
flavors of PCLinuxOS, boot from it, try them all, and
decide which one is best for you.
Using a USB instead of CD or DVD has many
advantages:

Another well known program is ImgBurn.
http://www.imgburn.com/
Of course, you may already be using your own disk
burning software (commercial or free), so you will
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* A USB drive is usually faster than a CD or a DVD.
* They can be erased and used again (i.e. to try
another flavor of PCLinuxOS).
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* You can have many different Linux distributions in
one single USB drive.
NOTE: You have to make sure that you computer is
able to boot from a USB before selecting this
method. Most modern desktops and laptops offer
this function, but if your computer is older, you
should consult your manufacturer’s manual (if it is a
branded desktop or a laptop) or your motherboard’s
manual (if it is a custom built computer) to see if
booting from USB is supported.
How to boot your computer from a CD/DVD/USB.
To make your computer boot from removable media
(CD/DVD/USB), you have to change the boot order
from your BIOS. BIOS (Basic Input Output System)
is software stored in a small chip inside your
motherboard. BIOS instructs the computer on how to
perform a number of basic functions such as booting
and keyboard control, and is also used to identify
and configure the hardware in a computer, such as
the hard drive(s), CPU, memory, etc.

If you hit the DEL key, you will enter the BIOS setup
utility (this key may be different, depending on your
BIOS manufacturer).
You need to change the boot order and set the
CD/DVD or USB first, so the computer will boot from
it. Since every BIOS setup utility is different, the
specifics on where the boot options may be located
is different but you should look for items with names
like Boot Options, Boot Order, Boot etc. Depending
on the BIOS, you may have to look in sections such
as Advanced BIOS Options or Other Options.
Additionally, some computers (mostly laptops) have
a special key (usually F12) which you can press just
after POST to change the boot sequence without
changing settings in the BIOS setup utility. This is
what it should look like:

International Community
PCLinuxOS Sites

Netherlands

Turkey
Denmark
Czechoslovakia

When you turn on your computer, you see a screen
similar to the one below during POST (abbreviated
as POST, the Power On Self Test is the initial set of
diagnostic tests performed by the computer when
powered on):

Italy

You select the correct device, save your settings and
reboot your computer. When the computer reboots it
will boot from the device you have selected.

Connect
PCLinuxOS Magazine

All your
PCLinuxOS
connections in one
convenient location!

Poland

Brazil
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Live Session and Installation
by agmg (Antonis Komis)

PCLinuxOS KDE 2012.08 LiveCD but they apply to
every version of PCLinuxOS.

In a previous article, you have learned how to
download, verify and create a CD, DVD or a USB
with PCLinuxOS. In this article, you will use this
medium to install PCLinuxOS to your hard disk,
either by creating a dual boot system (thus, keeping
your existing Windows installation), or by completely
wiping your disk and installing only PCLinuxOS to it.
But before doing that, how would you like to try the
new operating system without making any changes
to your computer? Sounds interesting? Keep on
reading.

One thing you should keep in mind is that a normal
LiveCD can’t save files or customizations you make
during the live session. Once you reboot your
computer, everything will return to its previous state.
There is an option to create a LiveCD that can save
files and remember your preferences. It is called
“persistence.” We will discuss this option later in this
article. For now, insert your LiveCD medium to your
computer, reboot, and be sure to select that medium
as your boot device. You will see a screen similar to
this:

wait for the live session to load. It may take some
time because the whole operating system is loading
to the computer memory. The procedure also
depends on the read speed of the CD/DVD/USB.
Once done, select your keyboard layout and you will
be presented with the PCLinuxOS desktop.

LiveCD
A LiveCD is a complete, bootable operating system
that runs in the computer’s memory (RAM) without
the need of a hard disk drive. Although this term is
used to describe all types of “live” operating
systems, the medium is not limited to a CD. You can
have a LiveCD running from a DVD, a USB flash
drive, an external hard disk or even a flash card, as
long as your computer supports it. The main purpose
of a LiveCD is to allow you to experience and
evaluate an operating system before installing it, but
can also be used to repair corrupted or infected
Windows installations, backup files from a dying
system and much more. A normal Windows CD or
DVD can’t offer you these possibilities.
In this section of the article we will cover just the
basics: boot from a PCLinuxOS LiveCD to a
complete desktop, connect to the internet, install a
couple of programs and experience it before
deciding whether or not to install it.
NOTE: The

screenshots

were
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taken

from

a

The default KDE LiveCD desktop

The LiveCD option will be selected (highlighted) by
default. Before booting, if you wish to change the
language to one other than American English, press
F2 and select a language. If you wish to change the
screen resolution from 800x600 to another, press
F3. If you have changed any options, select the
LiveCD option and press ENTER. Otherwise, simply

One of the first things you might want to configure in
your live session is your internet connection. This
will allow you to surf, check your emails, watch
online videos and install new programs through
PCLinuxOS’ package management software,
Synaptic. In the lower right corner of the desktop,
you can see the notification area showing the status
of your network connections, system volume,
removable devices and other notifications. If you are
using an ethernet connection to access the internet,
then it will most probably have already been
automatically configured. If you have a green check
mark, then you’re good to go. If you see a red X
mark, it means that your network connection isn’t
configured properly.
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3. Navigate to Local Disks > Manage Disk
Partitions.

If you are using an ethernet connection and still see
a red X mark, the best thing to do is visit the official
PCLinuxOS forum (www.pclinuxos.com/forum) to get
more help. If the connection is wireless, then you
need to enter your wireless network security key
before you can access the internet. To do that, left
click on the Network Manager to view your network
connections.

4. Select your USB drive from the tabs.

Synaptic Package Manager

management. Don’t be afraid. If something goes
wrong, you can always start a fresh live session.
Nothing will be changed on your computer and no
one will get hurt.

By pressing “Configure” you can view your
connection’s settings and set a security key if your
connection needs one. If you can’t see any network
connections in this window, then your network
adapter may not be configured properly. (Again, visit
the forum for more help).
If you like, you can have a look at PCLinuxOS’
package management program, Synaptic. You can
find it in the taskbar or in the menu under Software
Center. Synaptic is the proper way to install and
remove programs and keep your system uptodate
(center, top).
Click “Reload” to refresh the package list and then
“Mark All Upgrades” to update your live session.
Feel free to explore the available choices, install
some programs and get familiar with software
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Last but not least, you can use your current live
session to create a new LiveCD on a USB flash
drive or hard disk using a program designed
specifically for PCLinuxOS, the PCLinuxOS LiveUSB
Creator. You can find it in the programs menu under
More Applications > Configuration. This tool will
also allow you to create a Live USB with persistence
which will save your files and preferences even after
a reboot, provided there is enough disk space on the
drive. This way you can have a live system on which
you can install the programs you prefer, keep it
updated and use it on any computer you want.
Practically a whole operating system in your pocket!

5. Press “Toggle to expert mode”.
6. Select “Type”. From the window that pops up
select an ext filesystem (most commonly ext4 or
ext3).

Creating a LiveUSB with persistence (quick
guide)
1. While in the live session, insert a USB drive.
Ignore the Device Manager popup.
2. Navigate to More Applications > Configuration >
Configure Your
Computer
(or
press
the
corresponding icon in the panel).
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7. Back in the main window, press “Format” to format
the drive with the new filesystem.

17. The script will then ask you to locate the file
livecd.sqfs. From the window that pops up, select
“File System” (from the “Places” pane on the left)
then navigate to initrd > cdrom and select the file
livecd.sqfs.

8. When formatting is finished, press “Done”, remove
the drive and close all windows.
9. Again, navigate to More Applications
Configuration > PCLinuxOS LiveUSB Creator.

>

10. After the welcome screen, you will be asked if
you want to run the script as root. Select “Yes” and
type the root password of the live session, which is
“root”.
11. Plug in your USB drive when prompted.

15. In the next window select the second option to
use the files of the Live CD or USB from which the
live session is running.

12. The script will scan the drive and present a
window with information about the partitions that are
currently on the disk.

18. Confirm your selection and let the script finish.

16. Give a name for your LiveUSB and press “OK”.

19. In the next confirmation window you will be
asked about the Boot options. The “Standard live
boot option” will be selected by default. To enable
persistence you have to select also “Boot with
Persistence”. The option “Copy to RAM” will load the
whole operating system (making it faster provided
you have enough RAM available) while the option
“Memory Test” will add an entry for memtest
(memory testing program) in the boot menu.

13. Select the desired partition and press “OK”.
14. The next window will ask you whether you want
to create a new Live OS on the USB drive or add a
second or subsequent OS to it (if there is already
one or more OS). This is the first time we use this
tool so select the first option.
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20. The final screen is about the GRUB options. If
this is the first installation to the USB drive, select
Install Grub to the MBR. If you are managing your
own bootloader, select one of the other two options,
depending on your preference.

to select during boot which operating system you
want to use. This is the most common scenario for
users who are making their first steps in the Linux
world because it gives the ability to explore Linux
and come back to Windows anytime you feel like or
need to. This is the scenario we are going to cover in
this article. If you are planning to completely remove
Windows from your disk, you can go straight to
“Stepbystep installation”.
Preparing your hard disk

Congratulations! You now have a PCLinuxOS
LiveUSB with persistence enabled.

We will use a Windows 7 installation as an example
for the illustrations. The Disk Management software
can also be found in Windows XP and Windows
Vista. You can also use thirdparty partitioning
software for this job. A very nice program which has
a free version for home use (and I personally
recommend) is EASEUS Partition Master Home
Edition

Because the FAT32 and NTFS file systems are so
prone to fragmentation, it’s strongly recommended
that you defragment your Windows drive before
proceeding. Some recommend running the defrag
program three (3) times, consecutively. This will help
insure that you don’t experience any data loss with
your Windows files.
In this window you can see all the disks and their
partitions. In the example, we have a 50 GB hard
disk containing 2 partitions: the first one has a size
of 100MB (System Reserved) and is always created
during Windows 7 setup for system use. This
partition has to be intact to ensure the flawless
operation of Windows. The second one (C:) has
49.90GB size and is the main partition where
Windows and programs are installed. We will reduce
the size of this partition and make space to install
PCLinuxOS. Select this partition, right click on it and
select “Shrink”. You will get to the next screen.

For Windows XP:
Navigate to Control Panel > Performance and
Maintenance > Administrative Tools > Computer
Management > Disk Management
For Windows Vista/7
Navigate to Control Panel > System and Security >
Administrative Tools > Computer Management >
Disk Management
When you feel ready and have decided to install
PCLinuxOS on your hard disk proceed to the next
section of this article.
Installation
Before proceeding with the installation, you must
decide if you want to keep your existing Windows
installation, or whether to completely wipe the disk
and only have PCLinuxOS installed on it. The first
scenario is known as “dual boot,” and will allow you
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This window shows the total size of your partition
and the size of the available shrink space. There is
no magic recipe about how much space you should
spare for your PCLinuxOS installation. It depends on
the size of your disk and the files on it (which in turn
defines the available shrink space) and how you are
planning to use Linux (more programs and files,
mean more space). In general, Linux uses much
less space than Windows and separates installation
files and applications (root partition or /) from users
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files (home partition or /home). In this example, I will
use all the available space (around 25GB) with a
plan to devote 8GB for the root partition (installation
and applications), 2GB for /swap (virtual memory)
and the rest for /home (for personal and
configuration files). Select the desired size and
press “Shrink”.

NOTE: The screenshots were taken from a
PCLinuxOS KDE 2012.08 installation but the wizard
works in the same way for every version of
PCLinuxOS.

This screen is similar to the one in Windows Disk
Management. It shows all the available disks and
their partitions and presents the installation options. I
will explain each one of them:

The first screen you will see will look like this:

Use free space
This option will use the partition we created earlier
and will create 3 new partitions: one for root (/), one
for swap (/swap) and one for home (/home),
depending on your partition’s size and your
computer’s available memory (RAM). This option is
recommended if you are not very familiar with
partitioning.
Use the free space on a Microsoft Windows
partition
This option is used to create a partition in the free
space of an existing Windows partition. We won’t
use this option as we have already prepared a
partition for our PCLinuxOS installation.

Now there is one more partition in your hard disk
that reads “Unallocated.” This means that it hasn’t
been formatted with a file system yet, so it’s just
unused space (that’s why there is no drive letter for
it). We are done here. It is time to go back to our
Live CD/DVD/USB and install PCLinuxOS. Don’t
worry, it’s as easy as 1,2,3!

Press “Next” to get to the next screen:

Erase and use entire disk
Selfexplanatory. Windows will be deleted from the
disk and all free space will be used by PCLinuxOS.
Custom disk partitioning

Step by step installation
Before rebooting, ensure that you have inserted your
Live CD/DVD/USB and your computer is set to boot
from it. When the boot menu appears, select “Install
PCLinuxOS” to begin the installation wizard. Of
course, you can start a live session as discussed in
the beginning of this article and then proceed with
the installation by clicking on the “Install
PCLinuxOS” icon on your desktop. I suggest you
select the US Keyboard for the installation (you can
change it later and add new layouts very easily).
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This option is the most advanced and gives you
absolute control over the partitioning procedure. We
will have a more thorough look at this option right
away.
In this screen (next page, top left) we can see all the
partitions we have previously created. If you click in
each partition, you will get detailed information about
that partition. The first partition on the left is the
Windows system partition (100 MB). It is showing as
a thin line because its size is very small compared to
the other two.
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The next partition is the main Windows partition.

CAUTION: selecting this option and then pressing
“Done” can’t be reverted.
EXTREME CAUTION: If you click on “Clear all”
all the partitions will be removed and all data on
the disk will be lost!
Select Create to move on to the next screen.

If you decide to manually set your partitions, you
should do a further reading about the Linux
filesystem and the definition of a mount point to fully
understand what you are doing. Some links that
might help:
Linux Filesystem explained:
http://www.freeos.com/node/36
Linux Mount Point:
http://www.linfo.org/mount_point.html
Types of Linux filesystems:
http://www.kernel.org/doc/man
pages/online/pages/man5/filesystems.5.html
For the purpose of this article I will create three
partitions to use as mount points for root (/), swap
(/swap) and home (/home)... (next page, left)

The last partition is the one we created for
PCLinuxOS and this is the one we will work on
(center top).
You can see that this partition is empty and its size is
24 GB. If we click on Auto Allocate, the setup wizard
will automatically create the partitions in a way
similar to the option “Use free space” in the previous
screen.
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This is how our partitions will look in the end (next
page, center):

In this screen you have the option to set the size of
your Linux partition, its filesystem type and its mount
point. You can also set disk encryption if you need to
(top right).

If you are not satisfied with the partitioning result,
you can delete the partitions and create new ones or
resize them according to your needs. Just remember
to always select the partition you have created for
this purpose and don’t make any changes to the
Windows partitions.
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At this point, the installation wizard is copying files to
your computer. When it finishes, you will be
presented with the next screen:

When you are ready to proceed, click “Done”.

In this screen you can select the bootloader to use
for your new installation, the device (partition) where
is will be installed, the time it will show before
booting the default option and whether or not you
want to secure it with a password.

You will see a warning that the partitions are going to
be formatted. Installation will begin when you click
“Next”.

A bootloader is a piece of code that runs before the
operating system(s), and gives you the ability to boot
other operating systems too. The default bootloader
for PCLinuxOS is GRUB and replaces the Windows
bootloader in a dualboot scenario (Windows
bootloader doesn’t allow other operating systems to
be booted from it). By default, GRUB is installed on
the MBR (Master Boot Record) of the disk but if you
have multiple installations on different partitions, you
may need to modify this setting. You can also select
to secure your bootloader with a password to
prevent users from entering single user mode or
changing settings at boot time.
I have used the default options in this installation.
Only thing I have tweaked is the GRUB delay before
booting the default image, from 10 to 5 (boot menu
will appear for 5 seconds on the screen instead of
10). (next page, top left)
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When you click “Finish”, the setup wizard will prompt
you to remove the LiveCD media and reboot your
computer.

In the next screen you will review the entries of your
boot menu so far. You can add, modify or remove
any one of them. For example, you may want to use
Windows as the default boot operating system.
Select the entry named “windows” and click “Modify”.
Check the box that reads “Default”.

The other three entries are standard in every
installation of PCLinuxOS:
linux (/boot/vmlinuz)
This is the default boot option for PCLinuxOS. It will
appear as “Boot PCLinuxOS”.
failsafe(/boot/vmlinuz)
This entry is similar to Windows Safe Mode (but
much more powerful). It can be used in case an
update or a configuration change causes an error
which prevents your system from starting properly. It
boots into a very minimal environment (only the
shell, with no system services, external drivers or
desktop loaded) and helps diagnose and repair the
problem which is causing the problem. It will appear
as “Boot PCLinuxOS (safe mode)”.

You could also put Windows first in the boot menu if
you want to. Again, select the entry and change its
position with the up and down arrows (center top).
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Setup has practically finished. PCLinuxOS is
installed on your computer. Just a few more
configuration steps and we’re done.
When the computer reboots, you will see the boot
menu we discussed previously. If you have modified
the entry for Windows and have set it first and
default, you will have a boot menu similar to the
following:

linuxnonfb(/boot/vmlinuz)
This entry is for booting the system without using the
Framebuffer driver. Framebuffer mode utilizes the
vesa capabilities of your video card for displaying
graphics. This option is used for troubleshooting
problems related to that mode. The Graphical Boot
Menu (GRUB) is displayed in your screen using the
Framebuffer driver. So, if you are seeing GRUB,
there is no reason to worry! This entry won’t appear
in your boot menu (you can hit Escape to go to "text"
mode and see all 3 options).
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Select “Boot PCLinuxOS”. When the operating
system finishes loading, you will be prompted to
select your timezone and adjust your date, clock and
timezone settings:

when you install new software, update your system,
modify system settings etc. It is recommended to
have a unique password for your root account.

The final step is the user creation screen.

The first thing you must do after login is run a full
system update (a reminder will appear the first time
you login). Once you do that, you are free to explore
the new and amazing world of PCLinuxOS!
Welcome!

Defending Your Rights

Next step is to create the root account and set a
password for it. Root account is a special user
account used for system administration (similar to
Windows Administrator). Root (or superuser) is the
user who has all rights or permissions (to all files
and programs) in all modes (single or multiuser).
You will need root access in many occasions like
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Fill in your details, set a strong password (it is
recommended to have a different password from the
root account) and continue to the login screen. You
can add more users later by going to More
Applications > Configure Your Computer > System
> Manage users on the system (top right).

In The Digital World
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Windows Migration: Keeping Your System
Up To Date & Installing Software
by Paul Arnote (parnote)

Windows world, I’ve often heard this referred to as
“DLLHell.”

I, like many other Linux users, am a former Windows
user. There are very few Linux users who didn’t take
this path to Linux. Under Linux, I had to learn some
new ways of doing things. Well, alright … they
weren’t exactly “new,” but they were definitely “new”
to me. One of those things was installing software
and how to keep my system uptodate.

Windows updates are handled in a similar fashion. I
know that most Windows users I’ve met (and I know
a LOT of them) dread Tuesdays. Even I dreaded
Tuesdays when I was a Windows user. Why
Tuesdays? Because that is the day of the week that
Microsoft pushes out Windows updates. Even in the
tech journals, it’s referred to as either “Microsoft
Patch Tuesdays” or “Update Tuesdays.”
Now raise your hands – how many people reading
this article have done one of the things in the
following list?

The Windows Way
1. Allowed your computer to automatically apply
Windows updates and came back to your computer
where something wasn’t working correctly, due to an
improperly applied patch.

One thing that you will find that is different under
Linux is how you install software. Using the Windows
way to install software, you would either insert a CD
or DVD containing your software or download the
software from the Internet. You would then proceed
to install that software from either your CD/DVD, or
from the installer that you downloaded from the
Internet. When the process is through, you
(hopefully) have your new software application
installed – and hopefully, it works and nothing else
was installed along with it.
Unfortunately for most people, this method of
installing software under Windows is fraught with
problems. First, there is the security aspect. Any one
of the CD/DVDs or any one of the downloaded
installers can easily introduce viruses, malware,
crapware, or spyware to your computer.
Secondly, installing one software package could
cause some other installed software applications to
suddenly stop working. This occurs when key
system files and libraries are changed for one
application, but the other installed software
applications are reliant on an older version. In the
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2. Blindly (and manually) applied all patches from
Microsoft, without knowing what patches were being
applied.

Third, since the installers are closed to prying eyes
(in a feeble attempt to “keep the installer secure”)
and you really have no idea of what you are
installing, it’s easy (and unfortunately common) for
software vendors in the Windows world to make
agreements to include additional software (often
from nefarious sources that you wouldn’t download
from, anyway) that is automatically installed on your
computer. This is usually software that you either
don’t want or didn’t ask to be installed. These are
often things like unnecessary and unwanted browser
toolbars, some of which may literally hijack your web
browser, and some of which may be next to
impossible to remove completely.

3. Manually verify each and every patch before
applying it (requires selecting either the advanced or
custom option, depending on how they are wording
it that week), and selected which of the patches to
apply, and which of the patches to permanently
ignore.
4. Turn off automatic updates, permanently.
If I had a $5 bill for every time Microsoft released a
bad patch and had to roll that patch back to a
previous version (provided your computer still
worked), I’d be a rich man. Unfortunately, Microsoft
doesn’t pay us for such inconveniences and wastes
of our time.
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The PCLinuxOS Way
Even though it may seem foreign at first, Linux does
things differently. Having experienced both the
Windows way of doing things and the Linux way of
doing things, I can tell you from first hand
experience that the Linux way is much better – and
a much more secure way of doing software updates
and installations. Just as Linux itself is distributed
freely, the vast majority of software applications,
libraries and drivers are also available for free.
Under PCLinuxOS, as with nearly every other Linux
distro, software and updates are handled and
controlled from a central software repository. What is
a repository? A repository is a collection of software
applications, support libraries and drivers. Special
care has been taken to insure that everything works
on as wide of a variety of systems as possible,
without breaking other applications in the process. In
the rare but occasional event that two software
packages are incompatible with one another, the
user is given a choice to either uninstall the
previously installed software package, or to abort the
installation of the new software package. Essentially,
almost every application and library in the
PCLinuxOS repository has been custom built to
PCLinuxOS specifications (to insure that your
computer remains stable), and has been custom
built to insure that all of the applications work
seamlessly together.
Furthermore, the PCLinuxOS way (and not the way
of every Linux distro, by the way) is to NOT – never,
ever – install software that from outside of the official
repos. Installing from outside the official PCLinuxOS
repository can be a dicey proposition, even for
seasoned Linux users. Great amounts of time and
care have been invested to make sure that
everything in the official PCLinuxOS repository
works well with everything else. This helps keep
your system stable over the long haul.
That stability comes in the form of making sure that
when you install one software application, it doesn’t
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break other installed software packages. Once
you’ve installed from outside of the official repository,
you render your PCLinuxOS installation as ineligible
for support on the forum. Why? Doesn’t this seem
harsh?
Not really. Once you’ve installed packages that are
from outside sources, there is no way for the
PCLinuxOS developers or other PCLinuxOS users
(upon whom you are relying for support and
assistance, via the forum) to know all the changes
that were made to your system. They don’t know
what additional files were added to your system that
might be conflicting with the approved PCLinuxOS
libraries and software. They don’t know what vital
libraries and software packages were replaced by
newer or different versions that aren’t 100%
compatible with the software and libraries installed
on your system. Basically, because no one knows
what changes have occurred to your system, it
makes it next to impossible to track down exactly
where the problem lies. Only when software
packages have been custom built and made for
PCLinuxOS by the PCLinuxOS developers can we
fully know and understand what changes are made
to your system when they are installed.
Currently, there are over 13,300 individual software
packages available for installation in the official
PCLinuxOS repositories. Each of those software
packages have been vigorously tested to insure that
everything works together as it should. There are
also (currently, at the time I’m writing this article)
around 150 additional software packages in a
special testing section of the repositories that
advanced PCLinuxOS users who have signed up as
testers can test, before it is released to the general
PCLinuxOS users. The number of software
packages in testing is likely to vary from time to time,
sometimes widely, depending on what it is that the
PCLinuxOS developers are currently working on and
testing. Only “advanced users” who really know
what they are doing should ever install applications
from testing, and never on an installation that you
rely on for your everyday computing needs.

So what happens when there’s a software
application you need, but it’s not in the official
PCLinuxOS repositories? Fortunately, there is a
special section of the PCLinuxOS forum, called
“New Package Requests.” Once you have 10 posts
in the PCLinuxOS forum, this special section of the
PCLinuxOS forum will be opened up to you. Until
then, it will remain hidden from your view.

After you’ve read the guidelines for making a
package request, post your request in the
appropriate board. Now, just sit back and wait. Other
PCLinuxOS community members will come along
and give your request a “+1” if they agree that it
needs to be added to the PCLinuxOS repositories.
Discussion of suggested packages is NOT allowed;
that’s something that better fits into the realm of
discussions that exist in the Software Discussions
section of the forum. Don’t take offense if someone
doesn’t agree with you about a software package
being added to the PCLinuxOS repositories. This is
a community, and not all members of a community
necessarily agree on all things (just like in real life).
Sometimes, one of the PCLinuxOS packagers will
see the request before anyone has responded to it,
will build it into an RPM package file, and send it
upstream to the repository maintainer (currently,
Neal Brooks, a.k.a. Neal ManBear).
The repository maintainer – who also happens to be
the lead developer – has the responsibility of
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deciding what section of the repository that software
packages are sent to, as well as making sure that it
is packaged properly. If the software package
doesn’t impact other applications and libraries, it will
sometimes go straight to the repos. Otherwise (and
this happens with most new packages), it will go to
the testers to make sure that it works as it should,
and that it doesn’t have any unintended bad effects
or bugs. Then, once sufficient time and testing has
elapsed, and once there is a high level of certainty
that the new package works as it should, without
breaking other applications in the repository, the new
package is released for general, everyday
PCLinuxOS users to download and use.
How To Update Your System
PCLinuxOS, like most every other Linux distribution,
uses a package manager to not only install
applications, but to also update your system.
PCLinuxOS uses Synaptic as its package manager.
Synaptic is a graphical front end to the aptget
command on the command line (insulating you from
the command line). Unless you are well versed in
the Linux command line, as well as PCLinuxOS’s
use of the aptget command set, it’s best to simply
stick with using Synaptic.

When you first launch Synaptic, you will need to
provide the root user’s password. This helps provide
another layer of security. Since all software additions
from Synaptic are available to all users on the
system, this prevents regular users from making
systemwide changes unless they know the root
user’s password.
After successfully entering the root user’s password,
Synaptic will launch. You will see something quite
similar to what is pictured below. In fact, one of your
very first actions after installing PCLinuxOS should
be to run Synaptic and apply any and all updates
available for your system. This will help not only
keep your system running at its peak, but it will also
insure that you have the latest versions of all
installed software. Having the latest versions of your
software helps eliminate security vulnerabilities and
makes sure that the software you are running has

the latest “fixes” for any problems that might have
previously existed.
You should choose the PCLinuxOS repository mirror
that is either closest to you, or the one that offers
you the best performance (typically, only discernable
by trying it out). Also, you should only ever choose
ONE repository to use. Never choose multiple
repository mirrors (with one minor exception). Why?
Because different mirrors sync at different times
from the PCLinuxOS master repository (at
ibiblio.org), and you will end up with conflicting
packages available. Those conflicts could include
dependency conflicts (the other applications and
libraries that the application depends on to work).
Also, you should avoid choosing the main repository
at ibiblio.org. That is the “master” repository, and all
of the other repository mirrors are synced from it. If

(Editor’s Note: In the following screenshots of Synaptic
“in action,” only the contents of the windows are being
displayed. The window title bar and frame have been
cropped out. This is because, regardless of which desktop
environment, icon theme, or window decorations you are
using, Synaptic will appear essentially the same.)
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date list of available software packages available.
Because PCLinuxOS is what’s known as a “rolling
release,” software updates are made available just
as soon as they are packaged and have passed the
testing procedure. On other Linux distros, the
software updates are sometimes “held back” until
the next scheduled release cycle.
As long as you regularly update your PCLinuxOS
system, you will always have the most current and
up to date version, and you will avoid having to
reinstall every time a new PCLinuxOS Live CD is
released. How often should you “regularly” update?
Some recommend once a week. Others recommend
once every two weeks. Minimally, you shouldn’t go
more than a month without checking for updates.
The longer you wait before checking for updates, the
more packages will have been updated. The more
packages there are to update, the longer it will take
to download and apply those updates. Conversely, if
you you update every week, the number of available
updates will be smaller, and the time involved in
downloading and installing those updates will also
be shorter. Plus, you will always have one of the
most up to date PCLinuxOS systems around.
you – and 50 other users – are using it as their main
repository from which to apply routine updates, your
consumption of bandwidth may delay and slow down
of the syncing of the repository mirrors.
Notice that I did say that there was one minor
exception. In addition to a “regular” PCLinuxOS
repository mirror, it is perfectly fine to also
simultaneously enable the special “megagames”
repository. Due to their size, many of the larger
games available under PCLinuxOS are kept and
maintained in their own special repository. This helps
preserve bandwidth for other users who may not be
into “gaming,” preventing the other repository mirrors
from being bogged down by others downloading the
large game files.
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When you first open Synaptic (and every time after
changing your repository mirror), you should click on
the “Reload” button (far left) on the Synaptic toolbar.
You will see a window similar to the one displayed
above. This insures that you have the most up to

Next, you should click on the “Mark All Updates”
button (second from the left) on the Synaptic toolbar.
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You will see a window similar to the one above.
Synaptic will list the applications installed on your
system that have newer versions. At this point, just
click on the “Mark” button at the lower right of the
above dialog box.

the downloading of the updated files. If you wish,
you can watch the progress of individual files
download by clicking on the small triangle pointer
next to “Show progress of single files.”

Once all the files have been downloaded, Synaptic
will automatically install all of your downloaded
updates. A dialog box similar to the one shown
above should appear. The top progress bar
represents the progress for the specified file, while
the bottom progress bar represents the overall
progress for installation of all of the downloaded
updates. When both progress bars have extended
the full width across the window (as above), and all
updates have been installed, the dialog box will
close itself. You will then be returned to the original
Synaptic window.
Now, click on the “Apply” button on the Synaptic
toolbar (third from the left). You will see another
dialog box (above) appear, asking you to confirm
your choices. Simply click on the “Apply” button in
the lower right corner of the dialog box to start the
update process.

Voila! Your PCLinuxOS installation is now fully upto
date.
Installing “Other” Applications
Once you have your freshly installed PCLinuxOS
fully updated, it’s now time to check out what other
applications exist that you may want to use.
Granted, most PCLinuxOS versions come with a
fully complete set of “other” applications ready for
you to use. Yet given the varied and individual needs
of any set of computer users, there’s no way to
anticipate what every user will want or need. So,
PCLinuxOS comes with a wide assortment of the
most popular applications preinstalled, which helps
users get up and running right out of the blocks.

You should now see a dialog box similar to the one
above, displaying a progress bar of the progress for
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Certainly, there will be software applications that you
will want to install, and you will certainly have
different desires and needs than other users.

Thankfully, you can choose to install from over
13,000 software packages that are in the
PCLinuxOS repository. Just like PCLinuxOS, all of
the software titles in the PCLinuxOS repository are
also free, open source software.
I can assure you that you can find applications to
perform nearly any task you might be able to
imagine, right in the PCLinuxOS repository. One
user may prefer to use Amarok (a music playing
application for KDE), while another may have a
preference for Clementine or DeaDBeeF (two other
music playing applications). Yes, they are all in the
PCLinuxOS repository, and all are awaiting your
installation, if you choose.
If you are brand new to Linux, I recommend taking a
little time to browse through the PCLinuxOS
repository to see what all might be available. Don’t
worry – nothing is installed until you apply your
changes (exactly as we did when we performed
updates in the last section of the article).
If you click on the “Sections” button in the lower left
corner of the main Synaptic window, you will see the
left pane of the Synaptic window list a myriad of
categories, or sections, for the available software
packages. Select a section that interests you, then
click on one of the software packages listed in the
top right window. When you do, a brief description of
the software package appears in the window at the
bottom right of the main Synaptic window.
If you want to install that software package, right
click on the package name and choose “Mark for
Installation” from the context menu that pops up.
Repeat this procedure for each software package
you want to install. If you accidentally select a
package that you don’t want – or if you change your
mind about installing it – simply right click on it
again, but this time choose “Unmark” from the
context menu. The software package will be
removed from the list of items to download and
install.
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Occasionally, you will receive a dialog box with extra
information after the installation of a software
package, or after applying updates. If that
information is labeled as a “Warning,” simply note
what the message is and move on. The vast majority
of the time, those “Warnings” are to let you know
what additional actions were taken to install a
software package, and can be safely ignored.
However, if the information is labeled as an “Error,”
take special notice of what the error message says.
Often times, it occurs because all of the packages
you marked for installation can’t be downloaded and
installed from the selected mirror (maybe the
mirror’s server was updating from ibiblio.org and
was unreachable). If Synaptic ever pops up a dialog
box asking if you want to continue ignoring those
software packages that could not be downloaded,
always select NO! If you select “Yes,” Synaptic will
continue to ignore those packages (and any
subsequent updates) forever. It will, simply, do as
you tell it to do. Simply wait a few minutes (10 or 15
minutes should do), and click on the “Apply” button
again to finish the download and installation of your
updates or software package installations.
When you have finished selecting the software
packages you want to install, click on the “Apply”
button on the Synaptic toolbar (third icon from the
left), and click on the “Apply” button in the dialog box
that pops up. Sit back and wait while Synaptic
downloads and installs your chosen software
packages. The procedure is exactly the same as
what was described in the earlier section of the
article, when we applied the updates to our system.
Sometimes, you have an idea of what you are
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wanting to install. Instead of trying to find it in the list
of over 13,000 software packages, you can search
through Synaptic’s list to find the application you
want to install. Simply select the “Search” button on
the Synaptic toolbar, and type in some identifying
information (name, genre, etc.) for the software you
are wanting to install, followed by clicking on the
“Search” button in the lower right hand corner of the
search dialog box. Synaptic will then list all of the
software packages that meet your search criteria.
Don’t worry if your search results don’t immediately
net results. Just change your search criteria a little
bit. Sometimes, the packager used different
terminology or language in either the name or
description. Select the software package(s) that you
want to install, and proceed as described earlier for
marking them for installation and applying those
software packages to your PCLinuxOS installation.

Summary
Overall, you should find it fairly easy to keep your
system uptodate. You should also find it very easy
to install software. One thing that is nice about
PCLinuxOS – and Linux, in general – is that you can
install whatever software you need, without breaking
your bank. Remember that if a software application
isn’t available in the PCLinuxOS repository, you can
make a suggestion to add it in the PCLinuxOS
forum. Just be sure that a Linux version of the
software exists, and that it can be freely distributed.
With this, you’ve just took another big step down
your Linux path, and on your path to greater
freedom from closed source, proprietary, costly
software. We think you will like what you find here.
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by Meemaw
I’m sure I’ve told this story before: I used Windows at
home until about 2005.
I had a brother visiting one weekend in 2004, when
my computer crashed. My brother, who had more
computer experience than I, tried to recover my OS,
but was unsuccessful. At that point, he said, “Maybe
you should switch to Linux.” (“What’s Linux? I’ve
never heard of it before.”) I’m sure at this point you
can imagine what he told me next, because you’ve
heard it yourself. He uses Linux and was happy to
tell me all about it. Of course, I did have to pay
someone to restore Windows, but I vowed I would
never do that again, and started researching Linux
myself.
I found loads of Linux sites and read bunches of
material. After seven years, I still remember a few
sites that I thought were helpful to me.
(www.linux.com,
www.linux.org,
http://www.linuxrsp.ru/winlinsoft/tableeng.html and
http://www.zegeniestudios.net/ldc/)
The last one is a site where you can try to determine
which distribution is best for you, and every time I
used it, I came up with a new idea or two. Many of
the sites also directed me to DistroWatch to choose
my distribution. I used it long enough to read the
reviews and to see the variety of distros in
existence, and started with the top 10 or 15 in their
list. After that, I did my own research.
When I learned about Live CDs, I thought they
would be the best route for me to learn about the
distributions and, hopefully, discover which one was
best for me. I downloaded Live CDs of Mandriva
Move, PCLinuxOS, Ubuntu, eLive and several
others. For a while, I had several Live CDs, and
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every day I would boot one up and experiment. I
took notes on what I was learning as well, in order to
remember which distro did what I wanted. I very
quickly realized that PCLinuxOS did everything I
wanted it to do, and it was easy to use. A couple of
other distros worked well, but I always kept coming
back to PCLinuxOS.
My stumbling block was a printer that I had owned
for a while. It just wasn’t recognized in any of the
distros I tried, and a couple of the hardware
compatibility lists I found kept saying “doesn’t work
under Linux”. However, one day I discovered the
printer had quit working. When I checked the lists for
suggestions for a new one, I found that most all of
the HP’s were compatible. I’m still using the HP that
I bought from a retiring friend shortly after that.
Now that everything worked under Linux, I could
install my favorite distro. However, I was still sort of
torn between PCLinuxOS and another distro. I
solved that by taking a deeper plunge, partitioning
my hard drive and dual booting the two different
distros. I tried to alternate between PCLinuxOS
and the other distro, but I still kept booting
PCLinuxOS more often. So one day, I cleaned
the whole thing off and installed PCLinuxOS.
That was version 0.93, and I’ve been using
PCLinuxOS ever since. I started with KDE, but
have tried Gnome, LXDE, Xfce and e17. I use
Xfce now on both of my machines.

could
install
Firefox,
GIMP,
Inkscape,
OpenOffice/LibreOffice and VLC on the work
computer, too. I was able to learn quickly, and since
then, I have expanded the new program list to
include Hugin, Scribus, Chrome, and even Opera.
I think I managed to save them some money as well,
installing open source programs in place of the
proprietary ones they would have had to purchase.
First Step (on your Windows Computer)
One of your first steps should be to list what
programs you need. When I started, my list would
have been similar to the list below:
Web Browser (Internet Explorer)
Office Suite (MS Office)
Email (Outlook/Outlook Express)
Financial (MS Money or Quicken)
Desktop Publishing (Print Artist  I used to make my
own greeting cards  or Publisher)
Drawing program (MS Paint)
Games

In the course of my research, I discovered that
many programs have Windows, Mac AND Linux
versions. When I found that out, I started trying
the Windows versions of the programs to learn a
little about them. I have some very
understanding employers, too. They don’t
mandate what program I should use for my job,
as long as things are done correctly. As a result, I
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Photo Manipulation (Photoshop)
File Manager (Windows Explorer)
CD/DVD Burner (Nero)
CD/DVD Player
(Windows Media Player or
PowerDVD)
File Archive Manager (WinZip)
As you know, you would have to pay extra for the
codecs to play DVD’s, or buy a player program if you
didn’t have one. As you may already be aware,
most of the extra programs cost quite a bit.
PowerDVD is about $50 now. Print Artist cost about
$50 last time I looked, and the basic version of
Photoshop is at least $150. I couldn’t afford to keep
buying new versions.
Intermediate Step
(still on the Windows Computer)
You can begin to replace some of your favorite
programs with their open source equivalents. You
will learn about these programs, and your transition
to Linux will be smoother. You’ll probably save some
money, too.
Web Browser (Firefox)
Office Suite (OpenOffice)
Email (Thunderbird)

Financial (KMyMoney or GnuCash)
Desktop Publishing (Scribus)
Drawing program (OpenOffice Draw)
Games
Photo Manipulation (GIMP)
File Manager (Windows Explorer)
CD/DVD Burner (ImgBurn)
CD/DVD Player (VLC)
File Archive Manager (WinZip)
Most of these are open source, and free.
Switching over (Linux Computer)
Now that you’ve installed Linux, you know what
programs to use and you already know how to use
them! I have listed the KDE programs I am familiar
with, but there are many more choices.
Web Browser (Firefox)
Office Suite (OpenOffice/LibreOffice)
Email (KMail or Thunderbird)
Financial (KMyMoney or GnuCash)
Desktop Publishing (Scribus)
Drawing program (OpenOffice Draw)
Games
Photo Manipulation (GIMP)
File Manager (Dolphin)
CD/DVD Burner (K3b)
CD/DVD Player (VLC)
File Archive Manager (Ark)

PCLinuxOS, and yours will, too.
Web Browser (Chromium Browser – the open
source “parent” to Google Chrome)
Office Suite (LibreOffice)
Email (Chrome  all my email is web based)
Financial (GnuCash)
Desktop Publishing (Scribus)
Drawing program (OpenOffice Draw & Inkscape)
Games (I’m not a big gamer, so it’s only Solitaire,
Gweled, Mahjong, etc)
Photo Manipulation (GIMP)
File Manager (Thunar)
CD/DVD Burner (XFBurn)
CD/DVD Player (VLC)
File Archive Manager (File Roller)
Enjoy your journey! To help you plan your road map
in making your transition to PCLinuxOS, I’ve
compiled a list of common Windows programs – and
their PCLinuxOS equivalents. To keep the “list”
pared down a bit, I’ve only listed some of the more

Each different Desktop Environment
you try will have its own programs
included. All of these are open
source and most likely included on
your Live CD, or readily available
from the repositories.
My Current List
I will include the list of programs I use now in
Xfce. I am not telling you what to use at all. I am
only demonstrating that even my choices have
changed in the seven years since I first installed
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popular Windows programs. Usually, those are the
ones most people are using. However, if you don’t
find your favorite Windows program listed, and you
are curious to know what the PCLinuxOS equivalent
is, don’t hesitate to ask in the PCLinuxOS forum.
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by Meemaw

Mozilla Firefox, Konqueror,
Midori, SeaMonkey, Epiphany

Now that you have experimented with Linux, or even
installed a version, you remember a certain program
that you need. In Windows, it was called ABC. Does
Linux have a program that does the same thing?
What‘s it called? When I first converted to Linux, I
found an equivalent programs list that helped me
find what I needed. Sadly, this list is outdated, and
many of the programs on it are either not up to date
or have been discontinued.

Notice that Firefox, Chrome/Chromium and Opera
are common to both groups. I always liked that
because I have to use Windows at work. But
because I use Linux at home, I can use the same
browser in both places. We will find that several
other programs have Linux versions PLUS Windows
and Apple versions as well. This also helps those
who want to try these programs before they commit
to switching.

In this article I will discuss equivalent programs for
the ones you had in Windows. All of the Linux
programs I mention can be found in the PCLinuxOS
repositories. Some of the more popular choices for
Windows programs will be in Red text, and Linux
equivalents will be in Blue. There’s no possible way
to anticipate EVERY user’s needs, so we’ll touch on
what we think are the most common application
equivalents.
When you tried a Live CD, Live DVD or Live USB,
you found that most of them had several useful
programs already installed (web browser, text editor,
cd burning program, music player, video player,
calculator, etc). Some of them differ depending on
which desktop environment you were using. We’ll
start with the Web Browsers.

Chromium,

Opera,

Pidgin, XChat, KVirc, Kopete, aMSN
Video/Audio Conference
NetMeeting, GoToMeeting
Ekiga (formerly GnomeMeeting)
VoIP
Skype, Linphone, Blink, Cisco IP Communicator,
Ekiga, Google Talk, Mumble, Ventrilo

EMail Clients
All of my email is webbased, so I can access it on
both of my computers but others want a program on
their computer that they can use to receive their
email. However, if you are the sort that likes to have
and use a dedicated email client, you have plenty of
choices to choose from.
Outlook, Outlook Express, Mozilla Thunderbird,
Lotus Notes, Eudora

Skype, Linphone, Ekiga, Decibel, Mangler, Google
Talk plugin, Twinkle
File Manager
Windows Explorer, Xplorer2, Total Commander,
Unreal Commander, Nomad.NET, etc.
Konqueror, Thunar, Dolphin, Nautilus, Midnight
Commander, XFE

Mozilla Thunderbird, Evolution, KMail, Claws Mail,
Eudora, Postler
Archiver (Compress and decompress files for
storage or email)
Address Book
7Zip, WinZip, WinRAR, PKZip

Web Browser

Outlook/Outlook Express

For a while, the only browser was
Internet Explorer. Now, however,
there are several others;

Evolution, KDEPIM, gaddr, rubrica, osmo, contacts

Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome,
Opera, Safari

Yahoo Messenger, AIM, Trillian, Pidgin, XChat,
MSN, mIRC
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ArK, File Roller, Xarchiver
Instant Messenger/IRC Client

Text Editor (When you don’t need a
whole office suite)
Notepad, Wordpad, Sticky Notes
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KWrite, Kedit, Gedit, Kate, Mousepad, Leafpad,
scite, Medit, Nedit, Geany

CD/DVD Burning

Picture Viewers

Nero, Roxio Easy CD Creator,
ImgBurn, Windows Media Center

Windows Fax & Image Viewer, IrfanView, XNView,
ACDSee

K3b, GnomeBaker, Iso Master,
XFburn,
Grafburn,
Brasero,
Audacity, Mencoder, DVD::Rip,
AcidRip

GPicView, Ristretto, picturewall, ephoto, Eye of
Gnome, viewnior, kuikshow, Cornice, flphoto, Imgv,
gliv, GQView, Shotwell, fSpot, gthumb, Mirage,
Gwenview, IrfanView

System Configuration

Graphic Editor (simple)

Control Panel, SysConfig, Regedit

Paint

PCLinuxOS Control Center, KDE Control Center,
Gnome Control Center, XFCE Settings Manager,
LXDE Control Panel

Kpaint,
Mypaint

PDF Viewer
Adobe Reader, Foxit Reader
Kpdf, Evince, Adobe Reader, Foxit Reader, Epdf,
Okular
PDF Creator
Adobe
Acrobat,
OpenOffice, Scribus

Ghostscript.

LibreOffice,

Ghostscript, Kghostview, LibreOffice, OpenOffice,
ps2pdf (a printtofile function in many programs),
Scribus

Tuxpaint,

MTPaint,

Graphic Editor (like Photoshop)
Audio/Music Players

Office Suite (most including word processor
spreadsheet, presentation creator, drawing program
& database)
Microsoft Office, Microsoft Works, Lotus Symphony,
OpenOffice, LibreOffice

Windows Media Player, WinAmp, iTunes, VLC
MPlayer, AmaroK, Noatun, VLC, Clementine, Totem,
XMMS, KsCD, XBMC, Exaile, Banshee, DeaDBeeF,
Listen, Rhythmbox, Songbird, Xfmedia, Parole

Adobe Photoshop, GIMP, Paintshop Pro, Corel
PhotoPaint
GIMP,
ImageMagick,
Cinepaint,
KolourPaint, Gnome Paint, Krita

MTPaint,

Vector Graphics Editor
LibreOffice, Calligra (formerly KOffice), Abiword
(word processor only), OOo4Kids

Video Players
Windows Media Player, iTunes, VLC, Power DVD,
RealPlayer & others

Scanner Controls

Adobe Illustrator, Corel Draw, OpenOffice Draw,
LibreOffice Draw, Inkscape

MPlayer, XBMC, VLC, Xine, Parole, Xfmedia

Inkscape, (Sketch), Sodipodi, OpenOffice Draw,
LibreOffice Draw, Dia, XaraExtreme

Video Creators

3D Graphics

Windows Movie Maker, Adobe Premier, Video Studio
4, (and some video cameras have their own
programs on CD)

3D Studio Max, Maya, POVRay

Each scanner cd generally includes its own
program, VueScan
XSane,
SimpleScan,
Kooka,
VueScan,
SimpleScan, Gnome Scan,
gscan2pdf

Maya, Blender, POVRay

Avidemux, Cinelerra, Cinepaint, Kdenlive, LiVES,
Kino, Openshot
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Screenshots
Insystem <Shift>+<Print Screen>, SnagIt
KSnapshot, Shutter, screenie, Xfce Screenshooter,
MTPaint Screenshot, scrot

Open Universe, Celestia, KStars, Marble, Google
Earth, Stellarium

same as PCLinuxOS … FREE. Along the way, you
may just make some new friends.

Genealogy

You can also take a look at some additional
resources that might be able to help direct you to
Linux equivalent software.

Family Tree Maker, Legacy
Desktop Publishing

Gramps

PCLinuxOS Forum (we can’t leave this out … other
PCLinuxOS will probably be your best, if not
friendliest, resource)

Microsoft Publisher, Adobe
PageMaker, Scribus

Summary

Linux App Finder (a well maintained database of
Linux equivalent software)

Scribus
Personal Finance Manager
MSMoney, Quicken, Quickbooks, MoneyDance,
GnuCash, KMyMoney, grisbi, skrooge
GnuCash, KMyMoney, grisbi, Money
Manager EX, Homebank, iFreeBudget,
skrooge
HTML Editor
Microsoft FrontPage, Dreamweaver,
many webbased sites, LibreOffice, OpenOffice
KompoZer, LibreOffice, OpenOffice, Bluefish, Blue
Griffon, many webbased sites
CAD
AutoCAD
Blender, Qcad, OpenCascade, KiCAD
Space Simulator
Open Universe, Celestia, Google Earth
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While it would be nearly impossible to list every
possible Windows application and the PCLinuxOS
equivalent, you can see that PCLinuxOS isn’t
lacking when it comes to providing the software that
you need to get your tasks completed. You would be
hard pressed to find a Windows application that
doesn’t have a Linux equivalent. In many instances,
Linux has more to offer than what’s available in the
Windows universe.
It’s important to remember two things that are
somewhat linked. First, you don’t download software
from the internet and install it on your computer, like
you do/did under Windows. Second, you install
software ONLY from the PCLinuxOS repository.
Installing software from outside the official
PCLinuxOS repository will render your installation
ineligible for support. When you install software from
outside the repository, no one knows exactly what
changes were made to your installation, which could
be reason for the problems you may be
experiencing. There are very few exceptions to the
second “rule.”
I hope that we’ve covered at least some of the most
common and popular Windows applications, along
with the Linux equivalent. If there’s something that
you use that we didn’t cover here, don’t hesitate to
ask others in the PCLinuxOS forum what they
recommend. The best thing about it is that the
software in the PCLinuxOS repository is priced the

alternativeTo (just software, regardless of platform)
alternative.to (not only software, but alternatives to
just about anything)
OSalt (find open source alternatives to most any
software title)
Enjoy your journey!

A magazine just isn't a magazine
without articles to fill the pages.
If you have article ideas, or if you
would like to contribute articles to the
PCLinuxOS Magazine,
send an email to:
pclinuxos.mag@gmail.com
We are interested in general articles
about Linux, and (of course), articles
specific to PCLinuxOS.
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Windows Migration:
Fine Tune Your PCLinuxOS Installation
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
Now that you have PCLinuxOS installed on your
computer, it’s time to “fine tune” your PCLinuxOS
installation. If you bought a new violin or guitar, you
will want to tune them before you play them. They
will produce music if you don’t tune them, but not
optimally. Thanks to the excellent hardware
recognition in the PCLinuxOS installer, your
PCLinuxOS installation will most likely run just fine.
Just as with a new violin or guitar, you should also
fine tune your PCLinuxOS installation. By fine tuning
your new installation, you can make your
PCLinuxOS installation run optimally and provide the
best performance from your hardware, old or new.

Setup Video Card
While the PCLinuxOS installer does a very good job
at detecting and properly setting up your video card,
there may be times when you will want to change
the video card driver in order to help improve
performance. Besides the free and open source
Xorg drivers, PCLinuxOS also makes the
proprietary, closed source drivers for ATI and nVidia
graphics cards available through Synaptic. Once
you’ve installed them, you may need to resetup
your X server to use the proprietary graphic drivers.
Also, once installed, they should appear among your
choices.

Selecting the “Graphic Card” button will cause this
window to appear, with your currently configured
graphic card driver selected. Unless you know

Without a doubt, hardware recognition and
compatibility under PCLinuxOS – and Linux, overall
– has improved by leaps and bounds in recent
years. When I first started with Linux, there were
simply some hardware configurations you avoided at
all costs. You avoided them because they were
either extremely difficult to configure, or the
hardware manufacturers didn’t support Linux in any
shape, way or form.
However, thanks to the growing popularity of Linux,
many more hardware manufacturers that formerly
shunned Linux support are now jumping on board
with driver support. Hardware manufacturers, such
as Broadcom and Lexmark, both whom were
steadfast in their refusal to support Linux, now
produce Linux drivers for their hardware. Granted,
they haven’t written hardware drivers for their older
hardware. (And much of the older stuff remains
problematic, although less problematic, despite
advances of the Linux community “rollyourown”
drivers). But the new hardware items they produce
now typically include Linux drivers.
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Launch the PCLinuxOS Control Center (a.k.a. PCC).
You will need to have root user access, and you will
be asked for the root password when you launch
PCC. Go to the “Hardware” section, and select
“Configure Video Card” from the choices.
You will see a window appear, similar to the one at
the top of the next column.

better, or you have been advised differently, and
unless you are changing to the proprietary drivers
(after installing them), you are strongly advised to
NOT change from the default graphics driver that is
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selected by the PCLinuxOS installer. Selecting the
wrong driver here could cause you to be unable to
boot into your graphical desktop. Use extreme
caution here. The fix is sometimes difficult, even for
seasoned, experienced Linux users.

select the display resolution and color depth for your
monitor display. One thing you should realize is that
under Windows, the 16 million colors setting is called
32 bits. Under Linux, the very same thing is called
24 bits. The different naming is on account of a
difference between how the bits are counted,
between the Windows and Linux camps. Don’t let
this trip you up. They are one and the same.

those added on – you may find it necessary to
perform a manual configuration.

Open up a terminal session, and at the command
prompt, enter the following:

Selecting the “Monitor” button will display the
monitor selection choices. Not all choices will apply
to your system! The currently selected monitor
choice will appear, preselected in the list.

su <Enter>
Enter your root password when prompted,
then press Enter.

When you select the “Options” button, you will see a
window displayed that is similar to the one shown
above. The options displayed may differ slightly from
what is shown, based upon the different capabilities
of your graphic card. Generally, you are safe sticking
with the default options, unless you are directed to
make changes or until you are better acquainted to
tweaking an Xorg video driver (which is beyond the
scope of this article).
After making changes to your video display, it is a
good idea to enable those changes by restarting
your computer.
Set Up Your Sound

Selecting the “Resolution” button will display
window similar to the one above. Here, you can
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For most users, sound will be set up properly.
However, due to the wide variety of sound cards out
there – both those built into a motherboard and

You will notice that your command prompt has now
changed to red text, to indicate that you are now
entering commands as the root user. Because of
this, exercise an extra level of caution. Double check
your command line entries. The root user has
access to all parts of the system, and can make
systemwide changes. Performing actions as the
root user, you can wreak some havoc on a system.
Don’t be afraid. Just be cautious.
Now, enter alsaconf at that red command prompt.
This is the ALSA Configurator. ALSA is the default
sound system for Linux. ALSA stands for the
Advanced Linux Sound Architecture. You should
have a display in terminal similar to the image
above. Press “Enter” on your keyboard.
After a brief period, a screen similar to the one at the
top of the next page will be displayed. Typically, the
highlighted choice is the best one to choose. Again,
hit the “Enter” key on your keyboard.
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application specific basis. This means that if you
want a louder volume from one application than
another, you can easily configure it to do so. If you
are interested in exploring more about Pulseaudio
(which is in the PCLinuxOS repository), I strongly
recommend doing a search in the PCLinuxOS forum
and reading the relevant threads there.

While some users swear by setting their printers up
using a method that circumvents the installation and
use of CUPS, we’ll focus on using CUPS. Using
CUPS is often easier, and it offers up easy access to
your printer from other computers on your network.

Set Up Your Printer

Again, hit the “Enter” key on your keyboard. ALSA
Configurator will run the initialization script to set up
the defaults for your sound card. When you are
returned to the red text prompt in your terminal
session, type exit to end the terminal session for the
root user. If all went well, your sound card should
now be properly configured.

For many of us, making a paper copy of data is still a
fact of life. If you are like most of us, you will have a
printer that you will want to set up under Linux.
Fortunately, PCLinuxOS makes it relatively easy to
set up a printer.
The first step you should take, before even
connecting your printer to your computer, is to install
taskprinting from Synaptic. This will install the
Linux printing system, called CUPS (Common UNIX
Printing System), along with printer drivers that will
cover many printers that you might have.
Enter http://localhost:631 into your favorite web
browser’s URL bar. You will see a page similar to the
one shown above. Select the “Adding Printers and
Classes” link (first choice in the “CUPS for
Administrators” column). You will be prompted for
your root username (usually just “root” without the
quotes) and your root password on the computer
you are starting CUPS on.
If you wish for your new printer to be made available
to other computers on your network, be sure to
check the second checkbox under “Server Settings”
(right). Next, click on the “Add Printer” button under
the “Printers” section (upper left).

Within the past couple of years, a new Linux sound
project has emerged, called Pulse Audio. Pulse
Audio’s goal is to make sound configuration under
Linux much easier, while insulating the end user
from having to drop to a terminal session and
running alsaconf from the command line. Pulseaudio
also allows you to set up sound defaults on an
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Once you have installed taskprinting, turn your
computer off, connect and turn on your printer, then
turn your computer back on, rebooting into
PCLinuxOS. This will give the CUPS printing
subsystem an opportunity to initialize and prepare,
so you can properly install and find your printer.

What you see next depends on how your printer
connects to your computer. If it connects using a
USB port, you will see choices for a USB
connection. If it is a network printer that connects via
an ethernet port or wirelessly, then you will probably
have better success setting up your printer via
CUPS native Internet Printing Protocol, a.k.a. IPP.
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Launch PCC (remember, you need to have root
access), and select the “Network Services” category.
Find and select the “Configure time” icon.
This starts the NTP wizard. Select the “Next” button
in the lower right corner.

One other thing that CUPS can help with is
managing printing jobs in your printer’s printing
queue. From this screen, you can hold or delete
errant print jobs.
Set The Time
There’s little else that’s as annoying as your
computer’s clock displaying the wrong time. It’s even
more annoying when your computer’s clock either
loses or gains time. Fortunately, you don’t have to
tolerate either situation.

In the lower half of the window, select each of the
three time server drop down lists, and choose a NTP
time server. While you can choose from any of the
available time servers, I recommend making your
primary time server as the one nearest to your
geographical location, your secondary time server
the next closest, and your third one any of the time
servers you wish.

With so many options here, coupled with the large
number of different printers out there, it’s virtually
impossible to cover them all in this article. Rather, I
would strongly recommend looking toward the
PCLinuxOS forum for assistance, should you need
it.
The other thing you might want to try is to select
“Find New Printers,” instead of the “Add Printer”
button. Be sure your printer is turned on and
connected, and see if CUPS autodetects your
printer.
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Next, choose the region that is the closest match to
your geographical location.

Luckily, if you are using a wired ethernet connection,
your connection is pretty much automatic. There
won’t be anything left for you to do, after plugging in
your ethernet cable. Setting up your wireless
connection is a little more involved, however.
Before you get started setting up your wireless (wifi)
connection, it would be a good idea to have all the
information that you will need gathered together.
Minimally, you will need the SSID (network name) for
your network, the type of encryption used, and the
password for the network connection.

Now, choose a city that is in your same time zone.
Even though I live in the Kansas City area, it isn’t a
choice. However, Chicago, which is in my same time
zone, is available as a choice.

synchronization. Just wait for this window to
complete.

If you see the window above, you have just
successfully set up your computer to sync with the
time servers that you’ve chosen.

Open PCC (PCLinuxOS Control Center). Enter the
root user password when prompted, and go to the
“Network & Internet” section. Select the “Setup a
new network interface” icon.

Networking

You should now see a “summary” window, displaying
all of your chosen settings: your three time servers,
and your time zone. Select the “Next” button.
You should now see a listing of text in the window as
PCLinuxOS tests and sets up your sound server
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One thing you’re going to want to get set up and
running almost right away is your network
connection. Few users run a static installation these
days that isn’t connected, in one way or another, to a
network of some kind. Usually, that connection is to
the internet.
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You can also arrive at the same place by right
clicking on the Net Applet icon in the system tray,
(which will be an X in a red circle, if there are no
current network connections), then selecting
“Configure Network” from the menu that appears.

You will see the window above displayed. While
most of you will select “Wireless (WiFi),” you can
also set up a cellular connection (GPRS/Edge/3G)
or a dialup (POTS) connection. Select the type of
network interface you are wanting to configure. For
the purpose of this article, we’ll focus on setting up
the most common connection, a wifi connection.

Select the network interface that you want to
configure. Fortunately, Linux support for the many
varied wireless cards and chipsets has vastly
improved over the past five years. Still, there may be
instances when you run across a wireless card or
chipset, (typically an older one), that doesn’t have
direct support under Linux. You’ll know you have one
of these animals if “Use a Windows driver (with
ndiswrapper)” is your only choice.
Never fear, however, because we can most likely still
get it up and running. To use ndiswrapper to get your
wireless card running will require you to find the
Windows *.inf and *.sys files for your particular
wireless card. You can get these from your Windows
partition (if you are dual booting), or download them
from the internet on another computer. If you use the
latter method, save the files to a USB flash drive,
and
transfer
them
to
your
/home/yourusername/Downloads directory. When
prompted for the Windows driver file, point
PCLinuxOS towards the *.inf file for your wireless
card. The rest of the ndiswrapper configuration is
pretty straight forward. Just follow the prompts.

If you use some form of encryption on your wireless
network – and these days, that’s nearly everyone –
the “Operating Mode” will be “Managed.” Common
options for “Encryption mode” include WEP and
WPA/WPA2 PreShared Key (PSK). WEP is much
less secure than WPA/WPA2 PSK, and can be
easily broken in under two minutes by a determined
hacker. Most of the time, the wireless network wizard
will have the proper encryption mode already
preselected for you.
On the next line, enter the encryption key for your
router. If you want to see the key that you are

In the next screen, select the router you want to
connect to. I have two (well, actually three) wireless
routers on my home network (one is in the basement
and not shown in the image above).
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entering, clear the check in the “Hide Password”
check box. Otherwise, all you will see are a bunch of
big, black bullets. After you’ve entered your
encryption key, select the “Next” button.

Accept the defaults (which may differ from the
selections above), and select the “Next” button.

You can also get to the “Wireless Settings” window
(previous image) by selecting “Network Center” from
PCC, selecting the triangle next to “Wireless (Wi
Fi),” then selecting the “Configure” button.

Hostname

Select if you want the connection to start up now,
then select the “Next” button.

The hostname is the name that a network connected
device (your computer) is known by on a network.
By
default,
your
hostname
is
set
as
localhost.localdomain on PCLinuxOS. This makes
your PCLinuxOS box easy to identify on your home
network – provided you don’t have more than one
computer running PCLinuxOS connected to your
network. However, if you have more than one
computer running PCLinuxOS connected to your
network (I have up to eight connected at any given
time), it can quickly become confusing to see
multiple computers named “localhost” on the
network.
Fortunately, you don’t have to accept the default
value
of
“localhost.localdomain.”
You
can
personalize each and every PCLinuxOS computer
on the network to have its own unique name. While
there are ways to do this with the aid of a graphical
user interface, I’m going to show you a different way
to do this – the sure fire, easiest, fastest way. Trust
me. It’s not hard to do. Most of it uses GUI tools, too.

Accepting the defaults in this window will work just
fine. But if you would like to use OpenDNS or
Google DNS services for your connection, clear the
checkmark next to “Get DNS servers from DHCP”
and enter the primary and secondary DNS
addresses on the DNS server lines. We’ll discuss
the “host name” function a little later. For now, just
accept the defaults and select the “Next” button.

If everything was successful, you see the
“Congratulations!” window, as shown above.
However, if you see a message that there was a
problem configuring your wireless connection, go
back and review your settings to insure that
everything is correct. Often times, the problem is an
improperly entered encryption key.
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While the explanation sounds complicated, the
entire process is actually very easy. Often times, a
stepbystep instructional article can make the
process sound a lot more complex than it really is.

If you are using the KDE desktop, press the Alt + F2
key. You’ll see a window like that pictured above at
the top of your screen. Enter the following:
kdesu kwrite
Enter the root password in the next dialog box, and
press OK.
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The first line in the network file will be
HOSTNAME=localhost.localdomain. Change the
line to include the name you want to assign that
particular computer. As an example, on my IBM
Thinkpad T42, I changed it to read thinkpad
t42.localhost.localdomain. So, if you have a
desktop and a laptop on your network, you might
want to change the hostname on each to read
desktop.localhost.localdomain
and
laptop.
localhost.localdomain, respectively.
Save the file, and restart your computer. Your
computer will now have a much improved and
unique name on your network.

default language, it’s also understood that
PCLinuxOS users reside all over the globe. As a
result, it stands to reason that not every PCLinuxOS
user is a native English speaker.
Launch “Localization Manager” and select your
native language from the list of over 80 different
languages. When you select your language, the
language files for your selected language will be
downloaded to your computer. Reboot your
computer, and your copy of PCLinuxOS will now
appear in your native language.
Summary

Localization Manager
Even though PCLinuxOS is a Linux distro based in
the United States, and thus uses English as its

By fine tuning your PCLinuxOS installation, you can
tailor it to your unique and specific needs. Spending
just a little extra time tuning your copy of PCLinuxOS
will help you be more productive, and will make your
PCLinuxOS experience more enjoyable.

KWrite will open, as above. Select File > Open, and
traverse the directories to /etc/sysconfig. Find and
select the “network” file.
Under the LXDE and Xfce desktops, select the
application menu, then Run Program. Enter the
following:
gksu l leafpad (LXDE), or
gksu l mousepad (Xfce)

The l contains a lowercase L – not the number one.
Enter the root password, as described above. This
will cause either the Leafpad or Mousepad text
editors to open (just like it did with KWrite under
KDE). In either text editor, select File > Open from
the menu, and traverse to the /etc/sysconfig folder.
Find and select the “network” file. At this point, the
processes merge, regardless of which desktop
environment you are using.
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Visit Us On IRC
• Launch your favorite IRC Chat Client software
(xchat, pidgin, kopete, etc.)
• Go to freenode.net
• Type "/join #pclosmag"
(without the quotes)
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Configure Your Computer With PCC
by Meemaw

Network Services
Configure DHCP  If you are configuring special
DHCP settings for a server, you should be here.
dhcpserver has to be installed.

I was thinking the other day about the PCLinuxOS
Control Center (PCC) and how it is the "place to go"
for all your major system configurations … and it's
been updated in PCLinuxOS. Perhaps there are
those who need a tour of some of the things you can
do with this configuration center. It is a centralized
application for configuring and administering various
system tools, making it easier for a user to do the
many different chores that pertain to the
maintenance and use of a Linux box. This will be a
highlight of the PCC, and if you need a more in
depth explanation of any item, you should post in the
forums so someone who's more knowledgeable can
explain it more completely.
Users can access the PCC in a couple of ways. One
is by clicking on the Menu button on your panel, then
go to System > Configuration > Configure Your
Computer. On many systems (unless it's been
changed), the PCC icon is already on the panel. It is
the icon that looks like a wrench and screwdriver
crossed. It can also be invoked through the Run
Command (Alt+F2) or a Konsole with the command
drakconf. You will be asked for your root password
as any configuration done will change the system
and can only be done by root.

Configure DNS  Use this if you need a DNS server
for your network. bind has to be installed.
Configure proxy  Use this if you need a proxy server
for a web client. squid has to be installed.
Configure time  This is where you configure your
time server(s).

to be installed to use this protocol.

OpenSSH configuration  You can use SSH to
access another computer in your network. You need
an ssh program installed.

Configure web server  If you are setting up a web
server, this is where you need to be. You need
apachempmprefork installed.

I have listed the items under each section
and subsection, along with a short
description for most of them.
Sharing

Hardware

Configure FTP  File Transfer Protocol allows a
transfer of files from one host to another. proftpd has

Many of these are selfexplanatory  but this is
where you go for hardware configuration. The GUI
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can also be launched from the Run Command or
Konsole with harddrake2.

Set up scanner  Scanner configuration.

Manage Your Hardware

Others

Browse & configure hardware  This will examine
your system and show your hardware, and has a
way to configure everything if need be. There are
two sections on the window. The left shows the
device tree of all the detected hardware categories.
The right pane shows additional information of a
selected device. In some cases, there would be
buttons which will allow the configuration of the
selected device and/or its module.

Set up UPS for power monitoring (Uninterruptible
Power Supply) A UPS will help if your area
experiences lots of power outages. It will have to be
connected and on so it can be detected by the
system.

Sound Configuration  If you need to change any
settings, or install a new sound card.

Many times PCLinuxOS will detect your hardware on
install or booting a live disk, and you will find that it
doesn't need any configuration at all! For example,
my scanner and printer have always been detected
and ready to use.

Configure 3D desktop effects  Turn on or off Compiz
Fusion.

Configure Mouse & Keyboard

Configure Printing & Scanning
Set up the printer(s), print job queues...  Your printer
is detected and configured here. If you are sharing
your printer between your home computers, there is
a way to do it in this section.
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Personalize and Secure Your Network
Proxy  If you want a proxy connection, configure it
here.

Manage different network profiles  If you have a
laptop you use at home and at work, you can set up
a "profile" for each so you can bring up the
connection you need in each place.

Configure Video card  You can configure your
graphical display  the screen will ask for your
graphics card, monitor and resolution  if for some
reason you need to alter any of this, you can do it
here. BE CAREFUL!!! You can mess up your
system!!!

Set up pointer device (mouse, touchpad)  Mouse or
touchpad settings here.

Remove a connection  If something isn't working
and you need to start from scratch, you should
delete it here, then reboot before you start over.

Share the Internet connection with other local
machines  You can configure your system to act as
a gateway to the internet for other machines.

Configure Graphics

Set up keyboard layout  You can change your
keyboard layout here.

interfaces. Most of the time a hardwired cable is
already detected and ready to use, but if you get a
wireless card and want to configure it, you start
here. If your card can be turned on and off, verify
that it is on. If it is a laptop card or usb connection
that needs to be inserted, make sure that is done as
well because it won't get recognized by the system
unless it is in the machine and turned on.

Network & Internet
Manage your network devices
Network Center  This is where you configure your
network connection, change settings, monitor your
connection and even find out if there are other
signals in your area.
Set up new network interface (LAN, ISDN, ADSL,
…)  Use this if you are starting from scratch on your

Configure VPN connections  (from Wikipedia) "A
virtual private network (VPN) is a computer network
in which some of the links between nodes are
carried by open connections or virtual circuits in
some larger network (e.g., the Internet) as opposed
to running across a single private network."
Configure it here.
Others
Host definitions  this is one place you can designate
different host definitions if you have more than one
computer on your network. At my house, instead of
both of them being localhost.localdomain, the
desktop computer is Desktop and the laptop
computer is Laptop.
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found here... if there is something you don't want or
need to start, you can disable it here.

Open a Console as Administrator  You can open a
console from here or from the main desktop menu.

Manage, add & remove fonts, import Windows™
fonts  You should install new fonts to your system
here.

Manage users on system  You can add a new user
to or delete a user from the system here.

Localization
Manage date & time  You can always rightclick to
clock on your desktop and configure it from there,
but this feature is included here as well. No matter
which way you configure it, you will need to make
your date & time changes as root.
System
Manage System Services
Authentication  Gives you 5 choices as follows;
* LDAP: Tells your computer to use LDAP for some
or
all
authentication.
LDAP
consolidates certain types of information within your
organization.
* Kerberos 5: With Kerberos and LDAP for
authentication in Active Directory Server

Manage localization for your system  If you are
changing your language from English to something
else (or back to English) you configure it here. Bear
in mind that a reboot is necessary to complete the
change, and some of your applications may need to
be configured separately.

Import Windows™ documents and settings  If you
are dualbooting, this gives you a wizard to access
your files. You can copy the files over to PCLinuxOS
or share the folders between PCLinuxOS and
Windows.
Network Sharing (center bottom)
Configure Windows ® Shares
Access Windows (SMB) shared drives and
directories  Windows machines use the SMB
protocol to share directories.

Administration Tools

Share drives and directories with Windows (SMB)
systems

View & search system logs  The system logs can be
viewed here. It's an alternative to typing dmesg in a
console but every bit as useful.

Configure NFS shares
Protocol used mostly for Unix/Linux machines for
sharing.
Access NFS shared drives and directories

* Windows Domain: Winbind allows the system to
retrieve information and
authenticate users
in a Windows domain.

Share drives and directories using NFS

* NIS: Allows you to run a group of computers in the
same Network Information Service domain with a
common password and group file.

Access WebDAV shared drives and directories 
WebDAV (Webbased Distributed Authoring and
Versioning) is an extension to the HTTP protocol
which allows you to create, move, copy, and delete
resources on a remote web server. In practice,
mounting a remote WebDAV repository on your local
machine allows you to modify a remote web server's
files as if those files were local to the system.

* Local file: Use local for all authentication and
information user tell in local file. Standalone
computers should choose Local File.

Configure WebDAV shares

Manage system services by enabling or disabling
them  A list of services that start on boot can be
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However, some people like having their computer
bring up the desktop upon boot, and this is where
you configure it. In my case, I used to have an old
laptop in the living room for some quick, occasional
webbrowsing. My adult daughter occasionally came
in and looked things up as well. I had the laptop
configured to autologin. I keep important files on my
desktop computer with the normal login screen, and
didn't share any files or drives with the laptop. My
new laptop does not have autologin enabled
because I use it much more.

Local Disks
Manage disk partitions  If you want to change your
partitions, you can do it here, but be aware that you
should backup all your data first, as changes to the
partitions could cause data loss.
CD/DVD burner  There may be a notation
designating your drive type here  it has mine as
(Slimtype DVD A DS8A4S)
Share your hard disk partitions  If you have multiple
users on your computer you can configure sharing
partitions with some or all users.

You can access the internet but you are designating
which services can be accessed from the internet.
Default is to have “Everything” checked, but that isn’t
very secure. Unchecking "Everything" turns on the
firewall; then only check those services you want to
allow access. You shouldn't need to check anything
unless this computer is hosting services. However, if
you have your printer on one computer in your home
and configured it to print from other computers in
your home, "CUPS Server" needs to be checked.
Configure authentication for PCLinuxOS tools  Here
you can figure authentication for various tools. this
means you can designate whether things can be
done by a user using their password, or by the user
without a password, or only by the root user.

Set up boot system  This is where you can
configure your boot loader (Grub or Lilo). For those
who have a multiboot system, you can change the
boot order here. This was useful to me when I had
just started using Linux and was dualbooting with
WindowsXP. I had it setup to start Windows, but not
long after that, I went into this section and changed
the default boot to PCLinuxOS (and removed
WindowsXP completely not too long after that!).
Set up display manager  When you click this you
get a new window which says “X11 Display Manager
allows you to log into your system with the X
Window System running and supports running
several different X sessions on your local machine at
the same time.” The choices I get are GDM (Gnome

Security (center top)
Configure system security, permissions and audit 
You can set up security on several levels  Poor,
Standard, High, Higher and Paranoid  and set up
periodic system checks, set up level of permissions
on some configurations.
Set up your personal firewall  You can configure
your firewall here. It is a matter of checking which
services you will allow access to on your machine.
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Advanced setup for network interfaces and firewall 
This tool allows set up of network interfaces fallover
and firewall replication.
Boot
Set up autologin to automatically log in  autologin
is not as secure as having to login, because anyone
can start your computer and do anything with it.
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Display Manager) and XDM (X Display Manager). I
think your choices depend on what desktop
environment you are using.
As you can see, you can do almost anything to
configure your system by using the PCC. Any
questions or problems with this program can be
directed to the very capable people in the forum.

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

linuxfordummies.org
There Are No Stupid Questions

Linux Docs
Linux Man Pages

It's easier than E=mc2
It's elemental
It's light years ahead
It's a wise choice
It's Radically Simple
It's ...
PCLinuxOS Magazine

Posted by longtom, running KDE4.
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Windows Migration:
Desktop Environments and Window Managers
by agmg (Antonis Komis)
Introduction
Coming from Windows to Linux and looking for a
distribution to begin your journey with, one of the
first things you will probably notice is the difference
between them. Different names, applications,
software management, desktop environments...
wait, what? What is a Desktop Environment and how
can Linux provide so many choices?
Windows and MacOS come with a pretty standard
graphical user interface (GUI) that has very limited
customization options. The term GUI describes the
user interface that allows a user to interact with the
computer using images rather than text commands.
It typically consists of windows, icons, cursors,
panels, toolbars, wallpapers and desktop widgets.
While Windows and MacOS are designed and built
around a specific GUI, Linux’s GUI is completely
separate from the operating system itself.
The Linux desktop basically consists of four
elements:
X Window system (X11): is a computer software
system and network protocol that provides a basis
for graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and rich input
device capability for networked computers. This is
the foundation that allows for graphic elements to be
drawn on the display. The X Window system builds
the primitive framework that allows moving of
windows, interactions with keyboard and mouse,
and draws windows. This is required for any
graphical desktop.
X.org Server: X.org is the public, opensource
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implementation of the X window system. Since X.org
is the most popular choice among Linux users, its
ubiquity has led to making it an everpresent
requisite for GUI applications, resulting in massive
adoption from most distributions.

or as a package download) and some of them are
not.

Window Manager (WM): is system software that
controls the placement and appearance of windows
within a windowing system in a graphical user
interface. It requires the X window system but not a
desktop environment.

KDE

Desktop Environments

Desktop Environment (DE): includes a Window
Manager but goes beyond that concept. A desktop
environment is a far more fully integrated system
which includes a suite of applications and utilities
that are tightly integrated and will provide a more
complete
graphical
experience. A
desktop
environment will also include some form of panel
that includes a system tray where small widgets can
be placed for quick action or information.
In general, Linux distributions provide different
editions based on the desktop environment they
use. This is the case also with PCLinuxOS. But,
even though you may be using a specific desktop
environment (which includes a specific window
manager and a default set of integrated
applications), there’s nothing stopping you from
installing more. You can choose a different desktop
environment each time you login. The possibilities
and combinations are endless! Don’t be afraid to
experiment and choose the right one for you. After
all, this is one of the main advantages of Linux:
freedom of choice!
This article will try to cover most desktop
environments and window managers that are
available for Linux today. Some of them are
available in PCLinuxOS (either as a different edition

The default PCLinuxOS KDE Plasma Workspace.

KDE is an international free software community
developing a wide variety of crossplatform
applications for communication, work, education and
entertainment.
KDE is mostly known among Linux and Unix users
for its Plasma Desktop, an innovative desktop
interface which aims to be userfriendly and highly
customizable at the same time. Plasma Desktop
also includes various workspace applications to aid
with system configuration, running programs, or
interacting with hardware devices. While the fully
integrated KDE Workspaces are only available on
Linux and Unix, some of these features are available
on other platforms. Plasma Desktop currently offers
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two versions, known as Workspaces: the Desktop
Workspace, which is designed for desktop PCs or
larger laptops and the Netbook Workspace, which is
aimed at netbooks but can also be used in Tablet
PCs.

You can find more info on KDE from the official
website: http://www.kde.org/

a modern desktop environment on relatively modest
hardware.

KDE Plasma Desktop is used in the main edition of
PCLinuxOS as well as in the Full Monty edition, but
Full Monty has a special, activityfocused, desktop
layout and a lot of customizations and preinstalled
applications. KDE can also be used alongside any
other desktop environment by installing the package
taskkde4 in Synaptic Package Manager.

Xfce provides a handful of utilities for setting and
customizing the desktop environment, as well as
some key applications that add to the desktop
environment’s functionality, such as Midori, a
lightweight web browser, Thunar file manager,
Ristretto image viewer and Orage, a simple calendar
application with reminders.

KDE uses KWin as its default window manager.

You can find more info on Xfce from the official
website: http://www.xfce.org/

Xfce

Xfce is offered as a communityreleased edition of
PCLinuxOS but can also be used in other editions
by installing the package taskxfce4 in Synaptic
Package Manager.
Xfce uses Xfwm as its default window manager.

The Netbook Workspace of KDE.

In addition to the workspace, KDE produces a
number of key applications such as the Konqueror
web browser, Dolphin file manager and Kontact, the
comprehensive personal information management
suite. Other well known applications provided by
KDE are Calligra (full office suite), K3B (disk burning
software), Amarok (music player), Dragon Player
(video player), digiKam (image editor and organizer),
Gwenview (image viewer) and Okular (document
viewer). However, its list of applications includes
many others, including those for education,
multimedia, office productivity, networking, games
and much more. Most applications are available on
all platforms supported by the KDE Development.
KDE also brings to the forefront many innovations
for application developers. An entire infrastructure
has been designed and implemented to help
programmers create robust and comprehensive
applications in the most efficient manner, eliminating
the complexity and tediousness of creating highly
functional applications.
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LXDE

The default PCLinuxOS Xfce Desktop.

Xfce is a lightweight desktop environment for UNIX
like operating systems. It aims to be fast and low on
system resources, while still being visually appealing
and user friendly.
It consists of separately packaged components that
together provide the full functionality of the desktop
environment, but which can be selected in subsets
to create the user's preferred personal working
environment. Xfce is mainly used for its ability to run

The default PCLinuxOS LXDE Desktop.

The "Lightweight X11 Desktop Environment" is an
extremely fastperforming and energysaving
desktop environment. Maintained by an international
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community of developers, it comes with a beautiful
interface,
multilanguage
support,
standard
keyboard short cuts and additional features like
tabbed file browsing. LXDE uses less CPU and less
RAM than other environments. It is especially
designed for cloud computers with low hardware
specifications, such as netbooks, mobile devices
(e.g. MIDs) or older computers.

The release of GNOME 3 created great controversy
in the Linux community, mostly due to its move away
from the traditional desktop concept. This
controversy and the vast popularity of the older
GNOME 2 (which was used for almost a decade)
has led to the creation of two forks: MATE and
Cinnamon. Additionally, in November 2012 it was
announced that a classic mode would be
implemented to GNOME 3 via a set of supported
gnomeshell extensions.

Like the previous desktop environments, LXDE also
integrates a bundle of applications and utilities that
provide a complete user experience.

You can find more info about GNOME from the
official website: http://www.gnome.org/

You can find more info on LXDE from the official
website: http://lxde.org/
LXDE is also offered as a communityreleased
edition of PCLinuxOS but can also be used in other
editions by installing the package tasklxde in
Synaptic Package Manager.

PCLinuxOS with GNOME 2.32

You can use GNOME 2 in PCLinuxOS by installing
the package taskgnome from Synaptic Package
Manager. GNOME 3 is not currently available in
PCLinuxOS.
GNOME 2 uses Metacity as its default window
manager while GNOME 3 uses Mutter.

LXDE uses Openbox as its default window manager.
MATE
GNOME
GNOME project is an international community
dedicated in making great software that anyone can
use. It provides the GNOME desktop environment,
consisting of the graphical user interface and several
core applications (file manager, web browser, music
and video players etc) and the GNOME
development platform, an extensive framework for
building applications that integrate into the rest of
the desktop and mobile user interface. It was
originally started at 1999 as an opensource
alternative to KDE, which was using the (proprietary
at that time) Qt toolkit. GNOME project is part of the
GNU project (http://www.gnu.org/).
The first version of GNOME (desktop environment)
was released on March 1999 but it wasn’t until 2002
and the release of version 2.0 that GNOME became
widely known and used in various Linux
distributions. GNOME 2 has been one of the most
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MATE is a desktop environment forked from the
nowunmaintained code base of GNOME 2. The
name derives from yerba mate, a species of holly
native to subtropical South America used to prepare

Gnome 3

popular and favourite desktop environments among
Linux users and is always considered KDE’s
opposing force, (leading to great flame wars as to
which one is the best). In 2011, GNOME project
announced the release of version 3.0 (also known
as GNOME Shell) and GNOME 2 stopped being
maintained.
MATE on Linux Mint 14.1
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a beverage called mate. The renaming is necessary
to avoid conflicts with GNOME 3 components. The
project was started by an Arch Linux user and is
supported by the Linux Mint developers.
Several GNOME applications have also been forked
under new names, like Caja (a file manager coming
from Nautilus), Pluma (a text editor coming from
Gedit), Atril (a document viewer like Evince) and
many more. These applications are fully integrated
to the desktop environment and can cover many of
the user’s needs.

interface for use in future releases of Linux Mint.
Cinnamon is the team’s second attempt to improve
GNOME Shell’s interface after Mint GNOME Shell
Extensions (MGSE), a desktop layer that "sits on
top" of the GNOME 3 desktop environment and
delivers an interface that is more familiar to users of
GNOME 2 as well as to users of previous Linux Mint
distribution releases.
You can find more info about Cinnamon from the
official website: http://cinnamon.linuxmint.com/

application switcher called the launcher. Unlike
GNOME, KDE, Xfce or LXDE, Unity is not a
collection of applications but is designed to use
existing programs.
You can find more info about Unity from the official
website: http://unity.ubuntu.com/
Unity is only available with the Ubuntu operating
system.

Cinnamon is not currently available in PCLinuxOS.

EDE (Equinox Desktop Environment)

MATE is not currently available in PCLinuxOS.

Cinnamon uses Muffin, a fork of the GNOME 3
window manager Mutter, as its default window
manager from Cinnamon 1.2 onwards.

MATE uses Marco, a fork of Metacity, as its default
window manager.

EDE or Equinox Desktop Environment is a small
desktop environment built to be responsive, light in
resource usage and to have familiar look and feel. It
runs on Linux, *BSD, Solaris, Minix, Zaurus and
even on XBox.

Unity

You can find more info about MATE from the official
website: http://matedesktop.org/

Cinnamon
Cinnamon is a fork of GNOME 3 (GNOME shell),
initially developed by (and for) Linux Mint. It attempts
to provide a more traditional user environment like
GNOME 2 using the technology of GNOME 3. It is
Linux Mint’s developers team vision of the GNOME

Unity is not a complete desktop environment but a
user interface for the GNOME desktop environment,
developed by Canonical Ltd for its Ubuntu operating
system. Unity debuted in the netbook edition of
Ubuntu 10.10. It is designed to make more efficient
use of space given the limited screen size of
netbooks, including, for example, a vertical

EDE on PCLinuxOS

You can find more info about EDE in its official
website: http://equinoxproject.org/

Cinnamon on Linux Mint 14.1
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The Unity user interface

EDE uses a modified version of FLTK (Fast Light
Toolkit), a crossplatform C++ GUI toolkit that
provides modern GUI functionality without the bloat
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and supports 3D graphics via OpenGL® and its
builtin GLUT emulation.

Razorqt doesn’t have its own window manager but
works with any modern window manager such as
Openbox, fvwm2 or Kwin.

You can use EDE in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package ede in Synaptic Package Manager.

Trinity uses its own window manager, called the TDE
Window Manager.
Window Managers

Trinity
Razorqt
Razorqt is an advanced, easytouse, and fast
desktop environment based on Qt technologies. It
has been tailored for users who value simplicity,
speed, and an intuitive interface. Unlike most
desktop environments, Razorqt also works fine with
weak machines.
Razorqt is a relatively new project but already
contains the key components of a desktop
environment: panel, desktop, application launcher,
settings center, sessions.

Trinity Desktop Environment is a computer desktop
environment for Unixlike operating systems with a
primary goal of retaining the overall KDE 3.5
computing style, as well as polishing off any rough
edges that were present as of KDE 3.5.10.
KDE 3.5 was the last version of the KDE 3.x series
before 4.x was released. Timothy Pearson, Kubuntu
release manager for KDE 3.5, has released Trinity to
pick up where the KDE 3.5 left. This fork keeps the
KDE 3.5 branch alive and releases continuing bugs
fixes, additional features, and compatibility with
recent hardware. Trinity is packaged for Debian,
Ubuntu, Red Hat and various other distributions.

Window managers for X Window system, fall under
the following categories:
Compositing window managers let all windows be
created and drawn separately and then put together
and displayed in various 2D and 3D environments.
The most advanced compositing window managers
allow for a great deal of variety in interface look and
feel, and for the presence of advanced 2D and 3D
visual effects.
Stacking window managers draw all windows in a
specific order, allowing them to overlap, using a
technique called painter’s algorithm. Stacking
window managers allow windows to overlap by
drawing them one at a time.
Tiling window managers "tile" the windows so that
none are overlapping. They usually make very
extensive use of keybindings and have less (or no)
reliance on the mouse. Tiling window managers may
be manual, offer predefined layouts, or both. Most
tiling window managers allow you to “stack” windows
(dynamic tiling window managers).
Compositing Window Managers
KWin

Razorqt 0.5.0 default theme.
Trinity Desktop

You can find more info about Razorqt from the
official website: http://razorqt.org/
Razorqt is available in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package razorqt in Synaptic Package Manager.
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You can find more info about Trinity from the official
website: http://www.trinitydesktop.org/
Trinity is not currently available in PCLinuxOS.

KWin is an integral part of the KDE Software
Compilation (KDE SC) but can also be used on its
own on other desktop environments.
KWin has an extensive support for themes, window
decorations and 2D & 3D effects. Supports
compositing through various compositing backends
that currently include XRender, OpenGL 1.x,
OpenGL 2.x, and OpenGL ES 2.0. It is designed to
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be modest on hardware resources and completely
configurable and customizable.

Compiz
Compiz is a compositing window manager that uses
3D graphics acceleration via OpenGL. It provides
various new graphical effects and features on any
desktop environment, including GNOME and KDE.
Compiz has a flexible plugin system and it is
designed to run well on most graphics hardware
(bottom, left).
More info about Compiz from the official website:
http://www.compiz.org/

Desktop Cube, one of KWin’s most impressive effects.

Compiz can be easily installed through Synaptic
Package Manager using the compiz package. Your
graphics adapter must support OpenGL to use it.

More info about KWin can be found at KDE
UserBase Wiki: http://userbase.kde.org/KWin

Xfwm

KWin is the default window manager used in the
KDE and FullMonty Edition of PCLinuxOS. It can
also be used on other desktop environments by
installing the package kwin through Synaptic
Package Manager.

Xfwm is part of the Xfce Desktop Environment.
Xfwm supports themes for window borders, buttons
and title bars and has its own integrated compositing
manager. Xfwm keeps pace with the general Xfce
philosophy of being lightweight and visually
appealing at the same time.

More info about Xfwm at Xfce4 official
documentation
website:
http://docs.xfce.org/xfce/xfwm4/start
As with previous window managers, Xfwm can be
used on most desktop environments by installing the
package xfwm4 through Synaptic Package
Manager. The package xfce4settings (Settings
Manager) should also be installed to provide GUI
management for Xfwm.
Mutter
Mutter is the default window manager used in
GNOME 3 which uses the Clutter graphics library
and supports numerous visual effects. It is a remake
of the old Metacity used in GNOME 2. Mutter can
function as standalone window manager application
for GNOMElike desktops and is extensible with
plugins. Developers of Linux Mint, have forked
Mutter and created Muffin, to use for their Cinnamon
operating system.
Latest versions of Mutter offer compositing
capabilities and visual effects through Clutter’s
OpenGL support. Those versions are built using
GTK+ 3.x libraries and are not currently available in
PCLinuxOS. An older version of Mutter which uses
GTK+ 2.x libraries can be used on many desktop
environments by installing the package mutter
through Synaptic Package Manager.
Stacking Window Managers
Afterstep

Compiz settings window under KDE
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Xfwm’s compositing in action

AfterStep is a stacking window manager, originally
based on the look and feel of the NeXTStep
interface, it provides end users with a consistent,
clean, and elegant desktop. The goal of AfterStep
development is to provide for flexibility of desktop
configuration, improving aesthetics, and efficient use
of system resources.
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Some of the distinguishing features of AfterStep
compared to other window managers are its low
usage of resources, stability and configurability.

supports running dockapps which make everyday
tasks such as monitoring system performance and
battery usage, mounting devices or connecting to
the internet very easy.

Afterstep on PCLinuxOS

You can find more info about Afterstep from the
official website: http://www.afterstep.org/
Afterstep is available in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package Afterstep through Synaptic Package
Manager.
Window Maker
Window Maker is an X11 window manager originally
designed to provide integration support for the
GNUstep Desktop Environment. In every way
possible, it reproduces the elegant look and feel of
the NEXTSTEP user interface. It is fast, feature rich,
easy to configure, and easy to use. It is also free
software, with contributions being made by
programmers from around the world.
Window Maker has a stable user interface since
many years and comes with a powerful GUI
configuration editor called WPrefs, which removes
the need to edit textbased config files by hand. It
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Beyond the window manager, the Enlightenment
project also provides a whole suite of libraries for
creating beautiful user interfaces with much less
work than doing it the old fashioned way and fighting
with traditional toolkits.

Window Maker on PCLinuxOS

You can find more info about Window Maker from
the official website: http://windowmaker.org/
You can use Window Maker in PCLinuxOS by
installing the package Windowmaker through
Synaptic Package Manager.

Enlightenment over KDE in PCLinuxOS

You can find more info about Enlightenment from the
official website: http://www.enlightenment.org/
Enlightenment is available in PCLinuxOS by
installing the package taskenlightenment through
Synaptic Package Manager.

Enlightenment (E)
Enlightenment, also known simply as E, is a lean,
fast, modular and very extensible stacking window
manager for X11, which can be used alone or in
conjunction with a desktop environment such as
GNOME or KDE. Ιt is classed as a "desktop shell"
providing the things you need to operate your
desktop (or laptop), but is not a whole application
suite.
Enlightenment is known as a Window Manager, but
provides most of the functionality found in much
more resourcehungry Desktop Environments.

Blackbox/Fluxbox
Blackbox is a fast, lightweight window manager built
with C++. Blackbox has specific design goals, and
some functionality is provided only through other
applications. It's designed to be fairly small and
minimal, making it particularly suited to less powerful
computers. It doesn't support images, other than
generated gradients, but it does support multiple
desktops and is NetWM compliant, making it
compatible with KDE and GNOME (next page).
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More info about those two window managers can be
found from the official websites:
http://blackboxwm.sourceforge.net/BlackboxWiki
http://www.fluxbox.org
You can use Blackbox and Fluxbox in PCLinuxOS
by installing the packages blackbox and fluxbox
(respectively) through Synaptic Package Manager.

Openbox can run inside other desktop environments
but can also be used without any desktop
environment or session manager.
You can find more info about Openbox from the
official website: http://openbox.org/wiki/Main_Page
You can use Openbox in PCLinuxOS by installing
the package openbox through Synaptic Package
Manager.

Openbox

Blackbox on PCLinuxOS

Fluxbox started as a fork of Blackbox 0.61.1, with
the same aim to be lightweight. Its user interface has
only a taskbar, a popup menu accessible by right
clicking on the desktop and minimal support for
graphical icons. All basic configurations are
controlled by text files, including the construction of
menus and the mapping of key bindings. Fluxbox
has high compliance to the Extended Window
Manager Hints specification.

Fluxbox on PCLinuxOS
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Openbox is a lightweight and highly configurable
window manager with extensive standards support.
Originally derived from Blackbox 0.65.0, Openbox
has now been totally rewritten in the C programming
language and since version 3.0 is not based upon
any code from Blackbox. It is the default window
manager of the LXDE desktop environment.
Openbox uses the *box visual style and can be fully
customized with the use of themes. Its high
configurability means that it can suit almost any
user’s needs. It can be kept simple but can also be
tweaked in almost every aspect, completely
changing the way the users interact with their
desktops.

Openbox configuration under LXDE

IceWM
IceWM is a stacking window manager for the X
Window System graphical infrastructure, written by
Marko Maček. It was coded from scratch in C++ and
is released under the terms of the GNU Lesser
General Public License. It is relatively lightweight in
terms of memory and CPU usage, and comes with
themes that allow it to imitate the GUI of Windows
95, OS/2, Motif, and other graphical user interfaces.
IceWM is meant to excel in look and feel while being
lightweight and customizable.
IceWM can be configured from plain text files stored
in a user's home directory, making it easy to
customize and copy settings. IceWM has an

IceWM on PCLinuxOS
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optional, builtin taskbar with menu, tasks display,
network and CPU meters, mail check and
configurable clock. Official support for GNOME and
KDE menus was previously available as a separate
package. In recent IceWM versions, support for
them is embedded. External graphical programs for
editing configuration and menu exist.

Metacity can be used either in conjunction with
GNOME 2 Desktop Environment or by installing the
package metacity through Synaptic Package
Manager.

You can find more info about IceWM from the official
website: http://www.icewm.org/

Twm (Tab Window Manager, or sometimes Tom's
Window Manager, after the principal author Tom
LaStrange) provides titlebars, shaped windows,
several forms of icon management, userdefined
macro functions, clicktotype and pointerdriven
keyboard focus, and userspecified key and pointer
button bindings.

IceWM can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package icewm through Synaptic Package
Manager.
Metacity
Metacity was the window manager used by default
in the GNOME 2 desktop environment until GNOME
3, where it was replaced by Mutter. A fork, renamed
to "Marco", is still being actively developed and
maintained as part of the MATE desktop
environment, itself a fork of GNOME 2 as a whole.

You can find more info about Metacity in this blog:
http://blogs.gnome.org/metacity/2007/12/23/start
readinghere/
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twm can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package twm through Synaptic Package Manager.

twm
Fvwm

It has, however, been left behind by more recent
window managers, making it something of mainly
historical interest. It was for some time the only real
choice of window manager, after taking over from
the very simplistic uwm. Nearly every window
manager since has borrowed heavily from it, either
directly, or indirectly through other window
managers, such as fvwm.

The development of Metacity was started by Havoc
Pennington and it is released under the GNU
General Public License. Before the introduction of
Metacity
in
GNOME
2.2,
GNOME
used
Enlightenment and then Sawfish as its window
manager. Although Metacity is part of the GNOME
project and designed to integrate into the GNOME
desktop, it does not require GNOME to run, and
GNOME can be used with different window
managers provided that they support the part of the
ICCCM specification that GNOME requires.
Metacity uses the GTK+ graphical widget toolkit to
create its user interface components, which makes it
themeable and makes it blend in with other GTK+
applications.

You can find more info on LaStrange’s home page:
http://www.lastrange.com/work/

Fvwm, a stacking window manager developed by
Robert Nation, was once dominant in the window
manager stakes, especially in the Linux community.
It borrows heavily from Tom LaStrange's famous
twm window manager, which was the first ICCCM
compliant window manager to be written. It requires
some effort to learn to use it well, since it is almost
entirely configured by editing configuration files with
a text editor. But those who persist end up with a
desktop environment that works exactly the way
they want it to work. Development is active, and
support is excellent.
Fvwm was designed to minimize memory
consumption, provide a 3D look (similar to Motif's
mwm) and provide a simple virtual desktop.
Functionality can be enhanced by the use of various
modules.

twm on PCLinuxOS

The source code is no longer developed, but old
TWM archives for various releases of X are
available.

Fvwm on PCLinuxOS
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You can find more info about fvwm from the official
website: http://www.fvwm.org/

Tiling and Dynamic Tiling Window Managers.
wmii

Fvwm can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package fvwm through Synaptic Package Manager.
PekWM
PekWM is a stacking window manager for the X
Window System, written in C++ by Claes Nästen,
and highly configurable. The code is based on the
aewm++ window manager, but it has evolved
enough that it no longer resembles aewm++ at all. It
also has an expanded featureset, including window
grouping (similar to Ion3, PWM, or Fluxbox), auto
properties, xinerama and keygrabber that supports
keychains, and much more.

wmii (window manager improved²) is a tiling window
manager that supports classic and tiling window
management with extended keyboard, mouse, and
filesystem based remote control. It replaces the
workspace paradigm with a new tagging approach.
The window manager offers extensive configuration
through a virtual filesystem.

name "Ratpoison" reflects its major design goal: it
lets the user manage application windows without
using a mouse. Unlike other tiling window managers
like Ion, ratpoison completely ignores the mouse,
and avoids window decorations as much as
possible. It behaves like the terminalmultiplexer
GNU screen. Every window is maximized to fit the
whole screen, no pixel is wasted on stuff like borders
or other decoration. The user can also "split" the
screen into two or more frames in order to display
more than one window at a time.

In its latest release, wmii supports Xinerama and
ships its own keyboardbased menu program called
wimenu, featuring history and programmable
completion.

A screenshot of Ratpoison

You can find more info about Ratpoison from the
official website: http://www.nongnu.org/ratpoison/

A screenshot of PekWM in action.
wmii on PCLinuxOS

You can find more info about PekWM from the
official
website:
https://www.pekwm.org/projects/pekwm
PekWM can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package pekwm through Synaptic Package
Manager.

More info about wmii from its page on Google
Project Hosting: https://code.google.com/p/wmii/
wmii can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing the
package wmii through Synaptic Package Manager.
Ratpoison
Ratpoison is a minimalistic window manager which
can be controlled 100% through the keyboard. The
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Ratpoison can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing
the package ratpoison through Synaptic Package
Manager.
dwm
dwm is a dynamic tiling window manager for X11
exhibiting the principles of minimalism which is
known for having influenced the development of
other window managers, including xmonad and
awesome. It is externally similar to wmii, but
internally much simpler. dwm is written purely in C
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and, for simplicity, lacks any configuration interface
besides editing the source code. One of the project's
guidelines is that the source code will never exceed
2000 lines, and options meant to be user
configurable are all contained in a single header file.

any people dealing with everyday computing tasks
and who want to have finegrained control on theirs
graphical environment.

dwm is a dynamic window manager for X. It
manages windows in tiled, monocle and floating
layouts. All of the layouts can be applied
dynamically, optimising the environment for the
application in use and the task performed.

awesome on PCLinuxOS

You can find more info about awesome from the
official website: http://awesome.naquadah.org/

dwm on PCLinuxOS

awesome can be used in PCLinuxOS by installing
the package awesome through Software Package
Manager.

awesome

Conclusion

awesome is a dynamic window manager for the X
Window System developed in the C and Lua
programming languages. The latter is also used for
configuring and extending the window manager. Its
development began as a fork of dwm. It aims to be
extremely small and fast, yet extensively
customizable and make it possible for the user to
productively manage windows with the use of
keyboard.

There are a lot more Desktop Environments and
Window Managers out there, that are either forks of
existing ones or are not being maintained anymore.
This article can’t list them all, but I hope it has
covered at least the most well known and popular
ones. And, of course, I hope it has given you a good
idea of what “freedom of choice” really means in the
world of Linux, and in the world of PCLinuxOS!

Support PCLinuxOS! Get Your Official

PCLinuxOS

Merchandise Today!

awesome is highly configurable, very fast, extensible
and licensed under the GNU GPLv2 license. It is
primarily targeted at power users, developers and
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Windows Migration: One Installation,
Two (Or More) Desktop Environments
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
As Antonis pointed out in his article, there are
several desktop environments and window
managers to choose from when you use Linux.
PCLinuxOS has many that you can choose from.
But how do you know which one is right for you and
your computing needs?
Certainly, you can try out each of the Live CDs
available for PCLinuxOS. That will help you choose
between running the KDE, LXDE and Xfce desktop
environments as your main choice. But if you are
new to Linux, it’s sometimes hard to know which one
will provide you with the environment that works best
for you in a given situation. Don’t fret. This is an
easy situation to overcome. We all realize that you
aren’t faced with such choices with the commercially
available operating systems, such as Microsoft
Windows and Apple’s OSX. Having that choice is
part of the charm of Linux. Linux is all about having
a choice.
The choice is easy if you are merely trying to choose
between those desktop environments that have Live
CDs. But that only begins to scratch the surface of
possibilities. What if you can’t decide between the
KDE and LXDE desktop environments? What if you
are interested in trying out one of the “other” desktop
environments (FluxBox, Enlightenment, Openbox,
etc.) that don’t currently have Live CDs? Believe it or
not, in either case, you don’t have to choose. You
can have them both … or all of them, if you choose.
KDE & LXDE … Have Them Both
To illustrate how simple this is, I made a separate
installation of KDE in VirtualBox (image below).
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Once you have KDE installed, fully updated your
KDE installation. Reboot your computer after fully
updating, just to be sure that your computer is
utilizing all the current software. This entire process
is the same when the installation is on “bare metal”
computer hardware.

Once you’ve rebooted, open Synaptic and search for
“tasklxde.”
Right click on “tasklxde” and select “Mark for
installation” from the right click context menu.
Advertisement

Synaptic will show you a list of additional packages
that will need to be installed in order to install LXDE.
The same thing applies with any of the additional
desktop environments you might wish to install – I
just chose LXDE for the demonstration. Select
“Mark” in the above dialog box, and then the “Apply”
button to install your new desktop environment.
Once the installation of your additional desktop
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both open on the desktop. Notice the difference in
the window decorations.

environments is complete, Log Out of your current
session.

The choice of running KDE with a lighter weight
window manager may allow you to successfully run
KDE on hardware that may otherwise not be
capable of running a “regular” KDE installation
without noticeably bogging down.
Summary

desktop environment are installed. This gives you
more options for many tasks.

Click on the blue arrow at the bottom of the session
login screen. You will see an option menu, like that
shown in the image above. Select the desktop
environment you want to run in the new session.
Next, select the user account to log into, and provide
the user password.
Upon logging back in, notice how our desktop
environment has changed to LXDE. You are now
using a full LXDE desktop environment.
There are some additional benefits to having two
different desktop environments installed on your
PCLinuxOS installation. First, all of the associated
and default programs that accompany the extra
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As you see, Linux is full of choices. If you are new to
Linux, this is something else you will have to get
used to – although it is a very nice change,
especially once you become accustomed to it. No
longer are you locked into one way of doing things,
with a “onesizefitsall” graphical user interface.
With Linux, your personal computer truly becomes
“personal,” since you have so many ways to
customize and personalize your computing
experience.

Second, if you look back up to the session menu,
you will notice some additional choices. For
example, you can now run KDE with the Openbox
window manager. Normally, KDE uses the KWin
window manager, but the Openbox window manager
was installed with LXDE, since that is the window
manager that LXDE uses. This provides you the
choice of running KDE with a lighter weight window
manager than what it normally runs. In the previous
image, KDE is running with the Openbox window
manager, and shows both Dolphin and PCManFM –
the file managers for KDE and LXDE, respectively –
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Windows Migration:
Accessing Linux Partitions from Windows
by agmg (Antonis Komis)
Dual booting is a very common scenario among
Windows users who decide to try Linux. They dual
boot because they don’t yet feel comfortable enough
to leave Windows and migrate completely to Linux,
or simply because they need some programs or
games that can’t run under Linux. In both cases,
when you find yourself between two worlds, you
want these two worlds to be able to communicate
with each other. Linux has native support for
Windows file systems (NTFS, FAT), meaning that
you’ll be able to access your Windows partitions
from your Linux installation. This is not the case,
though, with Windows. To access your Linux
partitions from Windows, you need thirdparty
software, specifically designed for this purpose.
In this article, I will present a couple of applications
that will allow you to access your Linux partitions
from your Windows installation. Each one of these
applications has support for the ext4 filesystem,
which most Linux distributions use by default. Of
course they also support older versions of ext and
even other filesystems, too.
All programs that I’ve decided to present in this
article treat Linux partitions as readonly by default.
This means that you’ll be able to read from those
partitions but not write to them. I believe this is the
best option, because, having complete access to
your Linux partitions can be dangerous! The
Linux filesystem would be completely exposed, and
the altering or deleting of a single file could render
your Linux installation unusable. You must know
exactly what you are doing before deciding to do it.
This way, the risk of messing things up is kept to a
minimum.
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Ext2Fsd
Official page: http://www.ext2fsd.com/
Ext2Fsd is an ext2 file system driver for Windows
(2000, XP, Vista and Win7). When installed, it
assigns a drive letter to each partition you select,
allowing access to them from any Windows program.
During program installation, you will be given the
option to enable Ext2Fsd service at startup. If you
do, the service will run each time you boot into
Windows, mounting the Linux partitions you have
specified. If you don’t, you’ll have to manually start
the service each time you want to have access to
those partitions.
Additionally, Ext2Fsd gives you the option to have
write access to Linux filesystems. For the reasons
I’ve mentioned earlier, I suggest you leave this
option disabled, unless you really need it and you
really know what you’re doing.

By pressing F7 (Tools > Service Management), you
can see the status of the service and some options
on volume handling:

Let’s have a look at the main program window (top,
right):
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Now, let’s mount a partition. Right click on the
partition that interests you and select Ext2 Volume
Management (or simply press F3 with the desired
partition selected). You will see the next window:

If the partition you want to have access to is located
on a removable disk, select the option
Automatically mount via Ext2Mgr. This will mount
the partition each time you connect your disk. If it is
a fixed disk, then the option Mountpoint for fixed
disk, need reboot is the right choice in this case.
Make your choice and perform a reboot, if needed.
Let’s go to My Computer:

You can see that my Linux partition (64_home) is
mounted and I can access it like a normal Windows
partition. The program reports this partition as ext3
but it’s actually ext4 and the program manages it
without any issues. I now have access to my data:

video formats, office documents, text files, HTML
files, and a few others which I was unable to test). If
you are looking for files that happen to be supported
by Linux Reader’s builtin file preview, you can
preview the file(s) before saving them.

DiskInternals Linux Reader
Official page:
http://www.diskinternals.com/linuxreader/
DiskInternals Linux Reader is a freeware program
that supports Ext2/Ext3/Ext4, HFS and ReiserFS file
systems.

You can see the Preview option in action. By clicking
on Save as..., the selected file can be saved to my
Windows filesystem. This is necessary if I want to
work on that file, because of the readonly access.
The program can also save entire directories.
Right click on a folder and select Save

Unlike Ext2Fsd, Linux Reader provides only
readonly access to Linux partitions and does
not allow you to make records on them. This
guarantees that the interference in an
alternative file system will not affect the work of
Linux later.
Linux Reader doesn’t provide access via a
drive letter – it’s a separate application you
launch to browse your Linux partitions. It has
some nice features, such as the ability to use
common Windows Explorer for extracting data
and a Preview option. This option only supports
specific file types (some image types, some
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Select Save Files and click Next

Ext2Explore
Official page: http://ext2read.blogspot.com

As with Linux Reader, you’ll have to save a file or
directory to your Windows filesystem before you can
open it in other programs.

This program works similarly to Linux Reader but
only supports Ext4, Ext3 and Ext2 filesystems. It has
only one unique feature compared to the previous
two: it is portable. This means that you don’t have to
install it on your system. It can be run from any
location, including a removable drive.
The Ext2explore.exe program must be run as
administrator or you’ll get an error – you can do this
from the rightclick menu.

Select an output folder and you’re done.
Another interesting feature is the ability to mount
Raw disk images (such as ISO files) and Containers
(such as VirtualBox virtual disks). I didn’t test this
feature thoroughly but seems like a nice addition.

Conclusion

To save some time in
the future, go into the
file’s
properties
window and enable
the
“Run
this
program
as
an
administrator” option
on the Compatibility
tab.
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Although the programs presented in this article can
fulfill the purpose they were written for, there is
another option for sharing files between your
Windows and Linux partitions, much more
convenient and easy to use. You can create an extra
partition, formatted with a Windows file system that
both systems will have access to. FAT32 has native
support in both Windows and Linux, and Linux has
no problems reading or writing to a NTFSformatted
partition. This way, you will be able to view and
modify your files anytime, from any system, without
the need of third party software. If you have some
files that you want to be able to access from either
operating system, simply copy them to the extra
partition formatted in a file system that Windows can
read.
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Terminal - An Introduction
by Pete Kelly (critter)

we turn to the other way, the text way, usually known
as the command line interface.

If you are reading this, then you are most probably a
PCLinuxOS user who has previously only used
Windows. That simple fact suggests that you are
someone a little bit special, someone who doesn't
accept just whatever is offered, but someone who
wants to look at other options and make their own
decisions. Someone who wants to explore and to
see if there is more to something than it seems at
first glance.

This command line interface is not unique to Linux.
Windows and Mac machines also have one,
although they are not used as much by ordinary
users. The command line interface (I'm going to call
it the CLI from here on out, since I tired of typing it
out in full) is capable of unleashing the full power of
Linux, but that is not the purpose of these articles.
Here, we will discuss only the basic things that users
should know about using the CLI.

After you have been using Linux for a couple of
weeks and you have become accustomed to where
things are and what they are called, you may realize
that, for the most part, you are working much as you
used to in Windows: pointing, clicking, cutting and
pasting, dragging and dropping and so forth. So
what's the big deal about Linux, apart from being
free?
I could mention that you don't need to use antivirus
programs, although they are available if you really
want them, or I could talk about how reliable it is, but
this is supposed to be about the terminal in Linux so
let's talk about that.
What you have been using so far is a graphical
interface to the system, but that is not the only way
that you can interact with the system, and it is not
the way that Linux was designed. Sure, the
graphical applications with their buttons and menus
make things easy to use and nice to look at too.
That's fine, and it's the way that most people spend
most of their time, myself included, but there are
times when it is just not the best way to do things,
and there are some things that just can't be done in
the graphical environment. It is at these times that
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Why bother?
Well there are quite few good reasons to learn to
use this CLI.
One reason is that if you seek help from some of the
more knowledgeable users on the forum or in the
IRC support channel about a difficulty that you are
experiencing, then they may ask you to type
something into a terminal, and you should be
familiar with that process.
Some things are done more easily with the CLI, and
some things can be done only in the CLI.
There are lots of distributions of Linux, all with their
own flavours and, unlike Windows, there are many
graphical environments such as KDE, LXDE, Gnome
and Xfce, that operate in a slightly different manner.
But once you are familiar with the CLI, you can feel
at home in any of these distributions.
In a graphical application, you are restricted to using
only the tools and commands that the software
developer decided to include. By using the terminal,
this restriction is lifted, you decide which commands

to use, and how to use them. You can easily create
your own tools and routines that do exactly what
you want. You are in total command and you can
talk to the system in a language that it understands.
Yet another reason to learn to use this CLI is to
satisfy your curiosity, and to discover just what you
can achieve in Linux, what with you being a little bit
special n'all.
A terminal is how we use the CLI, and we usually
use a terminal emulator application that runs in your
familiar graphical environment, although this is not
the only way. If you are using the KDE environment
then you will have a terminal emulator called
Konsole, but which one you use doesn't matter. If
you use Xterm, Eterm or any of the many others, the
results will be the same. If somebody tells you to
open a terminal, then this is what they mean.
I'll use Konsole here, simply because I have a
shortcut to it on my desktop.
Only ever open a terminal as root when
absolutely necessary – the so called 'super user,'
as you can damage the system with a wrongly
constructed command when working as root.
Sometimes you may be instructed to do so when
seeking help from more experienced users, and
even then, you should go carefully and reread what
you have typed before pressing the Enter key. There
are safer ways to do things when you need special
privileges, which will limit the possibilities of causing
accidental damage. We will cover these methods in
a later article.
Getting started
Open a terminal. Yours may look slightly different.
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our home directory, and the the prompt is repeated
waiting for us to type in something else for it to work
on. You may also have noticed that there is no drive
letter, as you find under Windows. This is perfectly
normal. Linux doesn't use drive letters, as the file
system is structured differently. You may find this
rather strange at first, but you will soon become
familiar with it.
The next command I want to use is ls (small L, small
S) which means 'list the contents of this directory'
(This is like the dir command in MSDOS or on the
windows command line). Type ls at the prompt and
press the Enter key.

Ignore the menu headings in the picture and look at
the first line, the one that ends in $. This is known as
the prompt and it is prompting you to type in
something. To demonstrate the use of the terminal I
have created the unimaginatively named user
linux_user. Your user name should appear in its
place.

command means 'print working directory.' Make sure
that you use lower case letters for the command, as
Linux is case sensitive.
The command is executed and /home/linux_user is
printed to the screen verifying that we are in fact in

What appears here is fully customizable, but in a
default PCLinuxOS installation it will show
user_name @ hostname and the current directory.
Here the squiggly character or tilde is used as a
shorthand way of saying “my home directory.”

The names of the files and subdirectories or folders
in the directory are printed to the screen.

A directory is the same as a folder in Windows and,
since Linux is a multiuser system, each user is
allocated their own 'home' directory to store their
personal files and settings. The hostname is the
name of this computer as it will be seen on the local
network which, if not set, will default to the word
localhost.

So that, essentially, is how the alternative, text
based interface to the operating system is
implemented. In the next few articles, we shall learn
some more about the terminal and the CLI. Enough
to get you on course to be able to follow directions
when needed and to do the basic operations that will
get you around in the terminal.

To verify that we are actually working in our home
directory we can type in the command pwd after the
dollar sign ($), and hit the enter key. The pwd

If you get through these basic instructions, then you
will have a good understanding of what the CLI is all
about. Mastering it will take a little longer. It is a skill
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which is not necessary to be able to use Linux, but is
still an extremely useful tool to have.
When you are ready to learn more about the CLI
and dig a little deeper into the Linux command line,
you can download the Command Line Interface Intro
Special Edition of The PCLinuxOS Magazine. This
edition of The PCLinuxOS Magazine presents all 12
articles from the pages of the magazine, arranged in
an orderly way to teach you the command line
basics from the very beginning.
With the graphical interfaces, such as KDE, you can
use Linux. In the terminal you can control Linux.
How much control you have depends upon your
level of understanding of the Linux system, but a
very basic knowledge can enable you to master
some of the things are not so easily achieved using
only the graphical interface.

The PCLinuxOS
Magazine

The place where breaking news,
BitTorrent and copyright collide

Created with
Scribus 1.4.1

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Posted by agmg, running KDE4.
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The Terminal – The Power Of The Terminal
by Pete Kelly (critter)
In the previous article, I showed you how to access
a terminal, how to type in some very simple
commands, and what results you could expect to
see from them. Nothing very impressive or
spectacular, but it worked. It showed that using the
terminal in Linux is no black art. It is not something
reserved only for computer geeks or the very
knowledgeable, but it is something that can be used
by anybody that can enter a few simple commands
on the keyboard.
So far, you have used only two commands, ls &
pwd, but I am sure that you can see that, although
these are strange words, they are not mystical
incantations from Hogwarts. Rather, these are but a
simple way of instructing the system to perform a
function on some file or data or to provide some
information. There is no sorcery involved in using the
terminal, but there is a little learning curve.
To get any significant benefit from using the terminal,
you need to be comfortable in its use, and be able to
perform actions at least as easily as you do in a
graphical environment. You don't need to master it,
just be comfortable with it. The X windowing system,
the graphical system used by Linux, was not meant
to replace the text based command line, but to
complement it, and this is still true today. Although
you can get along just fine using the graphical
interface only, making use of both interfaces gives
you access to the total power and flexibility of the
Linux operating system.
Under the hood, Linux is different from Windows,
and it will take a little while to get used to those
differences. I can show you what is available and
how to use it, but I shall leave you to decide just how
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far you want to go and let you explore the
possibilities. There are many sources of reference to
get a deeper understanding of the topics presented
here. The intention of these articles is to make you
aware of what is possible, and of how 'Linux  the
operating system' works behind the graphical
desktop you usually see.

compound, transitional effect to the data. This is
known as a data flow or stream.

Don't be put off by this; it is by no means as difficult
as is often described. A good understanding of just a
few of the many hundreds of available commands
will get you started on a new level of control of your
Linux environment. The real power of the terminal is
not knowing all of the commands, but knowing how
to use them. In the terminal, you can have total
control of all of the features of the commands, not
just a subset as deemed adequate by the designer
of a higher level graphical application. You can make
your own commands by combining existing
commands to achieve exactly the result you require.
There is always more than one way to do something
and there is little that is more satisfying than to do it
'your way.' That is the real power of the terminal.

4. Errors and system information should have a
distinct, concurrent output path that may be logged,
reported or combined with the data output stream.

Linux is different
When the Unix operating system, on which
Gnu/Linux is based, was devised, a few very
important, visionary ideas were introduced. Some
equally important concepts were also established.
1. All of the tools and utilities should be designed to
do just one thing, but to do it well.
2. There should be a way of combining the effects of
applying multiple tools to a set of data. This led to
the introduction of the 'pipe' to allow data to flow
between tools and through filters to provide a

3. The resultant modified data stream should be re
directed to one or more new destinations, and the
input data should be available to be read from any
selected source.

Add to this the fact that Linux/Unix treats everything
as a file – even your mouse is treated as a file – and
you can start to see that Linux is a different beast.
The fact that it has been around for over four
decades, (dating back to its Unix roots), and that it
has been used by many millions of people, and by
many thousands of major organisations during that
period, is testament to its reliability and usefulness.
If you have used the Windows command line or MS
DOS, then you may well have used the wildcards ?
& * to represent unknown characters in filenames,
and you may even have written or used batch files. If
you have used the new Windows “powershell,” then
you will have had access to regular expressions, to
a command shell, and to an advanced scripting
language. Linux has had these features since day
one, and a whole lot more.
During the course of these introductory articles, I will
show you some commands that are often used, and
how to combine them. Occasionally, I shall break off
to explain an important concept which you will not
have encountered when using Windows.
To start you off, I will show you what can be done in
the terminal with the simple ls command and three
or four other very simple commands.
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Keep it simple, do it well
The ls command lists the contents of a directory (or
directories). That's it. That is what the ls command
was designed to do, and that is what it does. It does,
however, do it extremely well. By applying certain
options, we can adjust the output. We can expand or
limit the amount of data output by the command. We
can produce it in different formats. We can sort the
output. We can include subdirectories, and we can
include or exclude certain types of files. In short, we
can demand to be shown exactly the data we want
and only that data.
When you typed in the command ls, the terminal
responded by printing a list of the contents of your
home directory. Well actually, it only printed out
some of the contents. Some files and directories are
hidden. There is nothing sinister here. They are your
files and you have a right to see them. They are
hidden because you rarely need to see them. Hiding
them simply reduces clutter under normal use.
A hidden files name begins with a period. To show
these, we need to change the ls (list) command, and
we can do this by adding an option to the
command. There are many options, and they usually
begin with one or two hyphens. The one we are
looking for is a. The command ls a translates as
'list all.'

Now you can see why they were hidden. Most of
those hidden files will mean absolutely nothing to
you – yet!
Another useful option is l, and this tells the ls
command to produce a long listing.

That gave a lot more information but omitted the
hidden files. To include them, we can combine the
options like this (image at top of next column).
Type ls help and you will see that there are many
more options that you can use. Some of the options
may be meaningless to you. Just ignore them. If you
don't understand them, then you probably don't need
them. Experiment with those that interest you, it is
perfectly safe to do so
as the command only
prints information to
the
screen.
Most
commands
include
this basic usage help.
Data flow & pipes
When you typed in ls
help, some of the
information
scrolled
off the screen, as
there was quite a lot
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of it. The standard tool for displaying a text file on
the terminal screen in Unix is a command named
more. It reads the data from the file, and then
displays one screenful of information at a time,
waiting until you press the spacebar. When the
spacebar is depressed, it will give you another page,
or 'more.' Unfortunately there was no way of going
backward to reread the text, and so a new tool was
introduced to include this functionality. What else
could it be called but less (modern versions of more
do allow bidirectional scrolling, but for many
reasons, I would suggest that you stick to using
less. After all, “less is more, more or less.”) To use
these commands, we introduce the vertical bar, or
'pipe' character “|.” The data that is output from the
first command is piped through to the next command
as it is required.
ls help | less
Now we can use the arrow and pageup/pagedown
keys to read the information at our own pace. Press
'q' to exit the command.
In this manner complex commands can be
constructed, adding commands and filters to
produce exactly the results we require. Look at the
following example (top of next page).
The ls command is passed options to produce a
long listing of all files with sizes in humanreadable
form. This is piped to the tr command, which
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can use two greater than characters, thus ls
Documents >> docslist.
The new output is then appended to the file. If we
want to sort the contents of the file, then we can
feed the file to the input of the command, which will
do our sorting. Unsurprisingly the name of the
command we need is sort.
sort < docslist
This sorts the contents, but prints them out to the
screen, leaving the original file untouched. To
produce a sorted file in one step we combine re
direction ( <,> ) and pipes ( | ) like this:
ls Documents | sort > docslist
The ls command produces output, which it pipes to
the sort command, which then sorts the data and re
directs its output to the destination file.
Error messages
squeezes out extra spaces. This is then passed to
the cut command, which removes all columns
except columns 5, 6, 7 and 9. Finally, this is again
given to the tr command which now converts spaces
to tabs. This is a rather complicated example, but it
demonstrates the principle of chaining together
multiple commands to arrive at just the result you
require. Ignore the details for now; just try to
understand the basic idea.
Redirection
Commands in Linux have an input and an output
even though, at first glance, some seem not to have.
The cd command, which is used to change your
working location to another directory, appears to
have no input and no output. But it does have both,
even though the input is not used. Where this input
and output come from or go to is arbitrary. When
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input or output is unspecified, a command will use
what are known as 'standard input,' stdin, usually the
keyboard, and 'standard output,' stdout, usually the
terminal screen. We have seen an example of stdout
with the ls command. When we used the pipe
symbol '|' the commands output was redirected to
another command.
We can also use the < and > characters to redirect
stdin and stdout, respectively. It works like this.
Suppose we want to save a listing of the files in our
Documents directory to a file named docslist,
instead of just printing it to the screen. We would
then issue the command ls Documents > docslist.
If the file doesn't exist, then it will be created, and
then the output from the ls command will be written
to it. If the file exists, then the contents will be
overwritten with the new data. To get around this, we

In Linux, stdin and stdout are known as file
descriptors, which are a bit like channels that carry
data. There can be many active file descriptors, but
these are reserved for the operating system, which
refers to them as file descriptor 0 and 1. There is a
third file descriptor reserved for system use, known
as 'standard error' stderr, and this carries the
number 2.
Commands used in Linux are programmed to output
data to stdout and to output error messages and
other information that is not part of the commands
intended output to stderr. By default, stderr writes
any output to the terminal screen, but that is often
inconvenient. You probably don't want error
messages mixed with valid data, and if you are
running a long process in your absence, perhaps a
backup, you may want to save any error messages
to a log file that you can refer to when the process
completes. This can easily be done by redirecting
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stderr, or file descriptor 2. If you want to log the
output, use a command like this:
command 2> logfile
command 2> logfile > datafile
The first would write any error messages from the
command to the file logfile, but regular output would
still go to the screen. The second would send errors
to logfile and data to datafile. No output would
appear on the screen.
To simply get rid of any error messages, Linux has a
special device called /dev/null. Although a device is
usually perceived as a physical device, such as a
keyboard or a network card, Linux has some devices
that have no physical presence. The device
/dev/null/ is one of these. As Linux treats
everything, including devices, as files, you can write
to /dev/null, which sends all data it receives to
irretrievable oblivion.
command 2> /dev/null
The Shell
All of this makes for an extremely flexible and
powerful set of tools that you can use to work with
your files and with the system configuration files.
The text based environment in which you use these
tools is controlled by a program known as a shell,
which interprets what you type before deciding how
to execute it. There are many different shells
available but the most common one, and the default
shell in PCLinuxOS, is named bash.
Bash is extremely powerful and very friendly. Over
the many years of its use, lots of features have been
added to assist and accelerate your work in the
terminal. One of these helpful features is known as
command completion.
Type ls D.
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Press the tab key. Bash is intelligent enough to
realise that you have entered the command ls and
are now trying to enter the name of a file or directory
so that you can list out the relevant information. The
shell, bash, responds to the tab key by listing all of
the files and directories, that it can see from here,
which begin with an uppercase D. The directories
Desktop, Downloads and Documents were listed on
my system. Typing an additional o and hitting tab
reduces the list to two, as Desktop is not a match.
Enter a c and there is now only one possibility,
Documents, and so, by pressing tab again, that is
automatically filled in for me at the prompt ready for
me to hit Enter, which produces my listing.

This is a real time saver, and can also help when
you are unsure of the name of a command. For
example, I know that there is another command that
begins with ls, and that will give me information
about the machines processor.
I type ls and hit Tab. As this is the first thing after the
command prompt bash realises that a command is
being attempted, and I am shown all of the
commands that the system knows and that begin
with ls. The one I want is named lscpu (I should
have guessed that!). I type c, hit the Tab key and the
command name lscpu is completed for me at the
prompt. I then press the Enter key, and there is my
information (image top of next column).
When you have typed in a command and want to
repeat it, you do not have to retype it. Press the up
arrow key, and your previous command will appear
ready for you to edit or use. Continue pressing the
up and down arrow keys to scroll through your
previously typed commands.

There is also a feature called reverse search. To use
it, press Ctrl + R and start typing what you can
remember of a previous command. As you type, the
most relevant previous command is placed at the
prompt. When you have found what you want, press
Enter to execute the command, or the left or right
arrow key to edit it.
Finally there is command line history. Type history
(his then Tab will finish the typing for you). You will
be presented with a numbered list of all of your
previous commands. Type an exclamation point (!)
followed by the number of the command that you
want to repeat, and then press the Enter key to
immediately execute that command.
When you find that you often use a command in the
same way, with the same options then you can
create a shortcut, known as an alias, to save a little
typing.
To generate a long listing with humanreadable file
sizes and sorted by file size the command would be
ls lhS.
Although this is not difficult, can you always
remember that the S must be uppercase? The
command alias lh='ls lhS' makes this available by
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simply typing the new command lh. Unfortunately,
this has to be done every time that you open a
terminal and start the bash shell. To make this
happen automatically, you can add it to a hidden file
in your home directory, named .bashrc.
There are many text editors available for the terminal
in Linux, and PCLinuxOS has an excellent and easy
one to use, named nano.
Type nano ~/.bashrc (there's that squiggle again)
and your own copy of this file will open in the editor.
You will most likely already have some aliases in
here provided by the developers of PCLinuxOS, and
a good place to put your new one would be with
those, but it doesn't really matter. Type in your new
alias on a blank line and then press Ctrl + X. Answer
yes when prompted to save. Restart the terminal
and your new command is available every time.

LinPC.us

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

To see what other aliases the good folks over at
PCLinuxOS development have added for you, type
the command alias.

Posted by francesco_bat, running KDE4.
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Windows Migration:
The Terminal - Basic Operations
by Peter Kelly (critter)
Windows command line vs Linux command line
In recent years, the tools available to Windows users
have improved considerably and many commands
previously found only in Unix/Linux systems have
found their way onto the MS command line. Many of
the commands have similar options to those
available under Linux, but there are differences.
For those users that are familiar with the MS
command line I will show the MS command with the
Linux command, where appropriate, like this ls (MS
= dir). Actually, under PCLinuxOS, the command dir
is is an acceptable alternative to ls but not all
distributions support this.
How the commands work
Commands entered on the command line in Linux,
such as ls, tend to have short names to reduce and
to speed up typing. They are normally designed to
perform a very basic function but usually will accept
many options that enhance the basic function and
permit the user to control, often to a very high
degree, the effect that the function has upon the
data passed to it and/or the output that is produced.
To better understand the command line we need to
know how Linux commands operate. Although Linux
commands are plentiful, and diverse in their
operation, the basic operation is mostly the same.
A command does one thing and one thing only. The
command ls lists, cd (MS = cd) changes directories,
sort (MS = sort) sorts and the rpm command
(redhat package manager) controls the system used
by PCLinuxOS to handle software installation,
removal and upgrade.
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Each command accepts zero or more options that
control the output from the command and the way in
which the command operates upon the data that it is
required to process. There are sometimes modifiers
to these options which fine tune the action of the
command and then, finally, there are the arguments
or data that is supplied to the function for
processing.
Don't be alarmed if all of this sounds too complex.
The basic command will usually suffice – everything
after that is usually optional but available if you want
tailormade results. Some commands have an
overwhelming list of options and modifiers, more
than any sane person could possibly remember, but
you can use only what you want or need. To find out
what is available, type the command name followed
by  help or – h. This usually produces a brief
summary of the options available for the command.
By now you may be wondering what commands are
available. Type a single letter, any letter, and press
the tab key (you may be prompted to type y or n),
then this will list all of the available commands that
begin with that letter.
To demonstrate the use of commands, I will use only
the simple command ls, and its options, modifiers
and arguments. This command will not change or
remove any files so you can safely experiment with
it.
Permissions and groups
Before we can go any further with this introduction,
there are some things that need to be explained as
they are different in Linux from the way that you are
used to working in Windows. Although it is possible
to use permissions and groups under modern
versions of MS Windows using access control lists,

most Windows users are blissfully unaware of their
existence or of the use of MS commands such as
CACLS. Linux, on the other hand, makes strenuous
use of them. Fortunately they are not difficult to
understand.
Look again at the output from the command ls al.

That is only part of the output, but I think that we
need an explanation here as this is entirely different
from Windows. The first letter on each line describes
the type of file  d means a directory and – means
an ordinary file. There are others too, such as l for
links to other files which are similar in nature to
shortcuts in Windows. The next nine (actually three
sets of three characters) are permissions. This is
fundamental to the Linux file system and often a
source of confusion to new users who can't
understand why they are refused access to a file.
Let's get this out of the way now.
Permissions
In the introduction, I said that Linux was a multiuser
system and that each user was given his own home
directory. This would not be a very convenient
situation for you if other users could see, edit or
delete your files. But sometimes you will want to
share some files with other people, but not with
everybody, and this is where permissions and
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groups help. Didn't I mention groups? Sorry, but I'm
afraid that you have to also learn about those, but
there is nothing that is difficult.
Every file or directory is given a set of permissions
when created that allow users to read, write or
execute them. Read and write are pretty obvious.
Execute, when applied to an ordinary file, allows the
system to run programs and scripts. For a directory,
it means that you may make changes to it or list the
contents. If a permission is granted then a r ,w or x
appears at the appropriate position. If a hyphen – is
present, then that permission has not been granted.
Why three sets of permissions? These are the
permissions for

executed by the owner of the file, a member of the
group to which the file belongs may only read the
file, but everybody else has no access whatsoever
(except, of course, the omnipotent root who sees
all).

If you type
ls lS
then you are issuing the command ls and passing
the options l and S which tells the command to
generate a long listing which is Sorted by file size.
But what if you want to have the listing sorted by
some other criteria such as filename extension, as
you might in a folder full of picture files with various
.bmp .jpg and .png extensions? In this case you
might use the option

* The owner, usually the person who created the file
or directory (the first set of three characters)
* Members of the group to which the file belongs
(the second set of three characters)
* Everybody else (the final set of three characters).
Groups
Obviously you would want read and write permission
for your own files and execute permission for your
scripts, and for any files you own, that are, well,
executable. Everyone else you would want to deny.
Well, perhaps not everybody. Some things are
meant to be shared and this is where groups come
in.
When a user account is created, that user is given a
group of their own and is added to various other
groups as decided by the system administrator or
the distribution development team. To be able to use
the printer, you need to be a member of the lp
group. You can see which groups you belong to with
the command groups.
So a file with the nine letters set as rw r  would
mean that the file may be read and written to but not
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them, then you probably don't need them. A useful
one for the ls command is h which gives the size of
a file in human readable form so that a file of
2048558360 bytes displays as 2.0G.

 sort and then add the modifier 'extension' like this
In the above listing, the directory 'Projects' belongs
to the group 'projectteam' and the group
permissions have been set to allow members of that
group to enter the directory, read the contents of the
directory and to write files to the directory. However,
unless the files in the directory have read/write
permissions for this group, the group members will
not be able to read or modify them. The Projects
directory has no permissions set in the last three
positions, so users who do not belong to the group
can't even look inside the directory.

ls l  sort=extension
The  sort option allows the following modifier
words: none, extension, size, time and version. In
the time honoured tradition of Linux/Unix users
being lazy typists, this can be abbreviated to the first
letter of the modifier like this
ls l  sort=e

After the nine letters is a number, which need not
concern us right now. This is followed by the name
of the owner of the file and then by the group of
users who have access to the file. After this we get
the file’s size, timestamp and the name of the file.

Note that Linux does not use filename extensions to
determine the file type as Windows does but
extensions are often used to aid human users
quickly recognize a file type. However, this can be
misleading as a text file named mytext.bmp is still a
text file. To determine correctly the type of a file
under Linux you should use the file command.

Options, modifiers and arguments

myfile.bmp

You can find out what options are available for the ls
command with the command
ls  help.

myfile.bmp: ASCII text

Some of the options may be meaningless to you and
you can just ignore them. If you don't understand

file /usr/share/icons/pclinuxos.png

A graphical image file would produce output like this:
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/usr/share/icons/pclinuxos.png: PNG image data,
32 x 32, 8bit/color RGBA, noninterlacedfile

or use the shorthand cd ~/Documents. Remember
the squiggle?

would be deleted (make sure that you use upper
case R as lower case r will only reverse the listing).

That leaves arguments to be demystified.
Arguments are the information that you pass to the
command. The default argument for the ls command
is 'the current working directory' which is what it will
list out if you pass no other arguments to the
command. You may pass more than one argument
to the command.

To rename a file we use the mv (MS = move)
command

To look at the contents of a file we have the cat (MS
= type) command (short for concatenate which just
means to join together) Try

mv oldfilename newfilename The new file
name may optionally include the address of a
directory to which we have write permissions.

ls l ~/Pictures ~/Documents

Deleting a file or files is accomplished with the rm
(MS = del or delete) command

This command will list first the contents of your
Pictures directory (there's that squiggle again) and
then the contents of your Documents directory.
Remember, the squiggly character or tilde is used as
a shorthand way of saying “my home directory”.

rm filename Be careful of this one as there is no
undelete command. The PCLinuxOS version of this
command will prompt you for confirmation before
sending the file to oblivion but this is not always the
case.

In practice you will use very few of the options
available with the ls command unless you start
writing shell scripts or spend a lot of time on the
command line but if you understand the basic usage
demonstrated here then you can apply this to almost
all of the Linux command line tools. Now it is time
that we looked further than the simple ls command
and considered some of the other commands that
are available.

To make a new directory you need to have write
permission for the directory where you want to place
it and you use the command mkdir (MS = md or
mkdir).

File Handling

rmdir directoryname

As an ordinary user you have permissions to enter
and list the contents of most directories but not to
change or delete anything except for those sub
directories in your home directory. To change to
another directory use the command

To remove a directory and all the files that it contains
you will need to use the rm command with the
option r (MS = deltree). If there are many files in the
directory then the prompting can become quite
tedious but you can turn it off with the f (force)
option.

mkdir directoryname.
You can remove an empty directory with the
command rmdir (MS = rd or rmdir)

cd directoryname
for example cd /etc would put you in the /etc
directory. cd on its own will take you back to your
home directory. To change to your Documents
directory you could type
cd /home/linux_user/Documents
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Important
Be very, very careful with this. It is
ruthless, quick and permanent. A little trick that I
often use is to replace rm rf with ls R to list out
which files would be deleted. If that is what I
intended then I issue the rm rf death warrant. The
R option tells the ls command to recurse down
through any subdirectories to show everything that

cat /etc/fstab
This will display the contents of the file that tells the
system where to mount your file systems. You can
also use the cat command to create a simple file
without having to open an editor by using the
redirection method which we previously discussed.
cat > newfile
This is telling the cat command to redirect its output
to the file newfile which it will create if necessary. As
we haven't passed to the cat command any file as
an argument for it to process it looks for input from
stdin, the keyboard, and it will just sit there waiting
for somebody to start typing. Type whatever you
need and press return whenever you want to start a
new line. When you have finished typing, hold down
the control key and press 'd'. This sends the shell an
invisible character known as an endoffile character
or EOF. The file is then written and closed.
You can create a new, empty file with the touch
command
touch filename
This is useful where you are using a command that
doesn't automatically create a file when needed. You
can create an empty container ready to accept the
output from the command.
Often you need to refer to a file that is buried deep in
a subdirectory and an easy way to do that is, as in
Windows, to create a shortcut to it although the
manner in which Windows and Linux accomplish this
are entirely incompatible. In Linux there are two
types of shortcut and they are known as links.
There are hard links and soft or symbolic links. For
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now we will concentrate only on soft links. The
command to create them is ln or ln s for a soft link.
ln s
/home/linux_user/Documents/invoices/November
/Acme_inc.txt acme_11
will create a shortcut named acme_11 which will
point to the buried file making it easier to load into a
text editor for example. This is very useful for editing
things like system scripts without having to
remember where they are.

Screenshot Showcase

When you receive some output from a command, it
invariably is not in the order that you would like it. To
sort it into the required order we use a command
called, naturally,
sort
There are many options for sort to produce data
sorted alphabetically, numerically, reversed, by date
etc. The sort command is one of many Linux tools
known as a filter. Data is passed to a filter and the
output is the altered data. This is one of the basics of
command line operation and part of the real power
of Linux. The usual way of using a filter is to
separate the command producing the data from the
filter with the vertical bar character known as a pipe.
Like this

Posted by gandy, running KDE4.
That should give you a start in command line use
under Linux. In the next article we shall look at some
more of the most commonly used Linux commands.
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The Terminal - Some Common Commands
by Peter Kelly (critter)
The commands
To start you off on your journey of discovery into the
world of the Linux command line, I describe below
some of the most common commands that I use.
There are so many commands available in the Linux
toolbox that every user will have their own set of
mostused commands. Here are fifty of mine:
apropos, cal, cat, cd, chmod, chown, clear, cp, cut,
date, df, dmesg, du, exit, file, find, free, grep, gzip,
head, info, kill, less, ln, locate, lp, ls, man, mkdir,
mount, mv, nano, passwd, ps, pwd, rm, rmdir,
shutdown, sort, su, tac, tail, tar, top, touch, tr,
umount, uname, whatis, whereis.
That's it, not that many, really. These are not
necessarily the most used commands in Linux but if
you can use these then you should have no
problems with the others. Get used to using these
few commands and you will feel a lot more
comfortable using a terminal. Nine of the commands
we have already met, but I will repeat them for
reference.

keys. Get out by pressing the q key. If you need
more information than you get in the manual, then
try the commands handbook which you get to see
with the command

shorthand
squiggle?

cd

~/Documents.

Remember

the

To make a copy of a file, use the cp (MS = copy)
command

info commandname

When you don't know the name of a command, try
the apropos command with some relevant text

cp filename destination the destination may
include the directories describing the path to the
copy of the file but those directories must already
exist, and you must have write permission for at
least the final directory in the path.

apropos cdrom will list all commands it knows of
that have cdrom in their description.

To copy directories recursively, use cp R (MS =
xcopy)

If you know the name of a command, but are unsure
what it does try

To rename a file, we use the
mv oldfilename newfilename command (MS =
rename or move). The new file name may optionally
include the address of a directory to which we have
write permissions. To delete a file, we use this
command

navigation is the same as for the man command.

whatis commandname to get a short description.
Should you need to know where a command and all
of its its associated files are stored, then
whereis commandname
information.

will

get

you

that

File Handling

rm filename (MS = del or erase) Be careful of this
one as there is no undelete command. The
PCLinuxOS version of this command will prompt you
for confirmation before sending the file to oblivion,
but this is not always the case.

Getting Help
As an ordinary user you have permissions to enter
and list the contents of most directories, but not to
change or delete anything except for those sub
directories in your home directory. To change to
another directory, use the command

To make a new directory, you need to have write
permission for the directory where you want to place
it and you use the command

You can remove an empty directory with the
command

man commandname e.g. man ls (MS = help or
command /?)

cd directoryname (MS = cd) for example cd /etc
would put you in the /etc directory. cd on its own will
take you back to your home directory. To change to
your Documents directory, you could type

Navigate with the up, down, page up and page down

cd

To remove a directory and all the files that it contains

When starting to use the terminal, the one thing that
you need is help. These next commands will get you
that help.
Most commands come with a user manual which
can be accessed with the command
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/home/linux_user/Documents

or

use

the

mkdir directoryname. (MS = md or mkdir)

rmdir directoryname (MS = deltree)
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you will need to use the rm command with the
option r. If there are many files in the directory then
the prompting can become quite tedious, but you
can turn it off with the f (force) option.
Important Be very, very careful with this. It is
ruthless, quick and permanent. A little trick I use is to
replace rm rf with ls R to list out which files would
be deleted. If that is what I intended, then I issue the
rm rf death warrant. The R option recurses down
through any subdirectories (make sure that you use
uppercase R as lower case r will only reverse the
listing.)
You can create a new, empty file with the command
touch filename
Often you need to refer to a file that is buried deep in
a subdirectory and an easy way to do that, as in
Windows, is to create a shortcut to it. In Linux there
are two types of shortcut and they are known as
links. There are hard links and soft or symbolic links.
For now, we will concentrate only on soft links. The
command to create them is
ln or ln s for a soft link (MS = assign).
ln
s
/home/linux_user/Documents/invoices/November
/Acme_inc.txt acme_11 will create a shortcut
named acme_11 which will point to the buried file
making it easier to load into a text editor for
example. This is very useful for editing things like
system scripts without having to remember where
they are.
Changing the permissions of a file requires the use
of the chmod (change mode) command (MS =
attrib). This command accepts several ways of
specifying the new permissions and this can, at first,
be quite confusing. To keep it simple, I use the
following method.
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There are three groups of permissions: owner, group
and everybody else.
There are also three types of permission: read, write
and execute.
Read =4, Write = 2 and execute = 1.
Add them up for each group of permissions like this
owner read + write = 4 +2 =6
group read = 4
everybody else no access = 0
chmod 640 myfile done!

is, use locate fstab and it will tell you.
You may sometimes be asked what kernel the
operating system that you are logged into is using,
and what is the architecture of the machine (32bit,
64bit etc.).
uname a gives all of that, the a means all, other
options restrict the output.
To discover how much memory you have and how
much is being used, use this command.

Information
There are many ways to get information from the
system and these next commands will give you most
of what you need.
ls (MS = dir) as we have seen will list the contents of
a directory.

free (MS = mem) use the m and g options to
display the results in MB and GB respectively. Linux
doesn't use filename extensions to identify the type
of data a file contains, sure, they are often used, but
that is mostly for user convenience. The file
command will tell you what type of data is in a file.

pwd (MS = chdir) print working directory. This
confirms where you are with the file system.
date (MS = date or time) This command typed on its
own will print out the current date and time. This
command can also be used to set the system date
and time, but this is done so much better by the
PCLinuxOS control center.
When you need to refer to a calendar in a hurry, just
type
cal and you will get a nicely formatted calendar for
the current month. cal 3 adds the previous and next
months, cal y gives a full year and cal 1066 will
give historians a calendar for the year of the battle of
Hastings.

The find command is one of those commands that is
at the same time immensely powerful, indispensable
and annoyingly complex to new command line
users. Its syntax is slightly different from most Linux
commands, but its use can be simplified to provide a
more useful, basic utility. The syntax of the
command looks like this:

Linux keeps a database of most of its system files.
To find the location of a system file, use the

find wheretolook options filecriteriatolookfor
whattomatch

locate filename command. A file that often needs
to be edited is called fstab and is usually found in
the /etc directory. When you can't remember where it

Wheretolook is the directory in which to start the
search.
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Options include things like maxdepth 1 to restrict
the search to the top level directory specified.

because when they start to get full you will have
problems. The simple

Filecriteriatolookfor This can be the name of the
file, type of file e.g. directory, modification time, size,
permissions or almost anything else that describes a
file. You may also specify multiple criteria to fine
tune the search.

df (MS = net share, not really but the closest I could
find) command will show you your disk free space.

To display the contents of a file from beginning to
end, we have the cat command which we have
already met and, just as tail is complemented with
head, the cat command has its own counterpart tac,
which displays the lines of text in the file in reverse
order, last line first. Why on earth would you want to
do that? Well, many Linux commands produce log
files documenting their experiences and output.
Using the tac command allows us to see the latest
output from the command first.

To search your home directory and directories
immediately below but no further for files that end in
.jpg you can issue the command

To also find files with the .JPG extension use the
case insensitive search predicate iname in place of
name.
find ~/Documents/ mtime 0 will list all files that
have been modified in the last 24 hours.
find / size +1000M shows all files on the system
larger than 1000MB (1GB) a minus sign would show
all files under 1000MB – that's a lot of files! If you try
and execute this without root privileges you will
generate a lot of “permission denied” type error
messages as the command attempts to enter
directories to which you have no access granted.
You can get around this by using a technique,
discussed in the second of the articles, called
redirection.
We send all error messages to a black hole called
/dev/null
find / size +100M 2>/dev/null
You'll want to keep an eye on your disk drives,
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Similarly, if you want see only part of the beginning
of a file, use the command head.
dmesg | head n 20

Whattomatch This can be the filename or a part of
it including wild cards such as * (also regular
expressions for those that understand such things).
It can be the time since modification or access and it
can be a minimum or maximum file size.

find ~ maxdepth 2 name “*.jpg”

dmesg | tail n 15

To discover just how that space is being used, issue
the following disk usage command
du with no arguments. It will show what is being
used by the files and directories in the current
directory. Use du Documents/ to get results from
that directory. Add the option s to get only a
summary. If you try it with the root directory du / then
you will get a lot of errors as with the find command.
If you press the escape key whilst booting, you will
see a lot of information scrolling past as the kernel
sets things up. This output continues after boot up
as the kernel starts and stops things or has anything
to say that it considers important. This information
can be useful when things are not working as they
should, perhaps a usb drive is not being recognized.
The
dmesg command will print out this information but it
prints out far more than you need and you will
probably only be interested in the last few lines.
Here we can use another filter command to control
the output
tail will, by default, show only the last 10 lines of the
file. tail n 20 will give you twenty lines. To use the
filter we need to use the pipe character again.

System administration
To control ownership of a file, we have the chown
command which allows us to change both user and
group ownership of a file. The R option allows you
to recurse down into directories, changing the
ownership of all files therein.
chown user:group file
chown user file
chown :group file
You may specify just the user, both user and group
separated by a colon or just the group which must
then be preceded by a colon.
An ordinary user can change the group ownership of
a file to any group of which they are a member, but
root or superuser privileges are required to change
user or global group ownership.
Some distributions use the sudo command to grant
temporary root powers. For security reasons
PCLinuxOS does not. This distribution uses the su
command (switch user).
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The su command defaults to switching to the root
user unless another user name is specified. You can
switch to assume the identity of any user whose
password you know (which is why you should keep
your password secret.)
su guest would prompt for the password of the user
guest, and then allow you to do what you will with
guest’s files and directories, including deleting them!
For this reason su should be used with caution. As
user root you have the power to do anything with
any or all files on the system!
There are a couple of options to su that you should
be aware of.
With no options su grants you the powers of root but
leaves you where you were in the file system.
The command su l gives you a login shell. It is just
as if you had logged in as root and the squiggle after
the prompt now means the directory /root, not your
own home directory. To relinquish the powers of root
and return to being a mere mortal, type controld or
the command exit (MS = exit).
The command su c command will prompt you for
the root password, execute the command as root
and then return you your normal user status.
To change your password use the passwd
command. It will prompt you for the current
password, the new password and then confirmation
of the new password. If these last two match, then
the password will be changed. With root
permissions, you may also specify a username for
whom you want to change the password (or
suspend to prevent the user logging in).
In order to correctly power off or reboot a system
from the command line, root has the command
shutdown (MS = reboot).
On a multiuser system, you would want to warn
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users and give them time to save their work before
performing such an operation, and this is what this
command does. The r option tells the command to
reboot the sysyem and the h command tells it to
halt the system. There is a mandatory time option
which for a single user system may be now. If you
don't specify a warning message, then a default
message is issued.
shutdown r
immediately.

now

Reboot

the

Firefox is running in process 13111 until the kill
command is issued which terminates the application.
Another command that allows you to work with
processes is top (MS = mem). Here Firefox has the
process id 13928.

computer

shutdown h 18:30 “The system will be halted at
6:30pm for routine maintenance”
shutdown c Abort a scheduled shutdown.
Every time that you execute a command or run an
application, the kernel will start a separate process
for that command. Often that command will generate
many subprocesses. Occasionally a process may
'hang' or go into an infinite loop, refusing to respond
to your efforts to terminate it. Here we need to know
how the system refers to that process, so we have to
find its process id. For this, we have the command
ps (MS = tasklist). There are many options to this
command, but ps u will list processes owned by
you. If that doesn't show the process, then ps ax
usually will, but the output will be quite lengthy. Look
for the number under the PID column.
To terminate the process we use the command kill
PID. Sometimes a process will resist this attempt
and then we have to use the much stronger kill 9
PID. Look at the following example.

To terminate the process press k and you will be
prompted PID to kill:
enter 13928 and you will then be prompted
kill PID 13928 with signal [15]: Type y to end the
process. The top command can be quite complex at
times but there is an alternative which is much more
user friendly. It is called htop and is not installed by
default but is available for installation from the
repositories using the package manager Synaptic. I
would recommend installing htop.
Unlike Windows, Linux does not use drive letters like
c:. Each partition is mounted at a particular place
within the file system and the files on the device are
then accessed from that place. Usually all of this is
handled seamlessly by the text file /etc/fstab, and
you don't need to bother about it. If you insert a usb
drive, then this is unlikely to be listed in fstab.
Modern systems usually detect this and
automatically mount (or offer to mount) the device.
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The command line allows you to have more control
over this with two commands named mount and
umount (no, that is not a typo. The command is
umount not unmount: I told you Linux users were
lazy typists.). To use the command you need to
know how the kernel refers to the device. This is
usually with a device name like /dev/sda1 which is
the first partition (1) on the first hard drive (a). if you
insert a usb thumb drive and then issue the
command dmesg | tail –n 20 then you will see
some output like this (I added the underlining).

present
sd
8:0:0:0:
[sdd]
cache: write through
sd
8:0:0:0:
[sdd]
removable disk

usb 52.1: ep 0x81  rounding interval
to 32768 microframes, ep desc says 0
microframes
usb 52.1: ep 0x2  rounding interval
to 32768 microframes, ep desc says 0
microframes
Initializing
USB
Mass
Storage
driver...
scsi8 : usbstorage 52.1:1.0
usbcore:
registered
new
interface
driver usbstorage
USB Mass Storage support registered.
usbcore:
registered
new
interface
driver uas
scsi 8:0:0:0: DirectAccess Kingston
DataTraveler G3 PMAP PQ: 0 ANSI: 0 CCS
sd 8:0:0:0: Attached scsi generic sg4
type 0
sd 8:0:0:0: [sdd] 7653312 512byte
logical blocks: (3.91 GB/3.64 GiB)
sd 8:0:0:0: [sdd] Write Protect is off
sd 8:0:0:0: [sdd] Mode Sense: 23 00 00
00
sd 8:0:0:0: [sdd] No Caching mode page
present
sd
8:0:0:0:
[sdd]
Assuming
drive
cache: write through
sd 8:0:0:0: [sdd] No Caching mode page
present
sd
8:0:0:0:
[sdd]
Assuming
drive
cache: write through
sdd: sdd1
sd 8:0:0:0: [sdd] No Caching mode page

I need to mount this device somewhere so that I can
access it and the system has a special place for
removable devices  /mnt. If I mount it there then I
have nowhere to mount further devices so I need to
create a directory inside (or under) this directory. To
do this I need root privileges.
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Assuming
Attached

drive
SCSI

Line 8 (underlined) shows that the system has found
my thumb drive, a Kingston Data Traveller. Now look
at line 17 (also underlined). This tells me that the
kernel has named this device /dev/sdd and there is
one partition on it named /dev/sdd1. This is the
information that I need.

su (enter the root password)
mkdir /mnt/usb1 and then, finally the mount
command
mount /dev/sdd1 /mnt/usb1 read this as “mount
this_device in this_place”.
ls /mnt/usb1 would list the contents of the thumb
drive to the screen.
The Linux system writes data asynchronously. This
means that the data is not written immediately to the
device and so it is very important the device is
correctly removed or data loss may occur. This is
done with the umount command which
synchronizes data writes before unmounting the
device.
Umount /dev/sdd1 The device may now be safely
removed.
Controlling command output
When you receive some output from a command it

invariably is not in the order that you want it. To sort
it into the required order we use a command called,
naturally,
sort (MS = sort)
There are many options for sort to produce data
sorted alphabetically, numerically, reversed, by date
etc. This is is one of many Linux tools known as a
filter. Data is passed to a filter and the output is the
altered data. This is one of the basics of command
line operation and part of the real power of Linux.
The usual way of using a filter is to separate the
command producing the data from the filter with the
vertical bar character known as a pipe.
The tr command, while not used very often, is
designed to translate one set of characters into
another. One use might be to translate lower case to
upper case. The command is used as a filter and I
find the s option most useful. This option squeezes
out multiple repeats of a listed character and
replaces them with a single instance of that
character. For example
cat textfile | tr s “ “
The cat command sends the file to the tr command
which then removes all multiple spaces. Use “\t” to
remove extraneous tabs. This doesn't actually alter
the original file, only the output from the command is
affected as it passes through the filter.
Some commands produce so much output that it is
difficult to find the information that you want. You
could pipe the output to a pager such as less (MS =
more), but you would still have to search through a
lot of irrelevant stuff. Linux has a command named
grep (the name is actually an acronym but that's
irrelevant here) that we can use to solve this little
problem.
The grep (MS = find) command is designed to
search inside a file for text that matches a pattern.
grep “Once upon a time” ~/Documents/* would
search all of the files in your Documents directory for
the given phrase.
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If we pass the output of a command to grep then it
will search that output for the expression.
ps ax | grep firefox will make it a lot easier to find
the process id of the unresponsive firefox.
The v option inverts the match and displays lines
that do not match.
A lot of Linux commands produce columns of
information separated by spaces, tabs, commas or
colons. Most of this data you will not be interested
in, so wouldn't be nice if you could cut out and
display only the relevant data? Well you can with the
cut command, which sees the data as strings or
fields of characters split by a separating character or
delimiter (tab by default). The output from the df
command with no options would look something like
this:
Filesystem
/dev/sda1
/dev/sda5
/dev/sdb6
none
/dev/sdd1

Size
26G
352G
391G
7.8G
3.7G

Used
8.4G
149G
247G
124M
613M

Avail Use% Mounted on
16G
35%
/
186G 45% /home
124G 67% /share
7.7G
2% /tmp
3.1G 17% /mnt/usb

These fields appear to be delimited with a tab
character, which is the default for the cut command.
If we want only the Filesystem and Mounted
columns, then we can ask cut for fields 1 and 6
using the f option to specify the fields.
ps | cut f 1,6 Unfortunately this will not work in this
case as the delimiter is not a tab as we thought, but
the output has been prettied up by padding with
empty spaces. We can use the tr s command to
squeeze out the extra spaces and then use the f
option with cut to set the delimiter.
df | tr s ' ' | cut d' ' f 1,6
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Filesystem
/dev/sda1
/dev/sda5
/dev/sdb6
none
/dev/sdd1

Mounted
/
/home
/share
/tmp
/mnt/usb

Miscellaneous commands
Sometimes the terminal screen can get cluttered
and distract from the job at hand.
Issue the clear command and you can start over
with a blank page. (MS = cls)
No list of terminal commands would be complete
without a text editor. Text files are so central to the
operation of Linux that there are hundreds of
commands to manipulate them. This text has to be
created and often edited. There are many text
editors available in Linux including the extremely
powerful but dauntingly unfriendly vi. PCLinuxOS
comes with a very nice, simple command line text
editor called nano (MS = edit). If not already
installed in your version then it is worth opening
Synaptic and adding it to the system.

gzip myfile compresses a file with the default
options and the default file extension .gz
gzip –d myfile.gz decompresses a file with the
default options
gzip also accepts a number between 1 and 9 as an
option, 1 for faster compression, 9 for more
aggressive compression.
tar is a command from the past but it is still very
useful. The letters tar are an acronym for tape
archive. When files were traditionally written to
magnetic tape for backup, collections of files were
bundled into an archive for later retrieval. This is still
useful today although the files are more usually
'tarred' and compressed then the 'tarball' is
transferred to another file system or over the
internet.
The default file extension (to aid humans) is .tar. The
tar command can now automatically compress files
using several compression techniques. This is
usually denoted by a file extension of .tar.gz or
similar.
tar cf file1 file2 creates a tarball of files file1, file2.

Type nano filename and if the file exists, it will be
loaded. If not, then a blank file will be opened ready
to save when you have added some content. At the
bottom of the screen is a menu, ^ means hold down
the control key and then press the letter following it
to perform the associated operation. Controlg will
get you some basic help.

tar czf docs.tar.gz ~/Documents/ creates a zipped
file of all the files in your Documents directory.

If you want a hard copy of a file, and you have a
printer installed, then
lp (MS = print) myfile will print it out. It's that simple.

There are so many options to this command that you
really do need to either read the documentation or
restrict your usage to these simple examples, which
will probably be all that you ever need.

Most Windows users are familiar with the
commercial file compression programs Winzip or
pkzip. The Linux command line equivalent is gzip

tar tf docs.tar.gz lists the files in the archive.
tar xzf docs.tar.gz extracts the files from the
archive.
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by Paul Arnote (parnote)
Now that you’ve taken the plunge and switched from
a costly, limiting proprietary operating system to the
free and open Linux operating system, you’ve
earned the right to give yourself a huge pat on the
back. You’ve taken the first steps in unleashing the
full capabilities of your computer. You’ve liberated
yourself from costly operating system “upgrades”
and even costlier software packages. You’ve freed
yourself from the scourge of viruses, malware,
spyware and crapware that infests Windows. You’ve
embarked on a journey of freedom.

transfer easily and readily to your Linux skill set. But
it’s also important to keep in mind that while there
are similarities, Windows is not Linux, and Linux is
not Windows. They are different from one another,
which is a good thing. If you wanted things to be the
same, you’d still be using Windows. Linux users
fervently believe that the Linux way of doing things is
better.

way. This list, however, is not an exhaustive list.
There are many, many more resources available to
you than I could ever possibly list here. If you don’t
find what you’re looking for in the list below, don’t
hesitate to perform an internet search. Chances are
high that you’ll find a solution.
Forums

Because Linux and Windows are different, there will
be a learning curve while you learn those
differences, along with the different ways of doing
things under Linux. To help you out, I’ve compiled a
list of reference resources to assist you along the

PCLinuxOS Forum: for any PCLinuxOS user, the
first place to go for help and guidance really should
be the PCLinuxOS forum. There, you can talk with
and pick the brains of others who are also using

You can say goodbye to the infamous “blue screen
of death” that plagues Windows users. Back when I
was a Windows user, I could barely go two days
without seeing Windows crash and display that
!#$*^&@ blue screen. In exchange, you can say
hello to a higher level of stability and more security
than any Windows user could ever hope to
experience. Some Linux users go years without
rebooting their computer, and their computers
remain running with the same level of stability and
reliability as the day they were first booted. When I
was a Windows user, if I didn’t reboot Windows
every day, I would be guaranteed of a visit from that
infamous blue screen of death, a.k.a. the BSOD.
Linux gives you a flexibility and freedom to configure
and use your computer the way you want. You’re not
restricted to using and configuring your computer the
way some corporate entity that’s only concerned
about profits dictates that you should use or
configure your computer.
Without a doubt, the computer skills you developed
while using Windows – using a mouse and
keyboard, opening and saving files, etc. – will
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PCLinuxOS. Don’t worry … those who frequent the
forum are generally a friendly and helpful bunch.
Just be sure to acclimate yourself to the forum rules
by reading the “sticky” posts in each section.
LinuxQuestions.org: the LinuxQuestions.org forum
is a very friendly place where you can talk with Linux
users from virtually every and any Linux distro. While
this forum is more focused on Linux in general, there
are also sections of the forum that cater to specific
Linux distros.
LinuxForum.com: similar to LinuxQuestions.org,
the LinuxForum.com forum is more broadly focused
on Linux in general. There is a section of the forum
that caters to specific Linux distros.

Magazines

For PCLinuxOS users, the first place to look for
PCLinuxOS specific information would be this very
magazine – The PCLinuxOS Magazine. On the
magazine’s website are every back issue of the
magazine ever produced, plus every special edition,
and it's all free of charge.
Here is a list of other magazines aimed at Linux
users and free software:

subscription. Even if you don’t subscribe, there is
some content that’s available for free. Also keep
your eyes open for free, complimentary issues and
special editions.

Linux Gazette: Although no longer published on a
consistent basis (the last issue on the web site is
January 2013), new content is being added
periodically, even if irregularly. Linux Gazette was
started in 1995. You are likely to find some valuable
information by browsing through the magazine’s
archived issues.

IRC: Internet Relay Chat
Internet Relay Chat has been around … well,
forever. IRC was a thriving place over 25 years ago
when I first discovered it. Just a quick search of IRC
channels for “linux” specific topics listed over 1100
channels, all on the FreeNode IRC network. As a
PCLinuxOS user, there are also specific IRC
channels for your use. First, there is the
#PCLinuxOS channel, which is for general chitchat
about PCLinuxOS and other topics of interest. If you
have a support question, head on over to
#PCLinuxOSSupport. If you want to chitchat with
the staff of The PCLinuxOS magazine, drop into the
#pclosmag channel and introduce yourself.
Don’t be shy. Feel free to ask your question. If you
don’t get an answer right away, just hang out for a
while. Chances are good (especially in the specific
support channel) that someone will stumble upon
your question and offer to help. Even though there
may be lots of people listed in the channel, they may
be away from their computers. However, they will
attempt to answer your question once they discover
your request for help – provided you are still around.

PCLinuxOS Magazine

Free Software Magazine: aimed at covering Linux
and the free software movement. An online ezine
magazine.

Full Circle Magazine: despite targeting Ubuntu
users, you can also find some good, general interest
Linux articles within its pages. Download as a PDF.

Linux Format: the best selling Linux magazine in the
UK, you’ll find all sorts of useful information within its
pages. This magazine is available for a cost with a

Linux Journal: the oldest magazine devoted
specifically to Linux, it was started in 1994. In 2011,
the magazine ceased production of a print version,
and now publishes a monthly magazine available in
digital download formats (similar to how The
PCLinuxOS Magazine publishes). It’s available by
subscription for $29.95 (U.S. dollars) per month.
However, don’t let the paid subscription status deter
you. There is a considerable amount of “free” or
complimentary content available on their website.

Linux Magazine: an onlineonly magazine by
subscription, there is a considerable amount of
content that is available for free.
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Those are the major magazines that target users of
Linux. There are others, but they are either very
narrow in their appeal, or they have ceased
publication.
Websites
Linux.com: this is THE authoratitive voice of Linux,
since this is the home page of The Linux
Foundation.
Phoronix: this website specializes in hardware and
software reviews, as well as an excellent source of
Linux news.
Tuxmachines: a good source for Linux news, run by
Susan Linton.
Distrowatch: a site that reviews Linux distros and
ranks them by popularity.
LWN.net: an excellent news site for all things related
to Linux.
Going Linux: a website specializing in information
that’s useful for computer users transitioning from
Windows to Linux. Of particular interest may be their
resource page.
IBM developerWorks: IBM is one of the many
companies that is a regular contributor to Linux. In
fact, they are one of the largest companies that
contribute to Linux. This particular page is dedicated
to teaching basic Linux concepts to users new to
Linux.
Linux.org: a user supported community website
whose mission is to promote Linux through
education. The content of this website is designed to
be interacted with by the Linux Community.
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Books
O’Reilly Publishing: publishes all kinds of computer
manuals, books and educational materials …
including those covering topics of interest to Linux
users. Want to learn the command line? Want to
learn how to program? Want to learn bash scripting?
Want to learn more about Linux networking? All of
these topics – and more – are covered in O’Reilly’s
offerings.
User Groups
Perhaps one of the most overlooked resources are
local Linux User Groups. They usually meet
regularly in space that’s donated by either schools,
libraries or computer shops. You can perform an
Internet search for user groups in your area, or you
can ask around at your local computer shops for
contact information. You’ll have the chance to meet
with other Linux users from your area, usually
without a preference for any one particular distro. As
you become more proficient, you can give
presentations about different aspects of your favorite
Linux distro – which will (hopefully) be PCLinuxOS.
Summary
Congratulate yourself on making the switch from the
costly, proprietary world of Windows to the free,
open world of Linux. You’ve taken a huge step in
breaking the chains that have held your and your
computer’s capabilities down. There is so much
more in this world than “just Windows.” We, your
fellow Linux users, think that there is something
much better than Windows, and we think that we
have found that with Linux.

It's easier than E=mc2
It's elemental
It's light years ahead
It's a wise choice
It's Radically Simple
It's ...

It is our hope here at The PCLinuxOS Magazine that
we have provided at least some assistance in
making your transition to Linux easier and a lot more
enjoyable. Good luck!
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10 Beginner Mistakes To Avoid
by Paul Arnote (parnote)

Along the way, there are several common mistakes
that users new to Linux tend to make. In fact, from
time to time, you can even find some seasoned
Linux users making some of these same mistakes. If
you can avoid these mistakes, the transition to Linux
will be a lot easier.

of Linux. In most cases, those packages have been
prepared in such a way that the addition of one
program doesn't break three others (or the whole
system) by removing or changing libraries that other
programs rely on. Take note that you may not notice
any breakage right away. But maybe one week,
three months, or a year down the road, after you've
installed yet another package that needs one of the
libraries that have been removed or changed, you
are going to run into problems. And, because you've
installed programs from outside the official
repositories, there is little chance for you to receive
assistance, since those "in the know" will have no
way to know what changes the "alien" packages
have made to your system. In such a case, the best
advice you are likely to receive will be to a) reinstall
your system, and b) stop installing packages from
outside the official repositories.

1. Installing from outside the official repositories.

2. Doing "selective" updates.

One of the biggest mistakes new
Linux users make is trying to
install programs from outside the
official repositories. Linux is not,
for the most part, like the
commercial operating systems,
where you either download
programs from the internet or
purchase them from your favorite
computer or software store, and install them on your
computer.

Without a doubt, this is a surefire way to break your
system and make it unstable. PCLinuxOS is a rolling
distribution. This means that updates are rolled out
as they are ready, instead of on a regular schedule,
as some other Linux distributions do. By doing
selective updates, you will eventually reach a point
where your system will break, since libraries that are
needed by one program won't be present, because
they are included in another package that you did
not install.

Ever increasingly, Linux is becoming more and more
popular. Perhaps it's due to users looking for
something different or better. Perhaps it's due to the
tough economic times, where users cannot afford to
lay out reams of cash for commercial software
packages or operating systems. But whatever the
reason, there are more and more users giving Linux
a try.

Most every Linux distribution has a package
manager. In openSUSE, that package manager is
called YUM. In Mandriva, the package manager is
called URPMI. In PCLinuxOS, the package manager
is called Synaptic. The package manager lists all of
the programs that are available for your distribution
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Rather, it's considered good practice to periodically
open up Synaptic, press "Reload," then "Mark All
Updates," then "Apply." This will download and
install ALL the updated packages, and you will be
left with the most uptodate version of PCLinuxOS.
How often you choose to do this is up to you. It can

be done daily or weekly, but you should never pick
and choose which updates to apply.

3. Linux is NOT Windows.
Face it: Linux is NOT
Windows. Sure, there may
be a lot of similarities, and
you will be able to use
many of the skills you
developed while you were
using Windows, or any
other commercial operating
system, for that matter. But
don't expect Linux to be
exactly like Windows. The
similarities make it easier
to make the transition to
Linux. The differences are,
more than likely, the
reason
you
switched.
Embrace the similarities,
and take the time to learn
the differences.
4. Avoid learning the command line.
The computer world has "graduated" from a text
based interface, to a more intuitive and usable
graphical user interface, or GUI. In fact, it is the
single most important advance in computing history,
as it paved the way for the nontechnical user to
have access to computing, and it helped lead the
way for computers to make the inroads into daily life
that it has. Way back "in the day," most computing
was done from a command prompt, as in the early
days of Linux and the olden days of DOS. Today,
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you can do most of what you need to do from the
GUI, without even a thought about a textbased
command prompt. However, that textbased
interface has not gone away. It's still there, and more
powerful than ever.
And, because so much of
what you may need to do
can be done from the
GUI, many users shy
away from the "more
technically challenging"
command
prompt
or
command line interface.
Many users find it to be "too hard" to use and learn.
Once you learn it, though, you are likely to find that
many things can be done faster from the command
line. And, you are likely to find some things that can
only be done from the command line, further
exposing the full power of Linux.
So, once you've learned the GUI you've chosen to
go with in Linux (isn't it nice having so many
choices?), take the time to start learning the
command line. An added benefit: should you ever
find yourself in the position where your GUI will not
boot, knowledge of the command line may just help
you get things right again. You can get a great start
at learning the command line interface, by either
going here (http://www.linuxcommand.org/), or by
following Peter Kelly's (critter's) Command Line
Interface Intro tutorial series, available here on the
PCLinuxOS Magazine website.
5. Misusing the help forums.
Even though Linux is free, help for getting started is
close at hand, and available from multiple avenues.
There are help files, user manuals, and even the
"man pages" that are easily accessed through either
the command line or Konqueror. One of the most
popular avenues for getting help, though, are the
community forums that exist for the various Linux
distributions.
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While it may be easier to just pop into the forum and
ask your question – which most likely has been
asked a thousand times before – many users will
have their question answered faster by first doing a
forum search. Don't expect to be spoon fed. By
searching, you are likely to learn other important
things along the way, which will help you become
more proficient, faster, and find the answers to other
lurking questions.
6. Avoid running as root (when needed).
One thing that most new users discover upon their
switch to Linux, are repeated statements that you
DO NOT RUN AS ROOT.
However, that doesn't mean
that you should avoid doing
root tasks. Just be careful.
With root privileges, you can
inflict some serious damage
on your system. In fact, it's a
good idea to get into the habit of triple checking any
command you enter on the command line before
hitting the "Enter" key. And, there are some tasks
that can only be performed with root privileges, like
running system updates or changing your internet
connection settings.

be, as fast as a Pentium IV, or any of the newer
multicore processors.
8. Relying too much on WINE.
WINE is a nice, handy program that will allow you to
run many of your favorite Windows programs on
Linux, but not all of them. It is understandable that
users will want to continue to use the programs that
they have become accustomed to from when they
were running Windows, or who may wish to continue
to use the programs that they paid good, hard
earned money for. But you shouldn't neglect
checking out the Linux equivalent to many of the
programs commonly used under Windows. Linux
has many programs that replace those you may
have become accustomed to under Windows, and
many of those programs run better, faster, and have
more features than their Windows counterparts.
Plus, the price is right: free, just like Linux.
Many times, there are multiple Linux programs for
their Windows counterparts. Linux is about choice,
so feel free to check them all out, and see which one
best suits your needs and the way you work. Once
you've made your choice, remove the ones you
aren't interested in. Most of the package managers
in Linux are excellent at removing all traces of a
program that you wish to remove from your system.

7. Having too high of expectations.
It is a well known fact that Linux runs exceptionally
well on older hardware – and even better on cutting
edge hardware. In fact, Linux has a reputation of
being able to breathe new life
into older hardware, extending
the useful life of that hardware.
But keep your expectations
realistic. Linux isn't going to
make
your
computer
equipment run 1000% faster. A
old Pentium III is still just that:
an old Pentium III. It never has been, nor will it ever

9. Ignoring the system messages and errors.
Just as with any operating system, you will
encounter errors from time to time. It's inevitable,
since modern day computer operating systems are
very complex and intricate animals. When you
encounter those errors, pay particular attention to
not only the error, but also any accompanying
messages that come up with that error. Not only will
the error message be important in troubleshooting
your problem, but the accompanying message will
often give you a tip on what you may need to do to
rectify the situation.
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10 Beginner Mistakes To Avoid
The internet is ripe with reports of folks who have
tried Linux, given up, and now proclaim that "Linux
sucks." Those are the people who didn't invest the
time and effort into learning Linux, as they once had
to do with the operating system they have become
accustomed to. Remember point #3 above: Linux is
NOT Windows, or OS X, or whatever other operating
system you've ever used. There will be things that
you will have to learn. The advantage is, depending
on which Linux distribution you choose to go with,
that many of your skills that you developed while
working with that other operating system will also be
useful and transferable to Linux.
Also, it's a good idea to jot those messages down on
a nearby pad or notebook. This way, should you find
the need to ask for assistance in the community help
forum, you can provide the exact error message and
the accompanying messages in the statement of
your problem. This will help those resident "experts"
direct you in the proper direction to solve the error.
Once you solve the problem, write the solution
down, under the error, on the same pad or notebook
page. If you ever experience the problem again, you
will already have the solution at hand. Not only will
that help your situation become a learning
opportunity, you will be in a position to assist others
in the forum who may experience the same problem
down the road, in a "pay it forward" type of situation.

PCLinuxOS has a reputation of being one of the
easiest Linux distributions for users transitioning
from Windows to use. But that doesn't mean that
you won't have new things to learn. If you invest the
time and effort, you will be rewarded by being able to
run an operating system that is not only much more
stable than your old one, but also much more
secure. And, even though PCLinuxOS has the
reputation of being one of the easiest Linux
distributions for users transitioning from Windows to
use, you will find that PCLinuxOS is also very well
suited for experienced Linux users, since none of
the power of Linux is sacrificed in providing that
ease of use.
After all, PCLinuxOS is "Radically Simple."

Donate To PCLinuxOS
Community Supported.
No Billionaires/Millionaires.
No Corporate Backing Or Funding.
Click here to make a onetime donation
through Google Checkout.
Or, click one of the amounts down below
to make a monthly, recurring donation.

10. Giving up too easily.
Unfortunately, this one happens all too often. Face it:
you were not born knowing how to run Windows, or
OS X, or any other computer operating system.
There was a time when even all of that was new and
foreign to you. Try to remember the first time you
ever sat down in front of a computer. You had to
spend the time and put forth the effort to learn your
way around, and to learn the insandouts of
whatever operating system was installed on that
computer. Linux is no different.
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Community: The Heart & Soul of PCLinuxOS
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
Community. We hear that word a lot. So what,
exactly, does that word mean? We can turn to the
dictionary to get one definition. From dictionary.com,
community is defined as the following:
com∙mu∙ni∙ty
/ke'myu nI ti/kuhmyoonitee
–noun, pluralties.
1. a social group of any size whose members reside
in a specific locality, share government, and often
have a common cultural and historical heritage.
2. a locality inhabited by such a group.
3. a social, religious, occupational, or other
group sharing common characteristics or
interests and perceived or perceiving itself as
distinct in some respect from the larger
society within which it exists (usually prec. by
the): the business community; the community
of scholars.
4. a group of associated nations sharing common
interests or a common heritage: the community of
Western Europe.
5. Ecclesiastical. a group of men or women leading
a common life according to a rule.
6. Ecology. an assemblage of interacting populations
occupying a given area.
7. joint possession, enjoyment, liability, etc.:
community of property.
8. similar character; agreement; identity:
community of interests.
9. the community, the public; society: the needs of
the community.
But for those of us who frequent the PCLinuxOS
Forum, community isn't just something that is
defined in the dictionary. It's much more than that. In
fact, and in a large way, it's that sense of community
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that sets the PCLinuxOS Forum apart from all other
support forums. I've taken the liberty to put the
dictionary definitions that best fit the PCLinuxOS
Forum in bold type.

community. They come to PCLinuxOS because they
know they won't get "RTFM" as an answer. They
know they will be made to feel welcomed, and that
they can ask questions without fear.

PCLinuxOS has a reputation, and deservedly so, of
being having the friendliest community around. I
know that I, along with many other forum members,
have been members of support forums where new
users aren't treated with respect and dignity. Rather,
new users in other support forums are often treated
rudely, disrespectfully, and with disdain. Some
veteran members of those forums feel that the new
users haven't "paid their dues," or haven't "earned"
the right to ask for assistance. Sadly, these same
veteran members often forget that they, too, were
once new users. Terms like "RTFM" (or Read The
Freaking Manual) are often used.

Does this relieve new users of any responsibility?
Absolutely not. New users need to "learn the lay of
the land" when they arrive. They need to read
through the "stickied" posts, and get a feel for not
only what's expected of them as new users, but also
the rules that everyone is expected to follow. And, by
reading through the "stickied" posts, they can learn
not only the right way of asking questions, but also
get to know who's who in the forum.

But in the PCLinuxOS Forum, new users are
welcomed by members of the PCLinuxOS
community. They are treated with respect and
dignity. Terms like "RTFM" are not used. Rather, new
users are pointed to where to find
the information, or their question is
answered directly, regardless of how
many times it may have been asked
before. In doing so, veteran forum
members may instruct or inform new
users the proper etiquette of
searching the forum first. It makes a
difference, and gives new users a
better
chance
of
learning
PCLinuxOS,
and
may
even
encourage them enough to stick with
PCLinuxOS.
In fact, PCLinuxOS gains some new
users
just
because
of
the
widespread
reputation
of
the
friendliness of the PCLinuxOS

But, the sense of community in the PCLinuxOS
Forum goes even deeper than just making new
users feel welcome, and treated with respect.
Regular and veteran members of the PCLinuxOS
Forum have a deep sense of community, that many
would argue has become a sense of family. Many of
us shared in the joy when Old Polack welcomed his
newest grandchild into the world. Many of us shared
in GuypronouncedGuynotGuy's joy
when he recently became a father
for the fourth time. And many of us
shared in the grief and profound loss
of one of our own, when N1PTT
passed away.
Just as with any community or
family, there are times when
community members or family
members get on one anothers'
nerves. The PCLinuxOS community
is no different. But when it is all said
and done, and as most communities
and families do, bygones are
bygones and the sense of
community is restored.

Guy & Malcolm
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We all have common interests that bind us: our
interest in PCLinuxOS, Linux, and FOSS (free open
source software). We also have a reputation to
uphold, and that is the reputation that PCLinuxOS
has as being a warm, welcoming community.

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

I began thinking of this article topic as I was putting
this month's magazine cover together. And, just like
many of you, I am proud to be a member of the
PCLinuxOS community.
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Donations: The Life Blood Of PCLinuxOS
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
Let’s label things. Texstar, a.k.a. Bill Reynolds, is the
founder of PCLinuxOS. The packagers, a.k.a. The
Bacon Brigade, are the heartbeat of PCLinuxOS.
The PCLinuxOS users are the soul of PCLinuxOS.
That would make your donations the life blood of
PCLinuxOS.
Without your donations, PCLinuxOS would not be
able to exist. Unlike other Linux distributions, there
are no large corporations providing support
(Mandriva, OpenSUSE and Fedora). There are no
millionaires or billionaires funnelling untold amounts
of cash to keep things running (Canonical/Ubuntu’s
Mark Shuttleworth).
PCLinuxOS is the product of one man, our founder.
He is not a rich man, at least not in the monetary
sense. A generous staff of volunteers offer their
services to help with packaging, maintenance of the
forum and website, producing this magazine,
creating updated ISOs and maintaining the
repositories. The largest share of funding for
PCLinuxOS comes from the generosity of its users
making donations.
PCLinuxOS also has a couple of other sources of
income. One source is revenue from the ads that are
displayed on the main PCLinuxOS website. Another
source is from the proceeds from the sale of
PCLinuxOS items in the Official PCLinuxOS Store,
on the CafePress site. PCLinuxOS receives a
percentage of the profits from every item sold.
Advertisement
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How Can I Donate?
There are three ways you can make a donation to
PCLinuxOS.
The first way is also the newest way to make a
donation. Starting in July 2013, PCLinuxOS users
were able to make donations on a recurring monthly
basis, via a service called Gumroad. Users can sign
up to make a monthly, recurring donation of $1, $5,

$10 or $25, charged to a credit or debit card. All
funds are in U.S. dollars. So, if you weren’t able to
afford a higher, onceayear donation, perhaps you
can afford a recurring, monthly donation of a smaller
amount.
“It is a simple and inexpensive way to help us cover
the cost and maintenance associated with
PCLinuxOS,” said Texstar. “Not everyone can afford
to donate 10, 20 or 50 dollars but they might be able
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to spare a dollar for their favorite distribution.
Gumroad, the provider of this service, comes highly
recommended and has very favorable reviews in the
press. Many open source projects use this service,
such as Frostwire.”
The second way to donate, PCLinuxOS users can
also make larger, lump sum donations, via Google
Checkout. Donation amounts are $10, $25, $50,
$100, $250 or $500. You can make a donation once
a year, or several times a year, if you like.
The third way to donate to PCLinuxOS is via snail
mail, by sending a check or money order (drawn on
a U.S. bank). The mailing address is here, towards
the bottom of the page.
What Are The Funds Used For?
The money donated to PCLinuxOS mostly goes
towards paying the bills for the server hosting and
maintenance for the PCLinuxOS website and
repositories every month. As you might be able to
imagine, that is no small expenditure, given the
amount of traffic through the PCLinuxOS website
every month.
“Advertising revenue is almost dead, since everyone
is running ad blocks. This is what we were using to
pay Enki's $200.00 per month hosting fee. They now
have us being hosted in VMWare. We need to find a
new home. Shared hosting is not an option, due to
the amount of traffic we get. namecheap.com has a
decent VPS server for 29.95 per month, but we need
more than 5 people pledging support,” said Texstar.
Why Should I Donate?
Wouldn’t it be a shame if the best Linux distro on the
planet, and our favorite, disappeared overnight,
simply because no one cared enough to donate the
necessary money to keep the web hosting bills
paid?
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Another way to look at it is like this scenario that
follows. Back when you were using closedsource,
proprietary operating systems (we all know which
one that was, so I don’t need to utter their name
here), you thought nothing of going out and
spending $100 for the latest and greatest version.
You thought nothing of going out and spending a
bucketload of cash on an office suite. You had to
pay for annual subscriptions to antivirus software
that you no longer have to pay for. By the time you
add in the costs of all the other incidental programs
you used, that “other” operating system would put a
serious hurt on your finances.
With all of that in mind, coupled with the quality and
quantity you get with PCLinuxOS, making a $25 or
$50 donation once a year is a pretty good deal. Or,
instead of making those lump sum donations, why
not help with a recurring, monthly donation of $1 or
$5? Trust me … no donation is too small to help
keep our little corner of the Linux universe afloat.

Second, the next time you’re shopping for a new
shirt, a new coffee mug, a new mouse pad, a wall
clock, or a sticker for your new laptop, head on over
to the Official PCLinuxOS Store. Even better yet,
give PCLinuxOS merchandise as gifts. The
merchandise in the store is very good quality, and
you’ll be helping spread the word about the best
Linux distro ever – PCLinuxOS.

Where *BSD & Linux Converge

Donate To PCLinuxOS
Community Supported.
No Billionaires/Millionaires.
No Corporate Backing Or Funding.

Are There Other Ways I Can Help?
Without a doubt, there are a number of other ways
you can help, in addition to making a donation to
help keep things afloat.
First, you can turn off your ad blocking software
when you are on the PCLinuxOS website. If the ads
are blocked, and thus not displayed, there are no
“clickthroughs” of the ads, and there is no revenue
generated for PCLinuxOS. Every now and again, it
would be helpful to click on one of the ads. Revenue
is generated for PCLinuxOS every time an ad is
clicked.

Click here to make a onetime donation
through Google Checkout.
Or, click one of the amounts down below
to make a monthly, recurring donation.
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Forum Etiquette: Being a Good Citizen
by Meemaw
Most of the forums I have visited have been filled
with wonderful, caring, helpful people. I happen to
think ours is the best! However, occasionally,
someone will visit the forum who hasn't used the
best judgment in his manners or choice of words.
Since we are a kind of family, it's always a good idea
to have a reminder of the proper way to treat your
forum brothers and sisters.
In 2006, the Forum Usage Rules were posted. It is
the first section on the page. You can read the entire
post
here
http://www.pclinuxos.com/forum/index.php/topic,240
1.0.html
The main rules are listed as follows:
1. SEARCH!
2. Check the Wiki for answers to your questions.
3. Post your question in the most appropriate place.
4. Choose an appropriate subject line.
5. Include as much information as you can when
seeking help.
6. Keep all HELP posts ONTOPIC.
7. Make sure you have read the parent post
completely before posting a reply.
8. Do not crosspost the same question to multiple
places.
9. Mark SOLVED.
10. DO NOT discuss anything about the unstable
directories on the forums.
11. Refrain from discussing politics or religion.
12. Refrain from using coarse/insulting/vulgar
language.
13. Report to Moderator
14. No Distro Promotion.
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15. Keep all commentary civil, and be courteous at
all times.
16. Thank those who help you.
17. Use mixed case.
18. No advertising or spam.
19. Do not 'astroturf' or pretend to be/represent
somebody else.
20. Use your own words.
21. Do not discuss illegal activities.
22. Do not make geographical assumptions.
23. Have Patience
24. Software Additions
25. How To Keep Your System In Good Order
Failure to abide by these rules may result in an
editing, negative moderation or deletion of your post.
PCLinuxOS reserves the right to ban abusers from
the site and possibly seek legal action against them.
If you haven't visited that area of the forum, I
recommend it.
Although that covers the main rules, and we are
supposed to know how to act, the forum is still a
place where one can remain somewhat anonymous.
Many people take advantage of that to say things to
people they wouldn't necessarily say if that person
was standing in front of them.
What Not to Do
We don't discuss politics or religion, which I think is
a good thing! Many of those discussions deteriorate
into big fights where all sorts of feelings are hurt. (I
personally don't discuss religion or politics with
anyone else. I have my opinions and everyone else
is welcome to have theirs as well). Occasionally a
discussion in the Sandbox will venture in that
direction, but a caution from a moderator usually
slows things down. I'm sure there are political and

religious forums for those kind of discussions. If
there is a thread on some current event, and you
disagree with someone's statement or opinion, just
say that you disagree  don't shower them with
insults just because they don't agree with you.
Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, whether you
agree with it or not. You are free to give them your
reasoning for your opinion, as long as doing so
doesn't include insults or nasty language.
Also, please remember that there are people from all
over the world on this forum, and not all of them
speak English as their native language. Before you
are so rude as to put them down for their spelling or
written speech, please think what it would be like to
have to post your problem in one of the sections of
the forum provided for those who don't speak
English. (I would love to be able to speak another
language, but I don't, and I admire those who have
the courage to post in the English sections even
though their grammar or spelling has a few
mistakes.) Remember too that some English words
are not spelled the same in every country, and some
words have different meanings in other places.
Crude or vulgar language is another thing not
tolerated. Forum readers can be any age (I know my
grandchildren love to come see what Meemaw is
doing on the computer) so please don't post
anything you wouldn't want your younger sister,
children or grandchildren to read. I have a relative
who posts with great frequency on another Linux
forum. Occasionally he will encounter someone
who's acting rude. His standard reply is to simply
wish the person luck in the future. After that, he
doesn't go back to the post. I was on the same
forum three years ago and a poster was asking for
help with a certain program. He explained what the
name of the program was and what it was supposed
to do and even what kind of error message he had
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gotten. I for one had never heard of the program, but
I believed that someone who did would come along
and help him pretty soon. Two days after the original
post, he came back and spent many lines running
down the members of that forum (including my
relative) and telling them they 'sucked' and the forum
'sucked' because no one would help him with his
program. I believed that he had a program that was
not very well known and the right person hadn't
shown up yet to help. However, he was extremely
rude and impatient. So after that, if there was
someone who did know about his program, they
most likely wouldn't have helped him. You're going to
say, wasn't the moderator there to say something as
well? I'm sure he was. It's possible the post was
deleted later, or the person was suspended from
using the forum for a while, but I sure never went
back to that post to find out.
We have wonderful mods!!! Their hard work goes
unappreciated many times. They are always on
hand to handle a situation like this, and, whether or
not you agree with a particular course of action, they
are doing it in the best interests of the forum. If one
of your posts gets changed or deleted, and you don't
understand why, the best course of action would be
to pm a mod and ask. The worst thing you can do
now is get all mad and say something nasty in the
forums. A very polite pm will most likely get you the
answer you want without making your situation any
worse. Rude, argumentative or insulting posters can
be suspended from forum access for a length of time
or can be banned from the forum altogether.
Our mods are very good, but they aren't perfect! If,
when reading a post, you feel it is not appropriate for
the forum, you can always report it to a mod
yourself. There is a link in every post called Report
to Moderator. If you click this, it will direct the mod to
the post you are questioning. They may have missed
it.
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Getting Help
I have had very few computer problems since I
switched to Linux, but I could almost always find a
solution simply by searching the forum, which is
probably the reason that rule #1 is SEARCH! Luckily,
my one and only problem when I first installed Linux
was getting my wireless card to work. Before I even
registered on this forum, I searched for my wireless
card and the way to install and configure it. I found
the information and got it up & running. Since then
my driver has been added to the distro and works
nearly every time. You can use your favorite website
search function (I usually use Google) or search on
the PCLinuxOS Forums or try the Wiki 
http://www.pclinuxos.com/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
If you use a website search, make sure you find very
specific terms. For example, my wireless card is a
Linksys WMP54g. I would put in that information
along with the word Linux and that should limit my
results to those items about that card in reference to
Linux.
And so it did:

If you don't find the information you need, you
should post. Pick the most logical section to post in
and make your post clear and to the point. (Not long
ago, I was having trouble configuring a drawing
tablet on my desktop computer, and couldn't find
enough information on our forum, so I posted in the
Desktop Hardware section).
Your thread title should reflect what kind of help you
need. (Mine was 'I need help with a Wacom
Bamboo'). I've seen many posts that just say 'Help!'
or 'I'm going crazy!' and while we all understand your
frustration, that sort of title may not be enough to
attract someone who actually knows how to solve
your problem. If you say that it's a Linksys WMP54g
wireless card, for example, someone who can
configure that card is more likely to see that post
and answer. It will also be helpful if you give people
some sort of idea of the type of computer you are
using (desktop or laptop, cpu, ram, etc. Many of us
have our computer specs in our signatures) and
what version of PCLinuxOS you have. An additional
hint is to post the particular error message you are
getting (if you are getting one) or the exact behavior
of your computer  if opening a troublesome program
locks up the computer, add that to your post. Even a
screenshot (if it's visual) may help more than you
think.
The rule about crossposting always made perfect
sense to me but maybe not to others... if you can get
help in one place, more help in two places is better,
right? Wrong. First of all, you have to run back &
forth from post to post, and make sure you say the
same thing in both. That makes more work for you.
Then, if you get help in both places, and try to
implement both ideas, you may end up doing more
harm than good to your system. (PCLinuxOS is easy
to install, but I don't want to reinstall every week!) A
better method would be to post in one place, so
everything is together and in order. That way, if you
should ever have to revisit your solution (for a new
computer, maybe) it's all in one spot and all possible
solutions are right there. Also, when the solution is
found and working, editing your post to 'solved' will
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help our future newcomers by indicating that there is
a solution to that problem. In addition, saying 'Thank
You' to the person who helped you is a good way to
end your post.
If your post is actually meant to help the person who
started the thread, post it. If you are wanting to post
about another problem (even if it's similar) please
start another thread. If you are wanting to say hello
to someone, pm them or post it in the Sandbox and
not in the help thread. Ideally, each thread should
cover one problem. Staying ontopic helps others
who may have the same problem  they won't have
to plow through a bunch of 'Hiya, it snowed here' to
get to the solution they are hunting for.
Above all (and this is in the rules)  be patient!!!
Everyone in the forum is there because they want to
be, but the majority of them work full time and have
homes, families and other obligations. Your problem
is important to be sure, but most of the forum
members don't spend all day there.... they are
working or away from home and haven't gotten the
opportunity to get to the forum to see your post.
(Also remember that some people live on the other
side of the world and are online when you are
asleep.) As hard as it is, please try to wait for a reply
or take a break. Do some more searching and come
back to the forum the next day  your reply might be
there.
Remember the guy who said they all 'sucked'?
We're better people than that!

Support PCLinuxOS! Get Your Official

The rules are there to make the forum helpful and
enjoyable for all. Following these simple rules will
help keep it that way.

PCLinuxOS

Merchandise Today!
Available in the following desktops:
KDE
Gnome
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Get Off The Proprietary Merry Go Round
by Kevin Keijzer
Shared via Google+
Reprinted with permission
In my opinion, individual freedom is one of the most
important things in life. The entire point of a capitalist
society is that it revolves around the individuals.
Whichever company can comply to the consumers'
wishes the most, will be the most successful one.
Most people will think of this as very reasonable.
You'll only spend money on something of which you
believe it will be of good use to you.
When we follow this analogy, one could say that
apparently 90% of the computer users find that
Microsoft Windows is the best computer operating
system out there. But that's where the cookie starts
to crumble, because I don't believe that anyone has
ever gone to a store to buy a new PC or laptop with
Windows®. People just want a new computer, which
always happens to have Microsoft Windows pre
installed. Very few consumers are even aware that
(better) alternatives are available. Some might
perhaps know that Apple uses "something different",
but in most cases, that's as far as their knowledge
goes.
Microsoft's entire Windows ecosystem is based
upon tying their products to others and abusing the
ignorance of average consumers. This is also why
so many average people know so little about
computers, even though they've been around for
years now. Microsoft has designed their Windows
operating system in such a way that it offers many
ambiguities, and that the user will never be quite
certain about what exactly happens on their
machine. Microsoft's primary reason for doing so, is
that there are many "repairmen" out there who would
love to make some money off Microsoft's empire as
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well, after which they can become "most valuable
professionals," "certified platinum partners," or other
complete and utter nonsense. I can guarantee that
many of those "repairmen" charge way too much
money for their "repairs." But hey, when all a

computer shows is a blue screen with an
indecipherable error code, most consumers will just
take their machine back to”'the store.” Can you
blame them?
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Moreover, Microsoft wants to keep their internal
systems secret, because offering too much
transparency would soon let people find out about
everything that is really happening within the
Windows operating system. It's a commonly known
fact that many backdoors are built in to enable
governments to monitor the activities of users, and
there are most likely many other hatches of which
nobody knows or may know the presence.
The fact that governments, schools, hospitals, police
stations, the military, and nonprofit organizations all
make use of Microsoft products on such a massive
scale without considering the dangers, is something
I find unimaginable. Whatever commercial
companies want to do is their own business, but the
fact that those public institutions are willing to do
business with a company like Microsoft, is
inexcusable to me. Microsoft Windows and
proprietary software in general doesn't show a single
sign of respect for the freedom and rights of its
users. While everyone loves to talk about the
importance of things like freedom of speech, barely
anyone seems to care about the enormous influence
that companies like Microsoft and Apple have on the
devices we use the most. Nearly everybody spends
hours behind their computer every day, and
gratefully uses all the possibilities, but no one even
seems to think about the history of the device loved
by so many.
Throughout the years, there have been many
situations in which Microsoft and Apple have abused
their large amounts of money in order to push
competitors from the market, by the simple means of
bribery. Because especially Microsoft's products are
completely based upon oppressive licensing
systems, it is rather easy for them to force hardware
vendors to make certain decisions, especially since
the time that Microsoft Windows had gained such a
market position that it had sadly become a selling
point.
Around 1999, Bill Gates personally sent an email to
other Microsoft employees, in which he stated that
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they should try to do whatever they could to stop
GNU/Linux from working on regular PC's, even if it
meant they'd have to force OEM's to do as they said,
damage open standards, or patent trivial things. This
behavior combined with the fact that due to
Microsoft's efforts of keeping people as ignorant as
possible about the fact that they even had a choice,
rapidly ensured that all the hardware vendors did
exactly as commanded by "big boss" Microsoft. Just
search the web for the Comes v. Microsoft case if
you want to know more about this specific chapter of
Microsoft's long and ongoing history of being evil.
Luckily for us, Microsoft is not very good at writing
decent software, so the consequences aren't as bad
as they had probably hoped. Then again, what we
do see is that virtually every hardware vendor
exclusively supports Microsoft Windows nowadays.
If GNU/Linux users point out that they have a
problem with a certain piece of hardware, the
vendor's response nearly always is that the users
are advised to install Microsoft Windows, because
they do not want (or are allowed) to support other
operating systems. Even the BIOS, the first piece of
firmware that initializes the hardware and
bootloader, is usually filled with intentional errors of
which only Microsoft developers are told how to
avoid them. Because of this, it generally takes Linux
kernel developers weeks or even months before
they have reached the same results, by which the
average user comes to believe that "GNU/Linux is
less decent than Microsoft Windows."

Windows operating systems (nearly) impossible,
under the guise of "security."
Apple has been fighting a comparable battle,
although not so much on the desktop, because they
aren't quite successful there themselves either, and
GNU/Linux isn't a direct threat to their iMacs and
MacBooks as much as it is to Microsoft Windows.
However, a different incarnation of GNU/Linux,
Android, is. Whereas Microsoft tries to do whatever
they can to "break" GNU/Linux on the desktop,
Apple has been filing patent lawsuits about the most
trivial things for years now, hoping as many Android
devices as possible will be banned from the store
shelves. Not very long ago, the Android flagship
device of the time, the Samsung Galaxy Nexus, was
banned in the USA for a few days, because Apple
found one tiny piece of Android to be similar to
something their iPhone could also do. Even though
the offending feature was removed and changed
within a few days, Apple has never given up on the
battle, and it doesn't look like they ever will.
Everywhere in the world, lawsuits are filed against
vendors of Android phones and tablets, hoping they
can get those products banned as well.

For instance, recently a (probably intentional) BIOS
bug showed up in many new laptops, causing the
battery life of machines running GNU/Linux to be
noticeably shorter than the same machines running
Microsoft Windows. This was merely because the
vendors refused to implement the offending feature
in a transparent way, and let only Microsoft know
how it worked. And now, under pressure of the
Redmondbased company and its "BFF" Intel, a
system to replace the BIOS altogether, called UEFI,
has been pushed into consumer motherboards,
while having builtin features to make booting none
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Aside from intentionally ruining fair competition on a
hardwarelevel, Microsoft and Apple also use large
parts of their money to make doubtful deals with
many different companies, primarily to harm their
competitors. A few years ago, Microsoft developed a
media player named Silverlight, a completely
useless product which they eventually even admitted
themselves that it had very little right of existence.
Regardless, Microsoft has lobbied quite a long time
to make many content providers switch to their
poorly received proprietary product, which is
essentially an even worse clone of Adobe Flash.
They even gave up a board seat to the CEO of the
popular video streaming site Netflix if he would get
his company to support Silverlight exclusively. And
he did.

Microsoft and Apple do not care the least about their
users. The only thing in which they're interested, is
making money off them. And if that hurts the users'
privacy, so be it. If that hurts the users' security, so
be it. If that hurts the users' convenience, so be it. If
that hurts the living conditions of Chinese
employees, usually only twelve years old, so be it.
Why would anyone trust companies like that?

Painfully, I have to watch how people have been
improperly informed for years, over and over again.
The things that many people say out loud about
computers, of which they really believe that they are
true, are generally just completely incorrect.
Primarily, the elderly users suffer from that. They
didn't grow up with computers, so they obviously
know less about them. But when they ask for help,
barely anyone is able to really explain them
anything. Pretty much every "computer expert" is
part of the same enormous group of (generally
extremely arrogant) people who grew up during the
Microsoft monopoly, and really don't have a clue
what they're doing either, because it's Microsoft's
primary goal to let its users know as little as
possible.

Apple does not have such a strong case with their
software, but they are capable of shoving their
gadgets down everyone's throat. For example, I read
about a high school in Belgium a while ago, where
all students were forced to buy an iPad, because
Apple would sponsor them. Even though many
students and parents refused and protested, the
plan was executed nonetheless, after which many
students left the school. Also, many people have
probably noticed that a lot of American films and tv
shows only feature Apple computers, to make
people believe that Apple products are some kind of
symbol of wealth.
What many people don't seem to understand, is that
buying a product made by Microsoft or Apple, does
not make them the owner, regardless of the fact that
they went to the store and paid money for it. Even
worse: nearly everyone just agrees to very
constrictive license terms, usually without even
reading them. For instance, everyone who owns an
iPhone or iPad apparently has no problems with
their location data being logged and sent to Apple,
and every company using Microsoft Windows seems
to be fine with random checks whether the software
they use is legitimate. And I'm not talking about a
software tool doing so, but a physical guy coming
along for a visit.
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ever going to change. There simply are too many
limitations to the ARM architecture to ever be a
complete replacement for the current generation of
x86 machines. MIPS would have had a bigger
chance if it had undergone more active, widescale
development over the last years, which our "friends"
at Redmond HQ obviously didn't want to happen.
That's why I've always been much more interested in
the future of GNU/Linux on the desktop than what
exactly happens to Android, which lacks the pieces
of software I love the most anyway: GNU.

I have always tried to remain neutral regarding the
whole iOS versus Android discussion, for one,
because I don't believe that tablets and smartphones
are that great, but primarily because I believe it
takes the attention away from something much more
important: Microsoft Windows versus GNU/Linux on
the desktop. After all, it’s still the computers and
laptops that do the most real work. Regardless of
how some may feel about it, I do not believe this is

I'm sure this isn't very different compared to other
industries, where consumers are also being
scammed on a daily basis. Surely, employees of car
garages or central heating installers will supply false
information to keep customers ignorant just as
much. But computers are different because
everyone acts like this. It's not just the
"professionals," but also the users among each
other. Friends and relatives brag about things that
work completely different than they think they do, for
instance. After being in such situations for many
years now, I've come to the point where I simply
cannot stand it any longer. For some reason,
everyone seems to think it is somehow "shameful" to
admit you don't know so much about a certain
subject. Everyone always wants to come across as
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some kind of genius, and barely anyone is willing to
listen anymore. Because when you listen to
someone else, you admit you don't know it yourself.
Or something like that, I guess.
There are so many people who swear at their
computer every day, and really have no to little clue
on how to operate it, but as soon as you tell them
there are alternatives out there that can be far less
problematic, most people refuse to try it because it
would mean they can no longer boast about the few
things they do know about Microsoft Windows, or
because they would have to ask for help every now
and then in the beginning. It also feels like the
generally accepted description of someone who
"knows a lot about computers" is someone who is
good at making spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel, but
as soon as the side of the case has to be removed,
they are nowhere to be found.
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There simply are many valid reasons to prefer free
software over the established empires of Microsoft
and Apple, much more than I can ever describe,
while even leaving the technical side completely out
of the scope. Surely, it is true that GNU/Linux is
much faster and more stable and secure than Apple
Mac OS and especially Microsoft Windows are, and
the fact that it can be used completely free of charge
is something that many people find the most
appealing part, but to me, frankly, those factors
aren't that important.

Microsoft is acting like a tyrant who wants to put
himself on every single person's "personal"
computer, all over the world, and attempts to destroy
everyone who tries to get in his way. Apple, on the
other hand, acts like an unhinged watchdog,
attempting to sue everyone who tries to develop
something square with rounded corners.

GNU/Linux fully respects the user's freedom. Users
running it have full control of their computers, rather
than the other way around. Whenever Microsoft
feels like pushing an update that removes your
ability to do something, noone is stopping them.
Even if you have paid for a valid license and the
function used to be there, they are always in charge
of what happens. When Apple doesn't want a certain
application to run on their devices, they'll simply
remove it from their application store without any
further notice. For instance, they do not allow you to
use an alternative browser engine on their iDevices,
even though their own implementation of WebKit is
very slow. They really don't care at all that you have
paid 800 dollars for your new iPhone, and would like
to decide for yourself. They are vigilant about
remaining in charge. Your wishes are completely
irrelevant. You will pay up and keep quiet, because
you are nothing to them.

If you even care the slightest about computer
technology in general, it is really important to know
that regardless of the fact that these two companies
may be the best known, they have absolutely not
had the biggest and best influence at all. If it was up
to Microsoft and Apple, people will only be able to do
less with their own devices, and they will never be
allowed to decide for what purpose they want to use
their machines, whereas GNU/Linux developers
couldn't care less what you do with your own
property. They make their software hoping that
someone may find it useful. In fact, it's usually even
explicitly stated in the description. It's exactly
because of that kind of transparency that so many
developments have been able to occur in the last
two decades. The entire internet is based upon the
idea of software freedom, which is also why it
primarily runs on GNU/Linux servers. Within the
GNU/Linux community, there is no oppressing
ambiance at all. Developers really don't mind what
people do with their computers, as long as they don't
use them to harm others in any way, which includes
taking away their freedom.

This is the harmful aspect I so desperately want to
clarify. Of course the technical sides of GNU/Linux
are amazing, and I'm convinced that everyone who
gives it a real chance will agree that it offers a much
better computing experience than Microsoft
Windows on the long term. But even if it wouldn't be
better, you would still be doing the ethically right
thing by not spending money on companies that do
not have any respect for you and those around you.
The sooner more people will choose free software,
the quicker the assets of Microsoft will shrink, and
perhaps they might just start making serious efforts
to develop decent products one day. But now,

So please, forget everything they told you about
Microsoft and Apple throughout the years. Just
because they've been very successful economically,
doesn't mean that their intentions are good in any
way. Using their products is harmful for the future of
computer technology in many ways. But more
importantly, it hurts your own freedom, your family's
safety, and human rights. If you want a smartphone
or tablet, don't get an iPhone, an iPad or a Microsoft
Surface, but buy one of the dozens of Android
devices, in particular Google's Nexus phones and
tablets. Also, try to avoid buying computers and
laptops with proprietary software preinstalled. Buy
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computers by the year 2100, rather than having the
computers being in charge of us.
Supporting and endorsing proprietary software is
one of the biggest mistakes anyone can make.
Please, whoever you are, whatever you do, do not
fall for it. But my biggest question remains this:
where the hell is Google in all of this? Google is
using the Linux kernel for basically everything they
do, most obviously Android phones and tablets,

Chrome OS netbooks, and Google TV. They use
modified Ubuntu installations for their entire
company infrastructure, but they never mention
desktop GNU/Linux anywhere. If there's one
company that should do something back to the
community, after everything it has done for them, it's
Google. We need their endorsement, we need their
support (or at least of some really rich company).
Let's face it, they really owe it to us.
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barebone laptops and build your computers yourself,
or have someone else build them for you. Of course,
stay away from iMacs and MacBooks as far as you
can.
Not until GNU/Linux has created a serious user base
on the desktop market, will companies understand
that they can't ignore free software any longer. Only
then hardware vendors will stop claiming they only
support Microsoft products. Only then internet
service providers will stop claiming they do not want
to help customers who do not run Microsoft
Windows. Only then will things like Silverlight will no
longer be adopted, because companies will know
that a large part of their user base will either not be
able to run it, or just reject it nonetheless.
It worked for Android and Chrome (and yes, I know
that only AOSP and Chromium are real free
software), but that was only the first step. Switching
your browser isn't enough. Using a mostly free
mobile operating system isn't enough. The most
important thing at this point is that as many people
as possible will switch to GNU/Linux on their desktop
computers and laptops. It would not only improve
their user experience and rejuvenate otherwise
discarded machines, but it will most importantly
ensure that these people contribute to making a
better future, so people will still be in charge of their
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Posted by Yankee, running LXDE.
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Linux vs. Windows
by Shamus Young
Reprinted with permission
from his blog, Twenty Sided
Recently, I installed both Windows and Linux in
some kind of dualboot situation. So now I’ve had a
chance to use the two systems sidebyside so I can
make
a
proper
applestoMacintosh
type
comparison. I’ve installed both and I’ve used both,
and I’m ready to offer Linux some constructive
criticism. It’s a good attempt at an operating system,
but they need to make some changes if they want to
beat Windows.

there were critical updates, and asked to boot again.
Then once I installed my graphics drivers it wanted
another boot. I guess my only complaint is that it
stopped to ask about that fourth reboot. That was
kind of odd. I mean, why would I say no?

Eventually I had to bring in the laptop and reboot
that, just so I could feel like the job was done
properly.
Linux Doesn’t Remind Me About Things

On the other hand, the Linux installer feels like it’s
missing parts or something. I ran the installer and it
rebooted just once, right into Linux. After that I
installed some updates, but the machine still didn’t
ask to reboot itself. It just sat there like it was ready
for me to start using it. I waited ten minutes just to be
sure, but it never did ask to restart.

Look, I can’t be expected to keep track of all the
complicated stuff the computer needs me to do.
That’s what notification popups are for. I’ll be sitting
there, writing a document or surfing the web,
oblivious to the sea of problems going on behind the
scenes. Then a little popup appears to save me from

Linux Doesn’t Reboot Enough

I’m not sure how they managed to mess up
something as simple as rebooting. I mean, it’s just
restarting the computer. It’s like a blue screen of
death that skips the blue screen.
When I installed Windows the process worked
properly: The installer looked at my computer for a
long time, then copied some files and rebooted.
Then it had another long ponder before rebooting
again. Then it booted into Windows, announced
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my unbridled productivity and let me know that
there’s an update wizard waiting to be run, or that I
need to set up the update wizard so that it can
remind me to run it later. Or perhaps I need to
download and install the update wizard so that it can
remind me to set it up to remind me to run it. That’s
a lot of stuff to keep track of, and without
notifications I’d never be able to keep up.
Linux doesn’t do any of this for you. Oh sure, there’s
a little shield on the Panel (that’s what Linux people
call the taskbar) that shows a green check mark if
everything is okay and something else if it isn’t, but
you have to remember to look down there yourself.
Plus, that shield thing is only good for critical stuff
like software upgrades. It doesn’t ever help you out
with advice on desktop icon placement, or how you
manage your toolbar, and I guess I’m supposed to
keep track of virus scanners by myself and
remember to do my own backups? How can anyone
work like this?

Linux Software is Like, Weird and Stuff
I hope you’re not going to try to get anything done
on Linux, because it doesn’t have any software. You
want Internet Explorer? Nope. Notepad? Nope.
Minesweeper? Missing. New Hardware Detection
Setup and Driver Install Wizard? MIA.
Oh sure, Linux users will tell you about
“alternatives.” Instead of Internet Explorer they have
goofy offbrand programs like Firefox and Chrome.
And their Notepad knockoff is strange because it has
all these strange things like formatting, fonts, and
spell checking.

There’s this huge library of software out there that
you can download through their own proprietary
downloader. They don’t even charge you money for
it, which means it’s all pirated.
Linux Doesn’t Have the Genuine Advantage
For years I’ve been typing these huge codes into
Windows when I install it. Yes, they’re long and hard
to type and it’s kind of annoying, but that’s the cost
of getting a Genuine Advantage. Linux doesn’t have
anything like this. They couldn’t even be bothered to
add in a little one. Clearly Linux has no advantage at
all.

Linux Doesn’t Boot or Shutdown Properly
Everyone knows that properly booting a computer
takes several minutes, and shutting one down takes
a couple more. We don’t know why, and we don’t
know what sort of mysterious things are happening
when that red disk access light is flickering. All we do
know is that these things are terribly important.
Everyone knows this.
Everyone except the people running Linux
apparently, because they decided to cut some
corners when it comes to starting up and shutting
down. I’d say they got rid of half the stuff the
computer does at startup. And shutdown? They just
skip the whole thing. You tell the machine to shut
down and it just does it right then and there, without
sitting at a logo screen for a couple of minutes. It’s
like they thought we wouldn’t notice little details like
this.
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So that’s Linux. Frankly, with software this bad I
can’t imagine how Linux manages to stay in
business.
About the author
I’m Shamus Young, a 40 year old writer and software
engineer and an enthusiastically married father of 3. In
my free time I tend to play videogames and write software
of dubious value. I also tend to write about these things
here.
If you’re looking to suggest or request an article on a
particular subject, look here.

If you want to buy my books, look here.
If you’d like to contact me my email is: shamus at
shamusyoung dot com.

If you need more, you can read more than you ever
wanted to know about me in my autoblography.
Also, you can buy my books or buy my books.

If you’re nosy and want some personal info: I’m a
Christian, but an nontraditional one who is happy to live
harmoniously with other people without forcing my values
on them. I keep my politics to myself, because I’d rather
have friends than “win” arguments. I don’t have a degree.
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Posted by RobNJ, running e17.
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Linux IS Ready For The Desktop
by Alain Baudrez (Wamukota)
I've read many postings and rants about Linux not
being ready for the desktop, while my experience
tends to state the opposite. Linux is – and has been
for the last couple of years – ready for the desktop.

* Create and maintain a website
* Play games
* Install new software
* Interact with wireless networks and bluetooth
devices

It all boils down to the type of audience you speak
to.
Windows has been developed with the industry in
mind. That implies that you have a group of well
trained IT guys who do the Windows laundry while
you, at your desk, can work without bothering
whether the latest patches are applied, the AV is up
to date, Antimalware filters are in place, …

* Browse the web
* Send & Receive eMail
* Instant Messaging
* Twitter
* Skype
* Rip audio to MP3
* Play and organize her music collection
* Transfer music between PC and MP3 player
* Upload pictures/movies from a digital camera
* Red eye removal and minor enchantments of
pictures
* Watch movies on DVD
* Edit her own video recordings
* Burn CD/DVD
* Write a few letters
* Keep budget in check with a simple spreadsheet
* Make small posters for festivities
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* Tamper with the system
* Bother about the legal status of the OS
* Fight malware and other nastinesses of the
Internet
* Be responsible for maintaining system integrity
through updates and patches
* Buy new hardware every 3 years to be able to
accommodate the latest imposed upgrades
* Buy expensive software
When using Windows, this is just what Jane Doe has
to do to keep her box running. The problems and
performance loss inherent in the Windows system
are a far cry from the fun and joy of having a
computer she expected.

But let's look at a typical home user.
What does 'Jane Doe' do (or would like to do)
with her computer?

What should the same Jane Doe not have to do?

Alain Baudez, a.k.a. Wamukota
Those actions seem familiar and they 'can' all be
done with the preinstalled Windows. Correction. Not
if you stick to your preinstalled Windows. For most
of those actions, you need to buy expensive
software, which for most of us is not tax deductible.
Looking at that list through Linux glasses, with the
exception of some games, all can be done using a
free modern state of the art Linux distribution.
So, Linux clearly has the edge on Windows here,
and Windows being preinstalled anyway, we always
have a fallback for the few things that can not be
done through Linux. Should Windows not come pre
installed, Linux would struggle, especially in the
games area. But the simple fact that Windows
comes preinstalled plays into the hands of a dual
boot Windows/Linux solution.

A modern Linux distribution is much simpler to
maintain. Its concepts prevent a user crippling the
system by disallowing her to venture in typical
system folders. There are no legal issues. The
distribution can be copied, passed on, etc., without
problems.
There are almost no risks that viruses or malware
will cripple the system.
Installing software is free and comes from a certified
single set of servers.
Linux runs much longer on the same hardware.
All in all, Linux has the edge on Windows here too.
The general consensus is that Linux is hard to
install. One cannot expect an average user to install
Linux to dualboot with their current Windows
installation.
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In fact, Linux is no harder to install than any other
Operating System. But since Windows comes pre
installed, all the user must do is to activate the end
user license to get going. The only thing we – Linux
users  must do, is to install it on their computer in
dualboot mode, and give them a few howtos on
how to work with it. Isn't that something we all have
done in the past many times?
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Linux is ready for the desktop if you never hear back
from those converted users again. It works and just
keeps on working, something that cannot be said
about the other preinstalled operating system.

Linux Training Courses
& Classes

Does your computer run slow?
Are you tired of all the "Blue Screens
of Death" computer crashes?
Are viruses,
adware, malware &
spyware slowing
you down?
Get your PC back
to good health
TODAY!
Get
Posted by weirdwolf, running LXDE.

Download your copy today! FREE!
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Refuse To Be Bullied:
Say NO To Proprietary Software
by Kevin Keijzer
Shared via Google+
There are many valid reasons to reject proprietary
software.
Its
potential
risks
are
highly
underestimated by many, and in today's day and age
of computer technology, they pose a stronger threat
than ever.
Proprietary software shows no respect for the users'
freedom. Users are not allowed to know what the
software is doing on their own computers, nor are
they able to modify it if they have the need to. All
proprietary software users can do is "hope for the
best".
Proprietary software is not secure. You'll be left to
the mercy of companies like Microsoft, Apple, and
Adobe to have your interests at heart, of which you
cannot be certain. Chances are that if fixing
something will not generate enough income for
them, it will not be done, even though it may pose a
threat to your security.
Proprietary software can not be trusted. As there is
no way for you or anyone else to know what it is
doing on your system, there is no way for you to be
sure that it does not collect your personal data,
record audio through your microphone, record video
through your webcam, or monitor your keystrokes
and log your passwords. All you can do is hope or
assume that the vendor has not implemented
anything like this, but you can never be certain of it.
Proprietary software keeps you from owning your
possessions. After you have bought a piece of
proprietary software, you do not own it, even though
you paid for it. Therefore, the vendor will always
remain in charge of everything you can or can't do.
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When an update removes certain functionality you
may rely upon, there is no way for you to stop it. You
will never be sure that your computer keeps working
the way you expect it to, because proprietary
software vendors are not interested in you,
whatsoever.

computers in general. This decreases the chance of
more people developing or even installing free
software, and it will keep the ecosystem of "valuable
professionals" and "certified partners" up and
running, abusing people’s ignorance in order to
make more money from them.

Proprietary software is able to control the programs
you run and the files you use. Proprietary software
vendors are able to disallow you to run certain
pieces of software, such as Apple does with their
application stores. Also, they can keep you from
playing videos and music, for instance, because of
the DRM technology built into the cores of the
Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS, and Apple iOS
operating systems. You are denied the right to use
your computers, laptops, tablets, and phones for
whatever cause you see fit.

Proprietary software makes the world a worse place.
If all existing proprietary software would be open
sourced, nobody would suffer in any way from it. In
fact, it would only be better for everyone. The
developers would be able to get help from all around
the world, and get suggestions they might otherwise
never have received. The users would have a
product that is maintained by more people, and can
be sure that at least someone will look for "evil" code
that might be dangerous for their privacy, and
remove it. The companies behind the software would
reach a larger audience, and would more likely be
able to provide paid support to a bigger user base.
The quality, security and efficiency of the software
and the user experience will only benefit from being
free (as in freedom).

Proprietary software is able to lock you into closed
standards. When you rely on a proprietary program,
chances are it also uses proprietary file formats.
These files are generally impossible to use with
other (free) programs, unless developers reverse
engineer them, which might take years. Because of
that, relying on proprietary file formats means you
will be completely dependent on the vendor and the
direction they choose to turn.
Proprietary software has been pushed to become
the standard. Due to extensive lobbying, primarily by
Microsoft, many corporations have been led to
believe that endorsing proprietary software is the
right thing to do. Nearly everyone has grown up
using proprietary software exclusively, without
knowing they even had other options. Proprietary
software has not become widespread by choice, but
by force.
Proprietary software prevents mankind from
developing. Because you are unable to study the
software running on your computer, you are not
allowed to gain knowledge about it. It is in
proprietary software vendors' interest that people
know as little as possible about software and
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The other way around, things would be completely
different. If all currently free software would become
proprietary, every single aspect of it would become
worse. The developers would lose 90% of their
'colleagues' and be forced to work the way the suits
tell them. The users would no longer be certain that
the programs they are using are not abusive, and
will be forced to pay money for something they might
not be able to afford. The companies would only see
a decline in quality of service and user count, unless
they are capable of pulling off an ongoing worldwide
scam like Microsoft and Apple have succeeded in
doing.

paranoid as much as you want, but I simply refuse to
believe that the CEOs of multibillion dollar
companies will "do no harm." Only a fool would feel
that way.

Want to keep up on the latest that's
going on with PCLinuxOS?
Follow PCLinuxOS on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/iluvpclinuxos

Donate To PCLinuxOS
Community Supported.
No Billionaires/Millionaires.
No Corporate Backing Or Funding.
Click here to make a onetime donation
through Google Checkout.
Or, click one of the amounts down below
to make a monthly, recurring donation.

I am sure you believe there are plenty of advantages
to proprietary software. But that does not change
anything about the fact that it is always morally
wrong. Feel free to use it as you wish, but please do
not try to convince others to do the same.
Convincing people to harm themselves and others
around them is a terrible thing to do. You can call me
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Installing Avast Antivirus Home Edition
on PCLinuxOS
aptget install avast4workstation
1.3.01.i586.rpm

by AndrzejL
Yes, yes, yes. I know … Linux does not need
antivirus software. True. BUT then – if you are dual
booting with Windows, you may want to be able to
check the other OS once in a while for
rootkits/malware/spyware/rougeware/viruses and so
on and so forth. Even if you are not dual booting,
another way of using this would be to use your
remaster to check your computers at home that are
using Windows from the LiveCD/LiveDVD level.
Seems useful, right? You can access the Windows
partitions with read/write permissions under your
PCLinuxOS. Nastiness cannot hide itself from the
antivirus with a few entries in the registry. Sounds
really good. So how does one install Avast on the
PCLinuxOS?

and wait for it to finish.

Done, right?

First, we need to download a copy of it. It’s legal and
free, if you are using it at home on noncommercial
machines. For more info read the Terms and
Conditions.

Done?

Open your favorite terminal and issue this command
(all on one line):
wget c
http://files.avast.com/files/linux/ava
st4workstation1.3.01.i586.rpm
Now, you need to gain root privileges. Issue this
command:
su
Enter the root password when asked.
Now wait for it to finish downloading.
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Now, for the installation part  issue this command:

Great. Now issue those two commands:
echo '' >> /etc/rc.local
echo 'echo 128000000
>/proc/sys/kernel/shmmax' >>
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Click in it. The registration box will popup.

/etc/rc.local

Copy and paste the registration key into the
Registration window and click OK.

Click on the “Click here to obtain registration key”
link. You can choose what browser you want to use.

Done?

You have just installed Avast Home Edition for Linux
workstations.

Fill
out
registration form correctly and wait for the email
from Avast with your product key.

Close the Konsole
window and go to
Kmenu. (Ed. Note: If
you
are
using
something other than
KDE, you can search
for applications.) Type
ava in the search box.
There you go. That’s
your Avast Antivirus.
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Close the avast window and reboot your machine.
When it’s fully rebooted open Avast and
upgrade/configure it to your liking.
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If you follow this howto and you get
E:
Couldn't
find
package
avast4workstation1.3.01. i586.rpm
error, then open Dolphin in your
/home/login directory. Go to View >
Show Hidden Files (make sure it’s
ticked),

International Community
PCLinuxOS Sites

Netherlands

Turkey
Avast does not have to be installed on KDE4. It can
be installed on any other DE available with
PCLinuxOS. If you want to, you can scan the files
from the command line. Type in
avast help

Then, look for the file
.bashrc, and open it
with kwrite. Look for
this line:

for more details and the command syntax.

alias su='su '

Avast configuration files and viruses database are
stored in the ~/.avast folder.

Put a comment in front of that line # so it looks
somewhat like this:

If the menu entry was not created and you are
planning on creating your own launcher use:

# alias su='su '

avastgui

Save the file.

in the command box.

Reboot. Redo the howto from step one. It should
work without problem for you now.

Icons are available here:

Special thanks for this solution by OldPolack..

Denmark
Czechoslovakia

Italy

Poland

/usr/lib/avast4workstation/share/avast
/icons/

Brazil
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Happy Birthday, Linux!
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
In April 1991, a 21 year old student at the University
of Helsinki, Finland started working on a simple idea
for a computer operating system. After having been
exposed to Unix only the year before, and having
received a copy of MINIX, (a Unixlike operating
system with a microkernel architecture used for
research and study in computer courses), to run on
his “new” onemonthold 386 computer in February
1991, this 21 year old university student became
inspired to create a new computer operating system.

minix, as my OS resembles it somewhat (same physical
layout of the filesystem (due to practical reasons) among
other things).
I've currently ported bash(1.08) and gcc(1.40), and things
seem to work. This implies that I'll get something
practical within a few months [...] Yes  it's free of any
minix code, and it has a multithreaded fs. It is NOT
portable (uses 386 task switching etc), and it probably
never will support anything other than ATharddisks, as
that's all I have :(.
[...] It's mostly in C, but most people wouldn't call what I
write C. It uses every conceivable feature of the 386 I
could find, as it was also a project to teach me about the
386. As already mentioned, it uses a MMU, for both
paging (not to disk yet) and segmentation. It's the
segmentation that makes it REALLY 386 dependent (every
task has a 64Mb segment for code & data  max 64 tasks
in 4Gb. Anybody who needs more than 64Mb/task  tough
cookies). [...] Some of my "C"files (specifically mm.c) are
almost as much assembler as C. [...] Unlike minix, I also
happen to LIKE interrupts, so interrupts are handled
without trying to hide the reason behind them
This young University of Helsinki student would later
go on to create his Masters of Computer Science
thesis in January 1997, called Linux: A Portable
Operating System. His name is Linus Torvalds.

Free of any MINIX code, the new computer
operating system had a monolithic kernel
architecture, but was inspired by MINIX. On August
25, 1991, the following post was made to the
comp.os.minix Usenet newsgroup:

The rest, as we say, would be history. By September
1991, Linux version 0.01 was uploaded to an FTP

I'm doing a (free) operating system (just a hobby, won't be
big and professional like gnu) for 386(486) AT clones.
This has been brewing since April, and is starting to get
ready. I'd like any feedback on things people like/dislike in

After that, many people contributed to the Linux
project, and much of the MINIX community
contributed code and ideas to the Linux kernel. In
October 1991, Linux version 0.02 was released, with
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server at the Helsinki University of Technology. It
contained 10,239 lines of code.

Linux version 0.11 coming out in December of the
same year. Initially released under Torvald’s original
license that prohibited any commercial use of Linux,
the license was changed to the more permissive
GNU General Public License (GPL) by Linux version
0.12.
Since that time, the Linux kernel has been
continually updated and has continued to evolve into
what we all use now. In July 2011, Linus Torvalds
announced the release of the Linux 3.0 Kernel,
ending the 2.6.x kernel line, which originally
appeared in December 2003 (with 5,929,913 lines of
code – a far cry from the 10,000+ lines of code that
made up the 0.01 Linux kernel). Claiming that he
was tired of the high numbers of the minor version
releases of the 2.6.x kernel, he announced a
revision of the current versioning scheme. With the
new scheme, the major version number is pinned at
“3.” The second number indicates the actual release
number, while the third number will be used to
indicate stable releases of the kernel. Thus, the first
stable release of the 3.0.x kernel is 3.0.1.
In 1996, Torvalds was inspired to make a penguin
the mascot of Linux. In part, the idea of Tux as the
mascot for Linux came about after Torvalds was
bitten by a Fairy Penguin at a zoo in Australia, when
he visited there in 1993. Tux originally was a
submission by Larry Ewing for three Linux logo
contests, using the then relatively new Gimp 0.54.
Tux won none of the contests, and to this day
remains the mascot – not the logo – for Linux.
Currently, Linus Torvalds remains heavily involved in
the continuing development of Linux, overseeing its
progress and guiding it on its course. Today, over
600 Linux distributions exist, all built on the stable
Linux kernel. Electronic gadgets and appliances,
ranging from cell phones to tablet PCs to DVD
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players to eBook readers, use a modified embedded
Linux kernel to power the user interfaces of their
devices. Due to its security and scalability, Linux is
also king of the mountain when it comes to servers,
empowering most of the internet servers that deliver
your daily dose of internet information.
So, as you go about your computer lives, using
Linux and feeling comfortable that you can do so,
free of charge, in relative security, without worrying
about viruses, malware, spyware or any other kind of
“ware,” think back to that August day in Helsinki,
Finland when that 21 year old computer science
student announced the birth of Linux.

LinPC.us

Screenshot
Screenshot Showcase
Showcase

Thank you, Linus Torvalds!

It's easier than E=mc2
It's elemental
It's light years ahead
It's a wise choice
It's Radically Simple
It's ...
PCLinuxOS Magazine

Posted by µT6, running KDE4.
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Fix A NTFS Partition With fsck
by AndrzejL

Processing of $MFT and $MFTMirr completed
successfully.

I was trying to fix an NTFS partition on a USB disk
for a Friend of mine. I don’t have Microsoft Windows
installed on any of my machines SO I couldn’t use
chkdsk command. No problem. I have a PCLinuxOS
– one mean green heckuva machine.

NTFS volume version is 3.1.

I
remembered
recommending

I was not missing any packages. All I was missing
were two symlinks. The HDD was fixed as far as I
can tell.

that

the

OldPolack

NTFS partition
successfully.

fsck f /dev/sdxy

I won’t bother booting into the LiveCD as it’s not / or
/home partition that I am trying to fix, I thought. Ok,
so I unmounted the drive using the KDE Device
Notifier and I ran the command:

Make sure you have these packages installed:

C) ntfsprogs

The outcome was not what I had expected it to be…

and then run these two commands as root:
ln s /usr/bin/ntfsfix /usr/sbin/fsck.ntfs

fsck: Error 2 while executing fsck.ntfs for
/dev/sdb1

ln s /usr/bin/ntfsfix /usr/sbin/fsck.ntfs3g
Now try rerunning the command but skip the f
parameter:
[root@wishmasbell andrzejl]# fsck /dev/sdb1

As it turns out – I am missing a package… but which
one? Synaptic package manager showed no entries
whatsoever. Rpmsearch was not very helpful
either… So I searched and searched and after a
while asked Cyryl for help. I was provided with
almost instant solution.
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Thanks again Cyryl.

B) ntfsconfig

D) testdisk

fsck: fsck.ntfs: not found

processed

A) ntfs3g

fsck f /dev/sdb1

fsck from utillinuxng 2.18

was

[root@wishmasbell andrzejl]#

was

command to be run as root on unmounted partition
when booting from LiveCD.

/dev/sdb1

A magazine just isn't a magazine
without articles to fill the pages.
If you have article ideas, or if you
would like to contribute articles to the
PCLinuxOS Magazine,
send an email to:
pclinuxos.mag@gmail.com

fsck from utillinuxng 2.18
Mounting volume… OK

We are interested in general articles
about Linux, and (of course), articles
specific to PCLinuxOS.
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Why PCLinuxOS Shuns sudo Use
by OldPolack
There has been some confusion about sudo support
on PCLinuxOS. Hopefully, this will clarify the subject.

root password, thereby removing an entire layer of
Linux system security. (the separation of all normal
users from the root user) This is the abuse of sudo
we speak of. We feel that it is totally irresponsible,
and it is that which we refuse to support.

Within the framework spelled out above, we have no
problem with anyone posting proper instructions to
those seeking to use sudo in the responsible
manner for which it was intended. Those that can't
refrain from posting instructions to use sudo
ITMOTB will be subject to post deletion, reprimand,
and possible cancellation of their posting privileges
on this forum.

In The Manner Of The Buntus = ITMOTB
Sudo is just another Linux tool, but one that when
abused, can drastically impair the security of one’s
system. All the major Linux releases, except the
buntus and their clones, agree that when used
ITMOTB, sudo is a major security risk, so none of
them, by default, implement it ITMOTB. Our policy
has also always been to not support the use of sudo
ITMOTB, and we have never varied on that. When
we say we discourage the use of sudo, ITMOTB, we
say it with extreme prejudice.
We have always supported the proper use of sudo
as a limiting resource, when root privileges are
needed for a specific repeatable purpose, such as
when needed for the proper functioning of an
application, within a script, or when a specific user
on a multi user system is assigned limited
administrative duties, but is not allowed access to
the root password or full root privileges. This is the
purpose for which sudo was intended.
When implementing sudo, care should be taken to
limit a user’s entry in /etc/sudoers to the absolute
minimum of specific commands needed to perform
the task at hand.
Sudo, when used ITMOTB, gives blanket, unlimited
root privileges to a normal user, who can then
literally run as root using his own normal user's
password; there being no specific root password set,
the normal user's password effectively becomes the
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misuse/abuse on this forum, where unwary and
inexperienced new users could be exposed to it, and
think we condone and support such abuse. We do
not!

Where *BSD & Linux Converge
linuxfordummies.org
There Are No Stupid Questions
If someone comes here, refuses to learn to run
PCLinuxOS as it was designed to be used, with a
proper root password, su and su  commands to
grant root permissions, while demanding instructions
to run their system ITMOTB, we respectfully suggest
they install a buntu version instead, or one of their
clones. We will not officially condone this deliberate
breach of security protocols, and will not tolerate
having instructions to facilitate the use of sudo
ITMOTB on this forum. On this point, we are
adamant, and this decision is not open to debate.

Would you like to help with the PCLinuxOS
Magazine? Opportunities abound. So get
involved!

Any tool can be misused, and we cannot prevent
any individual from abusing their own system. What
we can do is prevent the aiding and abetting of that

Join us on our Google Group mailing list.

Want To Help?

You can write articles, help edit articles, serve
as a "technical advisor" to insure articles are
correct, create artwork, or help with the
magazine's layout.
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Remaster YOUR PCLinuxOS Installation
by AndrzejL
I have seen this question on multiple occasions: “My PCLinuxOS works just the
way I wanted it to and I want to back it up. How do I create ISO from it?” Today, I
have decided to show you how I do it.
First step: Check that you have drakxfinishinstall installed. Issue this
command:
rpm qa | grep drakxfinishinstall
If the output looks something like this (lines separated for clarity):
[andrzejl@wishmasbell ~]$ rpm qa | grep drakxfinish
install
drakxfinishinstall12.802pclos2011
[andrzejl@wishmasbell ~]$
you are good to go. If not, issue this command:
su c "aptget update && aptget yes install drakx
finishinstall"
Give it the root password when asked, and some time to finish. Then, run
rpm qa | grep drakxfinishinstall

[andrzejl@wishmasbell ~]$ df
Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/sda1 25G 19G 5.1G 79% /
/dev/sda6 9.9G 8.8G 1.1G 89% /home
/dev/sda7 37G 35G 895M 98% /media/Disk_1
/dev/sda8 37G 33G 2.4G 94% /media/Disk_2
/dev/sda9 20G 9.9G 8.9G 53% /media/Disk_3
/dev/sdb1 74G 26G 44G 37% /media/Disk_4
[andrzejl@wishmasbell ~]$
Now you can see which disk has enough space in it to create the ISO. In my
case, it’s the /media/Disk_4 because it has 44 GB of space available.
So, let’s say I want to remaster to this partition, and place it in the folder called
Remaster. And that I want to have all my data included.
Third step: Prep the folder and the remaster command. Run this command:
su
Give root password and then run this command:
mkdir /media/Disk_4/Remaster
This will create a folder where we will find out iso later. Don’t close this terminal
window.
Now for the remastering command (all on one line):

again. This time system should indicate that the package is installed.

mylivecd xz nodir ^/media/Disk_4/Remaster/ 
tmp=/media/Disk_4/Remaster/ md5sum ufs unionfs
/media/Disk_4/Remaster/my.iso

Second step: Check for free space. Issue this command:

– mylivecd – script that will remaster the PCLinuxOS to the ISO file.

df

– xz – this will specify the compression method (there are other as well. Read
mylivecd –help if you want to know more).

The output will look something like this. Of course you can have less (or more)
partitions mounted in different mount points, but you will have at least one /
partition.

– nodir – the folders listed will not be added to the ISO.
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– tmp – this will be our temporary folder for the mylivecd process.
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– md5sum – this will embed md5sum in the ISO.
– ufs – this will specify the union file system.
– /media/Disk_4/Remaster/my.iso – this specifies where the ISO will be written.
So, in general, the command should look something like this (lines separated for
clarity):
su
mkdir /whatever1/whatever2
mylivecd xz nodir ^/whatever1/whatever2/ 
tmp=/whatever1/whatever2/ md5sum ufs unionfs
/whatever1/whatever2/whatever.iso
If your installation is not massive and bloated, after running this command it
should create a remaster iso. However, sometimes you will receive error like this
one:
mylivecd, version 0.9.4, http://pclinuxos.com/
Copyright (C) 2010, Texstar
This program is free software; you can redistribute it
and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License
as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2
of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
Disabling Services not needed on the LiveCD
running: /sbin/chkconfig –list
running: /sbin/chkconfig –list
running: /sbin/chkconfig –list
running: /sbin/chkconfig –list
running: /sbin/chkconfig –list
Creating initrd: [100.00% 00:00:07/00:00:07]
Setting filesystem parameters: [100.00% 00:00:04/00:00:04]
Creating compressed image: [100.00% 00:14:10/00:14:10]
Creating isolinux boot: [100.00% 00:00:01/00:00:01]
Creating final iso: [100.00% 00:00:00/00:00:00]
Restoring Services on the installed system
ls: cannot access whatever.iso: No such file or directory
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Argument “” isn’t numeric in division (/) at
/usr/sbin/mylivecd line 244.
Created ‘whatever.iso’ (0,000 bytes) in 00:14:25
This happens if you try to add too much to your ISO. Mylivecd command can
create an ISO of a maximum size 4.3 GB (single layer DVD size). If you want to
remaster your installation, you will have to exclude some data from it. Now, if you
have few partitions and you only want some of them added, you can exclude the
rest of them by adding them to the nodir part of the command.
Let’s see…
[andrzejl@wishmasbell ~]$ df
Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/sda1 25G 19G 5.1G 79% /
/dev/sda6 9.9G 8.8G 1.1G 89% /home
/dev/sda7 37G 35G 895M 98% /media/Disk_1
/dev/sda8 37G 33G 2.4G 94% /media/Disk_2
/dev/sda9 20G 9.9G 8.9G 53% /media/Disk_3
/dev/sdb1 74G 26G 44G 37% /media/Disk_4
[andrzejl@wishmasbell ~]$
All I want in my iso is my / and my /home and I want to skip all the rest of the
partitions…
The remastering command will now look something like this (all on one line):
mylivecd xz nodir
^/whatever1/whatever2/,^/media/Disk_1/,^/media/Disk_2/,^/me
dia/Disk_3/,^/media/Disk_4/ tmp=/whatever1/whatever2/ 
md5sum ufs unionfs /whatever1/whatever2/whatever.iso
As you can see, I have excluded 4 partitions.
The rule of thumb for adding new exclusions is (all on one line):
,^/where/is/it/mounted/
mylivecd xz nodir
^/whatever1/whatever2/,^/where/is/it/mounted/ 
tmp=/whatever1/whatever2/ md5sum ufs unionfs
/whatever1/whatever2/whatever.iso
If you want to exclude just one user’s home from the entire /home partition, add
(all on one line):
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,^/home/oneuser/
mylivecd xz nodir
^/whatever1/whatever2/,^/home/oneuser/ 
tmp=/whatever1/whatever2/ md5sum ufs unionfs
/whatever1/whatever2/whatever.iso

If you want to exclude this mount point from the remastering process you need to
add \ before the space in the command like this:
nodir ^/whatever1/Windows\ 7/
Otherwise, you will receive a FATAL: Too many commandline arguments
error.

If you want to exclude your entire /home partition, add ,^/home/(all on one line):
mylivecd xz nodir ^/whatever1/whatever2/,^/home/ 
tmp=/whatever1/whatever2/ md5sum ufs unionfs
/whatever1/whatever2/whatever.iso
After properly adjusting your command, you should be able to create a good
working ISO. Try it in VirtualBox before you burn it to the CD/DVD. Sometimes,
the remaster process creates an unusable ISO, and I wouldn’t want you to create
a whole bunch of coasters before you get it right.
Now to get the md5sum file:
I assume that you created the ISO in /whatever1/whatever2/whatever.iso
location.
Issue these commands then:
cd /whatever1/whatever2
md5sum ./whatever.iso > ./whatever.md5sum
This will create the whatever.md5sum in the /whatever1/whatever2 folder. The file
will contain the checksum of your ISO.

Full Monty ...

Example:
[andrzejl@wishmasbell whatever2]$ cat ./whatever.md5sum
d784fa8b6d98d27699781bd9a7cf19f0 ./whatever.iso
[andrzejl@wishmasbell whatever2]$
What if your command line contains spaces?
If you have partitions or folders that contain spaces, you will be interested in this
“special case” scenario. Say, for example, you have the following partition:
/dev/sda7 37G 35G 895M 98% /media/Windows 7

Everything you might want or need – plus the kitchen sink!
PCLinuxOS Magazine
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Want To Run Windows In VirtualBox? For Free?
by Paul Arnote (parnote)
Most Linux users are former Microsoft Windows
users, and we can divide them into one of three
camps. In the first camp, there are Linux users who
have cut the cord with Microsoft and use Linux
exclusively for all of their computing needs. The
second camp contains others who aren’t able to free
themselves from Microsoft’s grip, relying on a dual
boot situation that allows them to run certain beloved
Windows programs that they just can’t seem to
abandon. The third camp is filled with those who use
Microsoft Windows in a virtual machine (e.g.,
VirtualBox) to run those occasional Windows
programs for which there are no viable alternatives,
such as U.S. income tax software installable from a
CD or Windows download. (PCLinuxOS users can

still use online versions of tax software such as
TurboTax Online, TaxAct, and H&R Block Online.
However, they will get a message saying that their
browser is not supported.
Simply ignore the
warning.)

Windows as the host, there are “virtualization
platform” images for Microsoft’s own HyperV,
VirtualBox, and VMWare. If you are using a Mac as
host, “virtualization platform” images are available
for VMWare, VirtualBox and Parallels.

Believe it or not, that “evil empire” of Microsoft has
just made it incredibly easy to run Microsoft
Windows in a virtual machine … for free! Say
what?! That’s right, and this is no joke. The Internet
Explorer team, in an effort to foster maximum
compatibility of websites across as many versions of
Internet Explorer as possible, has released
VirtualBox copies of Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7 and Windows 8. Intended for web
developers, these fully functional copies of Windows
are available to anyone and everyone.
Direct your web browser here: http://www.modern.ie
/enus/virtualizationtools#downloads. You will see
the webpage displayed to the left (previous column).

First, select the operating system platform you are
running. The VirtualBox images are available for
Windows, Mac and Linux users.

Currently, only VirtualBox images (“Virtualization
Platform”) are available for Linux. If you are using
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Once you select VirtualBox as your “virtualization
platform,” you will be given the choice of
downloading the following combinations:
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* Windows XP with IE6
* Windows XP with IE8
* Windows Vista with IE7
* Windows 7 with IE8
* Windows 7 with IE9
* Windows 7 with IE10
* Windows 8 with IE10
* Windows 8.1 Preview with IE11
Only the Windows XP images are available as a
single file download. All of the other virtual machine
images are available as multipart, selfextracting
RAR files. To download the Windows XP images,
you can click on the file link on the web page. You
can also enter wget https://az412801.vo.
msecnd.net/vhd/IEKitV1_Final/VirtualBox/Linux/
IE8_XP/IE8.WinXP.For.LinuxVirtualBox.sfx in a
terminal window, for example, to download the
Windows XP image with IE8.
To download the multipart image files, you can
download each one separately by clicking on each
file in your web browser, and saving each one to
your hard drive. Alternatively, you can also use the
terminal to download the parts of the selfextracting
RAR archive. First, change to the directory where
you want to save the files, then issue the wget
command, supplying the URL of the associated *.txt
file for the multipart file you want to download. For
example, to download Windows 7 with IE 11, you
would enter the following:
wget i https://az412801.vo.msecnd.net/
vhd/IEKitV1_Final/VirtualBox/Linux/IE11_Win7/
IE11.Win7.For. LinuxVirtualBox.txt
This command will download all of the files in the
multipart selfextracting RAR file. Just be aware that
most of these virtual machine images are rather
LARGE files. For example, the download of
Windows 7 with IE 11 is about a 4.3 GB download.
Once all of your files have downloaded, open a
terminal (if you don’t have it open already), change
to the directory where you saved the files, and make
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the *.sfx file executable, by entering chmod +x
IE11.Win7.For.LinuxVirtualBox.part1.sfx.
Next,
enter ./IE11.Win7.For.LinuxVirtualBox.part1.sfx on
the command line, and let the command run until
finished. The multipart RAR file will be “assembled”
into a *.ova file. In the example above, the IE11 
Win7.ova file is 4.3 GB when reassembled.
At this point, if you haven’t already installed
VirtualBox (via the Get Oracle VM VirtualBox
installer in PCLinuxOS), now would be a good time
to do so. Once installed, launch VirtualBox. From the
VirtualBox “File” menu, select “Import Appliance…”
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Select the “Open Appliance” button in the upper half
of the dialog box. Select the Windows *.ova file that
you downloaded and extracted, followed by the
“Next” button.

edition, complete with Service Pack 1. The copies of
Windows XP that are available are all reported to be
complete with Windows XP Service Pack 3.
Here are the recommended memory requirements
for the Windows virtual machines:
Windows XP images:
Windows Vista images:
Windows 7 images:
Windows 8 images:

–
–
–
–

512MB
1024MB
2048MB
2048MB

You may be able to get away with less memory. I
did, when I installed my copy of Windows 7 on my
IBM Thinkpad T42, which is maxed out at 2 GB of
RAM. I have it installed and set to use only 512 MB
of RAM. It runs just as well with that limited amount
of RAM in my VirtualBox installation as the much
newer computers at the hospital where I work that
run Windows 7, installed on bare metal.

Under the “Appliance Settings” dialog box, you can
view all of the settings for the virtual machine. You
can change any of the settings by doubleclicking
your mouse on the setting, and making your
changes. Once you’re satisfied with your settings,
select the “Import” button.

Caveats
Of course, these caveats are excluding the normal,
typical precautionary things that are associated with
running Windows: viruses, malware, spyware, etc.
Installing and running antivirus, antimalware and
antispyware software is a choice you will have to
make for yourself, within your new Windows virtual
machine.

While your new virtual machine file is being
imported, you will be shown a dialog box similar to
the one above. Because I’m installing this on one of
my slower computers with a single core processor,
it’s reporting quite a long time to finish. Don’t worry.
The actual time until completion isn’t as long as is
reported. On my single processor IBM Thinkpad
T42, it took about 10 minutes or so to load up the
virtual machine file.

Here are the “restrictions” on the use of these
Windows virtual machines:
* These copies of Windows virtual machines are
intended only as “evaluation” copies, and are not
supposed to be used for any “production system.”
* You are free to use these free Windows virtual
machines for “testing purposes,” but not “commercial
purposes.”
As you can see from the images, the copy of
Windows 7 that I downloaded is the Enterprise
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256
512
1024
1024

* You can use these Windows virtual machines free
for only 90 days after being installed. After 90 days,
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the virtual machine will stop running, and any data
stored on that virtual machine will become
inaccessible (more on this in a bit).
* The Windows 8.1 Preview expires on January 15,
2014, and cannot be accessed after that date.
* The login name for all of the Windows virtual
machines is IEUser, and Passw0rd! is the password
for the Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8 virtual
machines.
As for “overcoming” the 90 day time limit, this
recommendation comes straight out of Microsoft’s
PDF file containing detailed requirements and
installation instructions:
“It is also highly recommended that you implement a
rollback strategy for any virtual machines that you
download. This could be as simple as holding onto
the original archive that you downloaded, or you
could take advantage of your virtualization platform’s
snapshotting capability so that you can start over
with a fresh VM at any time and not have to worry
about the guest operating system running out of trial
time.”
So, to remove any ambiguities in the above
statement, make a snapshot of your Windows virtual
machine right after you install it and any programs
you are planning to run. If you are getting close to
the 90 day time limit, secure your files (copy them
over to your host PCLinuxOS system by setting up
some shared folders). Then, first clone your
snapshot, then work off of the snapshot copy. This
way, you will always have a pristine copy of your
Windows virtual machine stored as a snapshot.
Summary
Even though Microsoft has a welldeserved
reputation as “the evil empire” in the computing
world, for those PCLinuxOS users who are
interested in having a real, legal, fullyfunctioning
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copy of Windows to run in VirtualBox, this offer
couldn’t possibly be any better.
Sure, there are other alternatives to running
Windows programs under Linux, such as using tools
like Wine, PlayOnLinux and Crossover. But some
Windows programs simply won’t run under those
environments, and even if they do, some suffer from
severe performance issues. Using a “reverse
engineered” set of the Windows APIs, you are quite
likely to experience some compatibility issues with
different programs. Your mileage may vary,
depending on what you are expecting, wanting or
needing from such an environment. Running
Windows in a VirtualBox is, by far, the best solution
that offers the best compatibility and stability.

Linux Training
Courses & Classes

While it’s true that Windows XP is nearing “end of
life” status, for many users, Windows XP is sufficient
for their uses. At some time in the future, support
among software publishers will wane to being almost
nonexistent. I would encourage anyone who wants
to download a copy of Windows XP to also take the
extra time to download a copy of Windows 7 – even
if you don’t plan on using it any time soon. That way,
you add some insurance for that eventual day when
Windows XP will no longer serve the purposes you
need, because of lack of support from not only
Microsoft, but also software vendors.

Want To Help?
Would you like to help with the PCLinuxOS
Magazine? Opportunities abound. So get
involved!
You can write articles, help edit articles, serve
as a "technical advisor" to insure articles are
correct, create artwork, or help with the
magazine's layout.
Join us on our Google Group mailing list.
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